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and for most people it is 

then consider: 
Flexibility Performance Reliability Advanced 
technology - for recording and broadcasting. 
A tool to work always for you - rever against 
you. The result is uncommonly distinguished. 

Cadac offer system design flexibility to suit 
your need within a realistic cost to a realistic 
delivery date on time. 
Before deciding, why not talk to people whose 
years of dedication and involvement in all 
aspects of studio technology is real and 
practical. 
Want the full story? Phone, write or telex: 
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DISTRIBUTION 
STUDIO SOUND, published monthly, enables engineers and studio 
management to keep abreast of new technical and commercial developments 
in electronic communication. It is available without charge to qualified 
readers ; these being directors, managers, executives and key personnel 
actively engaged in the sound recording, broadcasting and cinematograph 
industries in any part of the world. Non -qualifying readers can buy 
STUDIO SOUND at an annual subscription of £5.80 (UK) or £6.00 overseas. 

BINDERS 
Loose -leaf binders for annual volumes of STUDIO SOUND are 
available from Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancashire. 
Price is £1.50 (UK and overseas). Please quote the volume number or 
date when ordering. 

DECEMBER 1975 VOLUME 17 NUMBER 12 

Music criticism demands far more of both writer and reader than 
most other forms of comment. In our indulgent world of instant 
opinion, there is a constant babble of voices summarising the 
product of many hours' labour as 'good' or `bad'. This tells us 
nothing except the primitive level of such a critic and his relation- 
ship with the work. However the criticism is dressed, it is of no 
more value than a light anecdote (despite the reverence of many 
to the printed word) unless it extends to an implication of the 
writer's own reference points. This may take the form of men- 
tioning other areas of possible common experience with the 
reader, so that the latter is able to adjust the written attitudes to 
coincide with his own basic tenets. Also, steps and conclusions 
must be made apparent, even if they are intuitive and not easily 
rationalised. 

At the other extreme, reviewing power amplifiers seems pretty 
straightforward. Measure the thing, compare those relatively 
simple figures with those obtained elsewhere and make the con- 
clusions. But even that is far from straightforward by the time 
you worry about the speakers on the output and the sort of sound 
you expect. However, readers of such reviews, in this journal if 
not elsewhere, should be able to overlay their own personal 
requirements and act accordingly. 

Somewhere between lie the traditionally vexed problems of 
speaker reviews, a medium in which more hot air has been 
expended than on the moral degeneration due to parametric 
equalisers. The problem is that the only method available is the 
discussion of subjective reactions, and even then it doesn't 
reduce to words like 'hot' and 'cold'. There is no absolute standard, 
because the monitor speaker is a tool reflecting the aural con- 
ditioning of the mixer from the time he started. 

And there is little real tolerance of an opposite camp in personal 
terms; it isn't easy to change, nor is there much inclination to 
at the present time. While a church organist may acknowledge 
that there is something to rock and roll, and vice versa, he may 
prefer to stay on the musical lines along which he developed. 
There is about as much mutual tolerance between the BBC and 
the JBL monitor camps. Fine for all concerned, so long as one 
does not force its opinions on the others. But to present subjective 
speaker reviews to keep both schools of thought happy and 
provide them with something useful would need a parallel 
translation. 

So we decided not to, until someone comes up with methods 
a bit better than those we have to rely on today. 

STUDIO SOUND is published on the 14th of the preceding month 
unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears on the Saturday. 

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES 
All STUDIO SOUND correspondence should be sent to the address 
printed on this page. Technical queries should be concise and must 
include a stamped addressed envelope. Matters relating to more than one 
department should occupy separate sheets of paper or delay will 
occur in replying. 
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Total average net circulation 018535 per issue 
during 1974. UK 5663, overseas 2872. 
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ITA- Europe's Leading Distributor 

Duplicating tj Channel 4 Channel: 

OTARI DP -4050 

Superb quality makes it 

the only copier 
comparable to large sale 
loop -bin systems. 
Unquestionably the 
World's finest in- cassette 
duplicator available. Ideal 
for 1- 10,000 copies. 8 
times speed - modular 
construction - servo 
controlled direct capstan 
drive. 

mmediate delivery. 

REVOX A -77 
The famous A77 has been consistently 

improved over the past 8 years and is now 
available in the latest Mk. 4 version. 

The wide choice of specifications 
includes versions for duplicating and 
logging applications. Backed by UK's 
fastest service. 

£299+ VAT. 
Hire service. 
Immediate delivery 

h ill ll i.11l 

IN 

1. 

REVOX A -700 
The new big Revox - ideal for all studio 

requirements. Highly sophisticated design 
features include servo tape tension, full 
deck logic, crystal controlled servo 
electronics, 3 speeds, tape footage 
counter. 

£595 +VAT. Immediate delivery. 

Agfa PEM 368 Lowest Prices 
Scotch 207 

TEAC A.3340 (S) RECC RD ER 
Indust- el Persia- up; railed to studio 

requireme-ts, -vith ircreased signal to 

noise pedo ME nce and improved reliabili'y. 
Four tota ly nd Spend hnt channel s each 
with sel sin :. input m x ing, switctiable VUs 
and all thD a :Mies for easy multitacking 
This industrial model s in more st adios than 
any other version. 

Available ooly .rom ITA. ( :Semi -pr D version 
also aval able. sm- 
Immedia'e ielrery 

NEW HIGH SPEED 
15 T 4- CHANNEL 
DOKORDER £369 

Full se, -sir,: tacilities High level 
electronics eitt low roise level. 

This studio rers+on on.y available (rcm ITA 

Hire Facilities 
Finance Ava fable 
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i 

of Multîtrnck Equipment 

Li Channel Ui/E Mixers 
Channel 

ITAM 805 MASTER 
RECORDER 

Fully modular electronics using plug -in 
PCBs throughout. Separate sync and 
replay amps give identical levels. 
Switchable VUs w th slow decay. Individual 
oscillator for each channel Dolby A 
switching facility. Comprehensive facilities 
include sync on al channels, servo 
controlled capstan, modular electronics, 
variable speed (optional), relay -solenoid 
operation. Compact console presertation 
for easy portability. 

£1790 + VAT. 
Full console optional extra. 

LYREC 2" 
The Lyrec 16 track 2" recorder is one of 

the finest examples of multitrack recorders 
currently available from Europe. 

£8990 + VAT. 24 Track £12,885 + VAT 

NEW PRODUCTS 

OTARI MX5058 
New 8 channel from Otari, Japan's 

larges: manufacturers of stJdio equipment. 
Rugged reliability. 

£1920 +VA, 

OTARI MX5050 
Full capability professional machine. 
Front panel edit mode and cue facilities. 
Motion sensing. 
Syrc and normal replay level identica'. 
600 ohm, XLR + 4 dB output. 
Add tional '.% track replay head. 
Two and four channel versions. 
Test and cue oscillator. 
Edital editing block. 
7",, 15ips. 
Balanced input and output options. 

2 Channel £440 + VAT 
4 Channel £590 + VAT 

ITAM 10 -4 
Ten balanced inputs, four output 

groups, 4 limiters. bass mid and treble EQ. 
modular construction, headphone 
monitoring. Extremely high qua ity 
construction only matched by mixers 
costing around £1000. £647+ VAT. 

Twenty input version £990 +VAT 
Eight output version £1260 + VAT. 

Immediate delivery 
Also available for hire 

ITAM 10 -8 
Expandec version of the famous 10 -4 

with 8 output groups and comprehensive 
monitoring facilities. Additional 10 inputs 
optional. 

10 -8 £1260 + VAT 

5 Pratt Street, London NW1 OAE. 
Industrial Tape Applications Tel: 01 -485 6162 Telex. 21879 
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MAGNETICS 

total iupply capability 
from new UK kictoig 

professional tapes 
on the finest polyester base in 2 ", 1", 2" and 4" format, in all accepted 
lengths. Exclusive PUA dispersion process ensures valuable optimum 
balance of signal /noise, MOL at 3% harmonic distortion and print- through - 
Europe's most modern coater lays it all down right and keeps it right 
throughout. Quality is consistently of the highest. 

Lacquer discs 
Made by Pyral, originators of the process, and used by leading record 
companies throughout the world. Unsurpassed for quality and dependability. 

duplicating tapes 
3.8mm or ;" on reels or N.A.B. hubs to DIN or Philips standards. Here again 
the PUA assures essential balance. And what price C.60 /C.90 compatibility. 

prompt delivery - competitive prices 

it's easy to get in touch with «I now! 

PYRAL MAGNETICS LTD. COURTLANDS ROAD EASTBOURNE SUSSEX ENGLAND 
Telephone Eastbourne (0323) 638965 
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MOBILITY 

A lightweight microphone stand with folding legs which with 
the three -section telescopic upright makes a compact port- 
able stand. Adjusts in height from 28" to 72 ". Finished in 
grey and now also in new all -black nylon covering for extra 

durability. 

A pocket -sized table stand with good stability. The solid 
steel legs are removable so the stand can be packed into a 

microphone -size box. The top extension piece is removable 
to give a lower profile microphone arrangement. 

WE HAVE THE ANS WER 

A new studio stand with a heavy reinforced base fitted with 
wheels. When in position floor jacks can be lowered to 
prevent further movement. Adjusts in height from 3' 10" 
to 6' 10" and can be fitted with boom arms from our range 

of 15 models. 

Our well -known cable drum now covered in black nylon 
coating. The drum is removable and spares always available. 

KOITH 171Or1S GAUDIO' LTD 
26 -28 READING ROAD SOUTH, FLEET, NR. ALDERSHOT, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE FLEET (02514) 3566 or 7316 TELEX 858606 

DISTRIBUTOR CANADA 
T.C. ELECTRONICS 

720 AVENUE MARIN, MONTREAL 

DISTRIBUTOR U.S.A. 

AUDIOTECHNIQUES 
142 HAMILTON AVENUE, STAMFORD, CONN. 06 902 

SOLD WORLDWIDE THROUGH APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS. LIST ON APPLICATION. 
7 
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THE TA N N OY 

Compression 
type 
High- 
frequency 
Unit 

Direct 
Radiator 
law- 
Frequency 
Unit 

The Monitor H.P.D. represents a further outsttncimg improvement of a 

loudspeaker system which has become regarded as a quality 
standard over the last 25 years by Recording Studios throughout the 
world. There is a very good chance that your favourite records and 
tapes were monitored on Tannoy Dual Concentric loudspeakers, and 
to select these superbly engineered, individually hand -assembled 
speakers for your music system assures you of the same professional 
performance. 

260 mm 
10" 

310 mm 
12" 

410 mm 
15" 

Power Handling Capacity* 50W 60W 85W 

Frequency Response 27- 20,000 HZ 25- 20,000 HZ 23- 20,000 HZ 

Intermodulation Products less than 2% less than 2% less than 2% 

Impedance via 
Crossover network 

8 ohms 
(5 ohms min.) 

8 ohms 
(5 ohms min.) 

8 ohms 
(5 ohms min.) 

'INTEGRATED PROGRAMME MATERIAL 

The cudacouslic Cone The High Temperature voice Coil The Tanoplas surround 
improve, !r equency ono Ira.nsient assures absolute c malic stability gives low bass resonance with 
response. gives much increased and great mechanical strength excellent mechanical stability and 
power handling capacity and together with much improved freedom from edge reflections. 
greater mechanical stability power handling capacity. 

Patented Magnetic Shunt 
combined wan specially treated 
and seie , I steel gives nraxiniunt 
mag, n the unique 
Tann, . lap system Improves 

Unique High Frequency Unit 
with separate diaphragm and 
voice coil coupled to the horn by a 

19 element phase -matching 
system 

High Power Crossover Unit 
with solid dielectric condensers 
throughout. combined with treble 
and roll -off controls 

J?e#/ï17 ur 
T,tiNNOY /V® 

NORWOOD RD. WEST NORWOOD SE27 9AB 
Tel : 01-6701131 Telex : 949755 
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WHY CHILTON MIXERS? 

We are manufacturers in the true sense of 
the word: producing Teak Cabinets. Sheet 
Metal Work. Tooling, Front Panel and Prin- 
ted Circuit Artwork etc., our products are 
accurate with an attention to detail that is 

second nature to us. 
The popular M10'2 (10 in 2 out) portable mixer 
shown is supplied as a basic unit with 10 Line 
inputs inc PPM, Oscillator, LF 'HF Equalisers, 
1 Aux and PFL. You choose the number of 
Microphone or Gram inputs, the channels to 

have Presence, Switchable HF LF Filters or 
Ducking. In addition a 2nd Aux channel, 
Talk -Back, and or Compressors can be fitted. 

Ring or write for full information, if however 
our standard range is unsuitable it may be 

possible to modify one to suit your 
requirements. 

M10 2 Mk4 BASIC 
16 input version .. 
12 in 4 out Mk2 

£365 00 VAT 
.. £530.00 VAT 
.. £580.00 VAT 

MAGNETIC TAPES Ltd., Chilton Works, 
Garden Rd., Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4NS 

Telephone 01 -876 7957 
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Reliability 
and 

Simplicity... 
. is what most of Britain's commercial radio stations, the BBC and a 

host of the major recording studios look for in the 3D Series repro- 
ducer cartridge machine and cartridges. 

The 3D Series reproducer is the machine they now use, it has mech- 
anical strength for continuous and reliable D.J. and broadcasting re- 
quirements, the minimum of controls for simplicity of operation and 
provides for either single or multiple deck capacity. 

The best cartridges for the best machine. Our cartridges are the only 
ones with a proven acceptability to the commercial stations, studios 
and the BBC and have most of the market to prove it. NAB cartridges 
come in all types, lengths and are in stock now. 

The best machines and 
cartridges from the company 
that has a reputation for 
reliability and service to the 
industry. 

Short term hire of cartridge 
machines available. 

For further information contact:- Chris Welsh 

LEE ENGINEERING 
Napier House, Bridge Street, 
Walton on Thames, Surrey KT12 1 AP 
Tel: Walton on Thames 43124 
Telex: 928475 Cables: LEETECH 

10 STUDIO SOUND, DECEMBER 1975 

The nt, 
Dokorder 

2 /4- Channel Stereo Co. 
with Multi -Sync ant 

Full Logic Control 

Dokorder's useful Multi - 
Sync lets you make 4- 
channel recordings without 
fuss. Record voice or 
instruments on separate 
tracks and overdub with 
perfect synchronization. 
Source/ monitor switches 
for each of four channels, 
too. 
4- Channel or 2- Channel 
Operation 
Pro -quality perfectly 
balanced quad or 2- channel 
performance plus 
convenient Tape Memory to 
reverse tape to any position 
and repeat play 
automatically. Studio -like 
design puts pre -amp 
controls and 4 large V Us at 
eye level. 
Bonus Features 
*Electronic Echo *Sound - 
on -Sound *Sound -with- 
Sound *Separate 4- Channel 
output Controls *Full Logic 
Solenoid- Control Tape 
Transport *Three 4- Channel 
Heads *Cue and Pause 
*Separate EQ and Bias 
Switch *Peak Indicator 
Lamp. 

SPECIFlC:1TIONS 
Tape Transport -- Three motor 
(Hysteresis >nchronous 
capstan and eddy current - 
induction red) electronic 
speed change Solenoid operated. 
Tape Speeds 15 ips & 71/2 ips. 
Wow& Flutter Max. 0.04 %¿at 
15 ips. Max. 0.06çí at 71/2 ips. 
Fast Winding Time - 140 seconds 
(1800- foot, 60Hz). 
Reel Size - 101 " and 7 ". 
Monitoring Full tape 
source monitoring. 
Tape Heads - -- Three separate 
heads (E. R & P). 
Rec./ P.B. Frequency Response- 
25-26K ( ±3d B 30-23K) at 15 ips. 
25 -24K ( ±3d B 30-20K) at 71/2 ips. 
Signal -to-Noise Ratio - 
Better than 60dB. 
Crosstalk - Better than 58Db. 
Stereo Channel Separation -- 
Better than 50dB at I KHz. 
Bias Frequency - 130K Hz. 
Inputs, Per Channel- M lC 
sensitivity 0.25mV; 600 ohms. 
LINE 80mVi 100K ohms. 
DIN (R EC) 0.6mV 20K ohms. 
Dimensions - 17% "W x 20" H 
151/4"D. 

R.R.P. £550 +VAT 
Mounted in Console. 

Imported for you by: 

AEL 
ELECTRONICS 
LIMITED 

91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AJ 
Telephone: 01 -399 0966/7/8 

E 
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1t, a mocJ, mocl, modular world. 
Simplify, simplify! Instead of paying more for bigger, bulkier audio control 
components, pay less for compact Shure modular components ti,at - 
singly or in combination -handle critical functions flawlessly. Cases in point: 
(1) the M67 and M68 Microphone Mixers, the original high -performance, 
low -cost mixers; (2) the M610 Feedback Controller, the compact component 
that permits dramatically increased gain before feedback; (3) the M63 Audio 
Master, that gives almost unlimited response shaping characteristics; (4) 
the M688 Stereo Mixer, for stereo recording and multi -source audio -visual 
work; (5) the M675 Broadcast Production Master, that works with our M67 
to create a complete production console (with cuing!) for a fraction of the 
cost of conventional consoles; and (6) the SE30 Gated Compressor /Mixer, 
(not shown above) with the memory circuit that eliminates "pumping." For 
more on how to "go modular," write for the Shure Microphone Circuitry 
Catalogue. 

Shure Electronics Limited 
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU r 
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881 , SHV1Rl 

11 
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minumix is moie than just 
cinothei mixer 

MINIMIX is a unique system of interconnecting units 
designed to provide versatile facility and quality 
for economic sound installations. 

MINIMIX 2 is a repackaged all metal cased version of 
our original Miniature 6 channel mixer. We have added 
two new additional devices, the MONMIX, a stereo 
monitor mixer for multi -track work, the AUXBOX to 
provide necessary studio facilities such as Talkback, 
Oscillator, Monitor selection, plus all the accessories 
such as power supplies, leads and microphone 
transformers. If you are thinking bigger things we 
also have a new multitrack Modular mixer, a 

PA console, an intercom system ... 

ALLEN AND HEATH LTD Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road, 
London, N.8 01 -340 3291 

........... ;,;«N),`Z\' `+.,t .. '; .. 

+, 
Ov f 

. .. 

All our equipment has been designed for performance with 

reliability, maximum flexibility and real economy in mind. 

Various systems are available from Stereo to 24 track recording, 

with comprehensive metering and monitoring. 

12 STUDIO SOUND, DECEMBER 1975 

T 
ROSEWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KELSO, ROXBURGHSHIRE 

SCOTLAND. TELEPHONE 2983 STD 057 23 
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IllEWannounce the TOTAL professional 
store 

Most people in the business know REW 
Audio Visual Company, the shop at 146 Charing 
Cross Road where you can get anything from a 

cannon plug to a complete mini -studio, and be 
served by people who are on the same wavelength 
as yourself. 

It was also where Hi -Fi enthusiasts went 
for popular brands of equipment. However, 
trade has grown to such an extent that we can 
no longer do justice to both sides of the 
business. 

So we've taken new premises along the 
road to deal with Hi -Fi, and 146 Charing Cross 
Road will be devoted entirely to the needs of 

the professional. 
Two whole floors of microphones, 

microphone stands, multi -track tape machines, 
noise reduction units, graphic equalisers, echo 
and reverb units, mixers, P.A. speakers, monitor 
speakers, speaker components, amplifiers, test 
units, headphones, bulk erasers, head 
demagnetisers, splicing blocks, blank tapes, etc. 
All by leading manufacturers, at special trade 
prices to professionals. 

REW at 146 Charing Cross Road. The 
TOTAL professional store catering entirely for 
the professional customer. 

MAIN AGENTS FOR AKG, AGFA, ALICE, ALLEN & HEATH, ALTEC- LANSING, AMCRON, A.T.C., BASE, BEYER, BOSE, CALREC, CANNON, CERWIN -VEGA, 
DAN GIBSON, DBX, DOKORDER, DOLBY, EDITALL, ELECTROVOICE, EMINENCE, EMITAPE, E.S.S., FERROGRAPH, GAUSS, GRAMPIAN, HH, HARRISON, HILL, JBL, 
KMAL, KOSS, LAMB LABORATORIES, MACLAB, MASTER ROOM, NAKAMICHI, PHASE LINEAR, QUAD, RADFORD, RESLO, REVOX, SCOTCH, SENNHEISER, 
SHURE, SNS, SONY, SOUNDCRAFT, SOUNDCRAFTSMAN, SPENDOR, STANTON, STAX, STRAMP, TANNOY, TASCAM. TEAC, TDK, UHER, VIDEOSONIC 

REW Professional Audio, 146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel: 01 -240 3064 (4 lines). 
13 
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AUDIO 
DEVELOPMENTS 

PORTABLE MIXERS 

AD 031 and AD 007 

The Portable Mixers with the professional qualities and the 
professional performance. 

Both have 8 inputs that drive into 4 or 2 groups. 

All inputs and outputs balanced using XLR connectors 
throughout. 
Peak Programme Meter to BS4297/1968 specification. (V.U. 
meter optional.) 
Auxiliary for use on either echo or foldback. 

Stereo linkable compressors on the AD 007. 

Extender Units that can incorporate 10 extra input modules 

Size: 540 x 480 x 225 mm AD 007 
420 x 335 x 127 mm AD 031 

Weight: 22.7 Kg AD 007, 10 Kg AD 031 

Modular construction to promote serviceability. 
Both mixers can be hired and National Sound Reproducers 

of Northolt Road, South Harrow, Middlesex, are agents for 
hire in the London area. 

The following agents have been appointed: 
AUSTRIA 
Mr. Drott, 
M. R. Drott K.G., Johannesgasse 18, 

A -1015 Wien. 
Tel. 0222/524545. 

CANADA 
Mr. Derek Roughton. 
Double Diamond Electronics Ltd., 
200 Consumers Road. Suite 105, 
Willowdale, Ontario. 
Tel. 494 1453. 

FRANCE 
M. Gerard Buisset, R.E.D. 
Rue de Telegraphe, 705020 Paris, 
Tel. 636.73.10. 

NETHERLANDS 
Mr. D. Zijimans, 
Sound Techniques, Postbus 206, 
Alkmaar. 
Tel. 072 -12944. 

ITALY 
Dr. Paulo Curti Gialdino, 
Laboacustica, Via Settembrini 9. 
00195 Rome. 
Tel. 381.965-355.506. 

NORWAY 
Mr. Biorn Benum, 
Sis'. Ing. Benum & Co., Boks 2493. 
Solli, Oslo 2. 
Tel. (02) 56.57.53. 

SWEDEN 
Mr. Jan Setterburg. 
Tal & Ton, Brevkortsgatan 11, 
431 36 Molndal, Sweden. 
Tel. 031.130205. 

Enquiries are invited from energetic Companies with well - 
established contacts to market our product in countries 
not yet represented. 

Aviiva 
A Hall Lane 

Walsall Wood 
Walsall 

Developments 
9A U 

Brow ownhills 5351/3 
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TWO BEAUTIES ! 

Our SS.100 and SS.50 power amplifiers are not only wellbuilt 
with easy access and smart clean lines, but they're top line 
performers too. Designed on the fit and forget principle, at 
about a L per watt retail, they take some beating for studio 
monitoring and high quality disco use. 

Full technical spec. in our brochure IA or ask for the full 
catalogue. 

Manufacturers of mixers, integrated mixer amplifiers and slave amplifiers, 
power amplifiers, transformers, lighting control equipment and cabinets for 
the home and export markets. 

MUSTANG 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Nelson Street, Scarborough, 
North Yorkshire Y012 7SZ 
England 
Telephone 0723 -63298 

TURNER 
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS 

MODEL A300 VU 

A range of professional stereo power amplifiers designed and manufactured to a 

very high standard. 

The A Series (Professional Studio Monitor) amplifiers feature dual power 
supplies to maintain full RMS power on both channels. 

The B Series (Professional) amplifiers feature single power supplies suitable for 
most music applications. 

STANDARD WITH VU's 

MODEL A500 250 +250 watts RMS. 4 ohms 080-00 E440-00 
MODEL A300 150+150 watts RMS, 4 ohms E262 50 E322.50 
MODEL B300 150 watts RMS per channel E210 00 E250.00 
MODEL B200 100 watts RMS per channel E170 00 E210 00 

The above prices are list and exclusive of VAT. 

TURNER ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD 
175 Uxbridge Road, London W7 3TH 

Tel. 01 -567 8472 
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What have Quad been up to recently? 

Current Dumping that's what 
Current Dumping is not East Anglia's 

answer to the black pudding but the name 
given to a totally new power amplifier 
circuit developed by QUAD. 

A current dumping amplifier basically 
consists of a low power amplifier of very 
high quality, which controls the loud- 
speaker at all times and a high - powered 
heavy -duty amplifier which provides most 
of the muscle. 

The small amplifier is so arranged - it 
carries an error signal - that provided the 
heavy duty transistors (the dumpers) stay 
within the target area of the required 
output current, it will fill in the remainder 
accurately and completely. 

The reproduced quality is solely depen- 

dent on the baby amplifier, which because 
of its low power, can be made very good 
indeed. 

The QUAD 405 is the first amplifier to 
incorporate current dumping. 

There are no internal adjustmenis, so 
nothing to go out of alignment. 

There are no crossover distort on prob- 
lems and performance is unaffected by 
thermal tracking. 

The QUAD 405 offers impeccable per- 
formance, reliably and predictably. 

Details from your nearest QUAD retailer 
or write directly to Dept. SS Acoustical 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, 
Cambs., PE18 7DB. 

QUAD 
for the closest approach to the original sound 

QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark 
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PERFORMANCE + RELIABILITY 

_._ 
Rmcron LABORATORY POWER AMPUFifR OC3OOf7 

IT HAS TO BE AMCRON 
Amcron power amplifiers come in three sizes, D60, D150 and DC300A, and all offer superb 
quality sound reproduction combined with a well- earned reputation for reliability. Introduced 
back in 1967, they are found in all possible applications involving amplification of Audio 
Frequency signals. Little wonder that they are chosen by leading studios such as Advision, 
De Lane Lea, Island, The Manor, Central Sound, and Kingsway Recorders to name but a few. 

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD. SAXMUNDHAM, IP17 
P 2NL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

TEL: (0728) 2262 2615 

Alice BROADCASTING 

STM6 

SIX CHANNEL STEREO TRANSMISSION MIXER 
(ALICE'S BABY) 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 
MICROPHONES LINES 
LINES /TAPE /CARTS P.A. 
PICK -UPS HEADPHONES 
OFF AIR RECORDING 

L465 

excluding 
VAT 
Dimensions 
20" x 15" x 4+" 

The definitive OB /D1 /Production Mixer. Can you 
afford to use anything else? 

Contact Chris Walden on Windsor 51056/7 

Alice (Stancoil Ltd) Alexandra Rd, Windsor, Berkshire, England 
also available from Roger Squires London or Manchester 
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The new 'TEAC A- 7300/2T. 
Technology to match your talent. 

As a professional, you probably know all about TEAC. Our A -3300 Series tape decks 
have helped to set new standards in the recording industry. 

Now we'd like to introduce you to the new A -7300/ 2T. A superb 1/4 track stereo 
machine with servo controlled direct capstan drive and full IC logic circuits. 

It's an entirely different breed of animal with lots of new features to meet 
different demands and needs. 

There's a built -in 4 -in, 2 -out mixer. You can plug up to four professional 
quality microphones or you can connect up to four line level sources, or combine two mic and 
two line sources together. 

An Edit button overrides the take -up reel motor. When engaged from the play mode, 
this control allows portions of unwanted tape to be easily 
removed from the supply reel. And an elapsed time indicator 
shows actual minutes /seconds in all transport modes. 

A pitch control provides 
continuously variable speeds. 
plus or minus approximately 
8% at either of the two 
speeds of 15 ips and 
7'/2 ips. This can be 
used to compensate 
for pitch variation of 
musical instruments 
or as another element 
in the creative 
recording process. 

And of course 
there are all the other 
advanced features you 
expect from TEAC. Master 
input level control, dual 
concentric output level 
control, 3- position bias 
and equalisation settings, 
101/2 inch reel capacity, and 
much much more. 

A quarter track 
version of the A -7300 is 
also available. 

Write to the address 
below for full literature. 

T EAC 
WTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 

High Street, Houghton Regis, 
Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU5 50J 
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 603151 
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0s 
SALES and 
SERVICE 
Telephone: Cardington 404 

T R A D Specialists in Service and 
Repair of T.R.D. recorders. 

All parts, motors, etc 
available. Collection and 

-- delivery:- London and 

Home Counties. 

FOR SALE 
Leevers -Rich E200 stereo, hardly used and 

as new £900 
s Ampex 350 7+ " -15" stereo all transistor 

elec. Immaculate condition ... . £450 

I" 8 track tape recorder on console new heads, 
new transistor electronics ... ... ... £2200 

Ampex 440 stereo ... ... ... £750 

Ampex 440 4 track ... ... £1500 

T.R.D. 700 stereo ... ... £375 

E.M.I. BTR2 mono in first class order £120 

E.M.I. BTR2 mono, no console (for spares) £80 

E.M.I. T.R. 90 mono with Nagra pulse head £130 

EMT echo plates mono £1000 

EMT echo plates stereo ... ... ... E1300 
Allen & Heath 16 -16 mixing board (modu- 

e 

s s 

Allen & Heath 16 -8 mixer on console ... 

J.B.L. L200 monitors x 2 

J.B.L. L200 monitors x 2 ... 
I.T.A. 2" 8 track T/C with varispeed new 

including VAT 

LI100 
£1200 

£550 

f500 s 
íI750 

s 

s 

s s 
s 
e s 

7 BTR 2 m; c coupled as fast copying bank £850o.n.o. 
R.C.A. 35mm optical recorder (perfect) ... £2000 

R.C.A. 35mm optical recorder (needs set- 
ting up) ... £1500 

R.C.A. 35mm Moviola (good) ... Offers 
4 new Gauss 12" drivers (200 watts), each £50 

4 cabs each with 2 Gauss 200 watt, each ... £200 

WANTED 
s ALL STUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR RESALE 

Á s Phone for details 5 e s 

DOG HOUSE 
COPLE, BEDFORDSHIRE s 

Telephone: Cardington 404 ssss 
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Servicers to the music industry 
and studio maintenance and design 

Specialists in all models of 
Revox tape decks, sales, service, 
repair, advice and any mod- 
ification to suit your personal 
application. 

Collection and delivery. Also 
hire facilities available. 

Now in stock -THE NEW 
TEAC 4 CHANNEL A3340S 

105 High Street, Eton, Bucks, SL4 6AF. 
Telephone WINDSOR 51403 

SALES 

HIRE 

USED 

REPAIRS 

Amcron IC150, DC300A, Naim amplifiers, 
Yamaha CAI000, CA800, CA600 + the 
new fet power pre and control amps. Full 
range of Celef, IMF Spendor, Celestion, 
Gale -H Monitor Audio loudspeaker, 
Nakamachi 550, 700 -1- 1000, Neal 102 -F 
103, Wollensak Cassette Decks, Ferro - 
graph. Tape Decks, all ex stock for immedi- 
ate delivery. 

Amcron IC150, DC300A, amps, Naka- 
machi 550 + 700 Cassette Decks, Wol- 
lensak Cassette decks, I.M.F Prof monitors, 
Celef monitor L /Spks, Ferrograph 
Revox Tape Decks, AKG ! Shure mikes. 

Good used stocks of Revox's, Ferrographs, 
JBL's, Tannoys, Celestions, mikes -- 
stands, phone for details, as stocks change 
daily, also interested in buying equipment 
for cash. 

We REPAIR any quality Audio Equipment, 
Tape Recorders, etc., Recone service for 
Celestion, JBL, including quick Field 
Service, contact Service Manager. 

FlipAUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD 
284 GLOSSOP ROAD 
SHEFFIELD 510 2HS. 

Telephone (0742) 737893 and 730064 
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Within 2 years, 4- channel sound will be the rule. 
Sansui QS system puts you 2 years ahead. 

Now your listeners can enjoy the extra 
depth of 4- channel sound with the minimum 
of 2- channel conversion costs on your behalf. 

Thanks to the Sansui QS Regular Matrix 
System. Now available forte first time in the 
United Kingdom. 

Keep your equipment. 
The Sansui QS 4- channel system is used 

with all current stereo transmitters /receivers, 
cutting equipment and hardware. So there's no 
need to upgrade. The listener only requires a 
4- channel- receiver and 4 speakers to obtain 
astounding quadraphonic effects. 

Excellent separation. 
Both encoding and decoding matrices are 

symmetrical. Together with the new QS Vario- 
Matrix in the decoder, an inter- channel separa- 
tion of 20dB or more is no problem. 

Maintains present hi -fi standards. 
High standards are maintained Because of 

a unique phase shift technique, the quality as 

well as the quantity of input information is 

preserved. In fact it gives better stereo pers- 
pective than conventional 2- channel sources. 

Proven performance. 
In both Japan and the United States where 

4- channel sound is becoming the rule rather 
than the exception, QS type matrixing is 
standard. 

Listen to this remarkable equipment at the 
London showroom of Sansui. 

It's right next to the GPO 
tower. Our technical experts 
are ready and willing to give 
advice on specifications and 
prices. Or send in this coupon 
for full information. 

To : Sansui London Showroom. 
39/41 Maple Street, London WIP 5FU Telephone: 01 -580 5353 

Please forward all rechuicil and price details on the 
nC \V QS 4- channel encoder and decoder. 

My name 

MV address 

Postal code 

Smnsu% 
Sansui equipment is distributed in the United Kingdom 
by Vcruitrou Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton. 

Vernitrou Ltd., Thornhill Southampton S09 QF England 
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Diacem Building, Vestingstraat 53/55 - 2000 Antwerp Belgium 

Sansui Electronics Corporation 55 -11 Queens Boulevard, Woodside, N.Y. 11377, U.S.A._ 

Sansui Electric CO., Ltd. 14 -1, 3- choute, Izumi, Suginauiiku, Tokyo 168, Japan 
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Comprehensive Audio Measurements.... 
... from ONE compact unit comprising low 
distortion audio oscillator, eleven -range 
millivoltmeter, wow and flutter meter (which 
also measures mean speed drift), and a 

distortion meter with seven full -scale ranges 
from 100% to 0.1%. The RTS2 Audio Test Set 
is used daily in fifty -nine countries throughout 
the World and is accepted as essential 
equipment by designers, manufacturers, test 
engineers, studio staffs and hi -fi reviewers. 

Auxiliary Unit ATU1 extends the field of 
application by providing balanced input and 
output connections (in stereo pairs), a 

number of loading and weighting facilities, 
further amplification and attenuation of the 
oscillator signal from the RTS2, and 
loudspeaker monitoring of recorded 
announcements on test tapes. 
Audio Test Set RTS2 (Upper) 
Auxiliary Test Unit ATU1 (Lower) 

FERROGRAPH 
A member Of the Wilmot Breeden Group 

The Ferrograph Co. Ltd.. 442 Bath Road, Slough. Bucks., SL1 6BB, England. 
Telephone: Burnham (06286) 62511. Telex: 847297. 

WILMSLOW 
AUDIO 

THE Firm for speakers! 
Tannoy - Gauss - Radford - Kef - Goodmans - 

Celestion - Fane - Decca - Peerless - Baker, etc. 

From stock: 
RADFORD ZD22 Zero distortion stereo preamp 
RADFORD HD250 High Definition Stereo amplifier 
RADFORD Low distortion oscillator 
RADFORD Distortion measuring set 
Expected soon: RADFORD ZD100 and ZD200, 150 

watt and 250 watt per channel, zero- distortion power 
amplifiers! 

(Speakers) Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works, Bank 
Square, Wilmslow, Cheshire 

(P.A. etc.) Wilmslow Audio, 10 Swan Street, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire 

(Hi -fi etc.) Swift of Wilmslow, 5 Swan Street, 
Wilmslow, Cheshire 

Tel. Wilmslow 29599 (speakers), 26213 (Hi -fi, PA etc.) 
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Ce -Court Electronics are subcontractors to the 
Electronics Industry 
Established in 1973 we have achieved a high 
reputation for quality and reliability 
Facilities are available to undertake the following 

WIRE WRAPPING, 
CONSOLE A RACK WIRING, 

CABLEFORMING, P C B ASSEMBLY, 
SHEET METAL WORK Prototype production 

Please contact Mr S.F.Caldecourt 
Ce -Court Electronics 
Cambridge Trading Estate 
Hanwell. London W7 3PA 
Telephone 01.567 9672 3 

AUDIO VISUAL HIRE 
Tape Recorder Hire Public Address Hire 

We do it all 

NATIONWIDE - slide exhibition Cabinets, Ferro - 

graph and Teac Tape Recorders, Synchronisers, 16mm 

Projectors, Slide Projectors, Overhead Projectors, 

Multi- Screen and many more. 

Telephone or write for information to 

EDRIC FILMS LTD 
34-36 Oak End Way, 

Gerrards Cross, Bucks. 

Tel: 84646 & 86521 

or for the North 

41 Bury New Road, 
Prestwich, Manchester. 

Tel: 061- 773 -7711 -2 
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It makes sound sense 
to invest in 

Neve's new 8024 

This is the year when money really counts. You want to get the best 
that money can buy. That is why it makes sound sense to invest in 

Neve's new 8024. 

We have put a lot of value in to this console. The 8024 has the 
standards of technical performance, reliability and quality that you 
have come to expect from Neve. It is designed to provide 
comprehensive recording and mixdown facilities for up to 24 
tracks in a minimum of space with a maximum of flexibility that 
makes sense to the smaller as well as big studio concerned about 
real economy. 

Afewsound points about the 8024 

24 fully equalised input channels with outputs for up to 
24 track recording 

8 auxiliary mixed outputs for reverberation, cue, 

sub -grouping and other auxiliary functions 

Individual channels providing comprehensive overdub 
facilities 

Channels switched by single control from record to 
playback 

Every channel equipped with a quadraphonic panning 
system 

Comprehensive metering and monitoring for 24 track, and 
simultaneous quadraphonic, stereo and mono outputs 

Solo system automatically switched to the auxiliary meter 

A console of modular construction with all amplifiers 
enclosed and shielded for maximum reliability and 

performance. 

The 8024 is a lot of value for the money. It is an investment backed by 

Neve's reputation for service to people whose business is sound 
everywhere. 

Neve N 
The Sound of Neve is Worldwide 

Rupert Neve Et Co., Ltd., Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts., Sd3 6AU 
England. Tel. Royston (0763) 60776 Telex 81381 Cables NEVE Cambridge 
Rupert Neve Incorporated, Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Conn. 06801. USA. 
Tel. (203) 744 -6230 Telex 969638 
Hollywood : Suite 616, 1800 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Ca. 90028. 
Tel. (213) 465 -4822 
Rupert Neve of Canada Ltd., 2719 Rena Road, Malton, Ontario, Canada. 
Tel. (416) 677 -6611 Telex 0696 8753 
Rupert Neve GmbH 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 114 West Germany. 
Telefon (06151) 81764 
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PLUG -IN- UNITS 
MABO INPUT AMPLIFIER 0 80dB 
MC12 compete input channel 
MP62 magn.PU amp. 4 equalisations 
MI 34 sub -mixer aux. echo send 
TH68 tape replay amp. 78 to 15 ips 
PE16 Tone Equalizer 0 16 dB 
CL 36 compressor limiter Max 36dB 
EX60 Expander 0 6048 reduCt.nolse 
MCX 7 compressor limiter. expander 
PH360 AUTO PHASING UNIT 

SGS6 Wien bridge osclil. 5 frequ. 
EPF4 echo send-Danpor- foldback 
LA26 line out amp. 0 -26áb Z 50ofonS 
Ml 12 12 inp. 108E- summing amp'. 
PA10 Monitor ampi. 10 W rmS 
T1390 mic. ampi. 9080 PTT switch 
PS24 power stabil. in 30vac out 24v8C 
TRPI tape replay. monitor amp. NAB 

TRR1 record a bias amp. rec safe sync 
TRE1 erase amp. with kill Switch 
TRB1 bias Osc. 24 pairs of TRRI. THE 1 

0832 Ducking Unit LEO indicator 

61'gm'w ELECTRONICS ) 
performance and reiiabii,, 

moderate cost 

COMPLETE MIXERS 
MULTITRACK TAPE RECORDERS 
STUDIO EQUIPMENT 
ON ORDER 

AMPHENOL military connector 

SPECIALLY designed 190x45.115 
very rigid and lightweight Castings 

NY'InMe 
Meeu`gs 
IiFE SIZE 24 Pins D.I.L 

HMne GENERAL PURPOSE OP. AMPLIFIER Iwlrh 30 appdcat'ons free of charge) HM re LOW NOISE PREAMPLIFIER (tape head -micro -pu) 
HM me COMPRESSOR - L IMITER 

22 RUE ST. AMBROISE PARIS 75011 FRANCE Tel: 357 16 97 / HOLLAND REP. SOUND & VISION PADDEPOELSTERWEG 22- POSTBOX 2026 GRONINGEN 8002 

AUDIO MODULES 
BUILD YOUR OWN 

Mixers , Consoles,or add on to old equipt. 

easy to use 

10 different MODELS 

Mic(Low- Z,Hi -Z), Mag. Phono, NAB Tape, 

Active Equalizer, Line Amp, Power Amp . 

From $16.50 to $43.50 Pro- NET(domestic) 
check your nearest distributor for local prices. 

Send for NEW Catalog over 280 items for Audio 

SESCOM foreign distributors: 
Australia: 
Canada: 

England: 
Greece: 

Holland: 

Italy: 
Norway: 

Klarion Enterprises Pty. Ltd., So. Melboure 
Chas. L. Thompson, Ltd., No. Vancouver BC 
John R. Tilton Ltd., Scarbough Ont. 
Future Film Developments, London 
Laboacustica Hellas: Athens 
lemke Roots Import, Amsterdam 
Laboacustia Srl, Roma 
Roger Arnholl Studio a.s.,Oslo 

SESCOM, INC. 

"QUALITY ENGINEERED SOUND PROUDUCTS 
P.O. Box 590, Gardena, CA 90247 USA 
(213) 770 3510 , T W X 910 346 7023 
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A Mini Mixer with a true 

PROFESSIONAL STUDIO SPECIFICATION 

STANDARD MIXER (October issue for illustration) 
10 Input Channels, 4 Output Groups. 

Auxiliary Sends and Echo Returns. 
XLR Connectors to balanced Mic Inputs and Line Returns. 

Normalled Insert Jacks. 
Low Noise and High Output levels. 

Portable. 
Extension units, PPM's, Limiters etc. also available. 

South African Agents: 
E. J. S. AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES 

242 D. F. Malan Drive, 
Blackheath, Johannesburg 

Tel. 678 -6613 

RAINDIRK LTD. Downham Market, Norfolk. 
f Tel. 2165 and 3617 
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Moc,uldi system consoles built to no compromise recording and broadcast standards. 

54 -56 Stanhope Street, Euston, London NW1 3EX Telephone 01- 387 -7679 
Louis De Potesta, ARC, SPR.L., Rue Th. Decuyper,1341200 Brussels, BELGIUM Tel: 7- 71- 30 -63 

MARTIN AUDIO LTD 
High power monitors from 125w RMS input to a tri -amp system of 700w RMS input. 

54 -56 Stanhope Street, Euston, London NW1 3EX 01- 388 -7162. 

a* tcousticTransducer (o. Ltd. Itiroustic engineers) 
PM buy) Laundry, Strand on llw áivon, (óiswick, Londonur /, 4ival BiCam. Tv1:01 -99S S63/ PÍQM NOuyQ Laundry, Strand on thQ Gran, (hiswick, LondonW4, GrQat Britain, TQL 01 -993 3634 

Louis De Potesta, ARC, S.PR.L, Rue Th.Decuyper, 134,1200 Brussels, Belgium, Tel: 7- 71 -30 -63 
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1101 kW 

Developments in CD -4 cutting 
As a result of joint engineering 
efforts between RCA records, JVC 
and the Matsushita Electric and 
Industrial Company, a system of 
phase modulation for the difference 
signals (ie carrier) referenced by 
phase lock loop to a reference fre- 
quency was developed during 1973. 
It had the effect of stabilising the 
phase between the modulation 
systems under conditions of no 
signal. Since then research has 
been done to extend the dynamic 
range lacking in the basic system 

comprising essentially a reference 
generator, vco (this provides the 
modulation signal for the cutting 
head) phase comparator and feed 
back loop. The shortcoming shows 
up at low modulating frequencies 
where the modulation index of the 
vco exceeds the 7t or 2r. radian 
capability of the widest range phase 
comparators. 

Solutions to the problem were 
found with two different systems. 
The first approach was the Auto- 
matic Dynamic Range Expansion 
Circuit (ADREC). This makes use 

of the overload saw tooth output 
obtained from the comparator 
which has a period relating directly 
the number of timesthat its capacity 
has been exceeded. The saw tooth 
is differentiated to remove the vco 
carrier, then passed through a pulse 
forming network to an up /down 
counter. The counting direction is 
dependent on the polarity of the 
overload sawtooth coming from 
the comparator. The binary output 
from the counter is passed through 
a d/a converter producing a step 
error waveform. The addition of 
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this to the sawtooth in a summing 
amplifier results, after filtering, in a 
correction signal for application to 
the vco thus restoring the dynamic 
range at low frequencies. 

The other approach is the 
Selected Frequency Divider (SFD) 
which relies on frequency division 
of the feedback loop between vco 
and phase comparator to reduce 
the modulation index of the modu- 
lated signal applied to the phase 
comparator. The extension of 
dynamic range is directly propor- 
tional to the number of times the 
carrier frequency is divided before 
application to the phase com- 
parator. Although this appears a 
simpler solution than ADREC, 
watertight procedures must be gone 
through to eliminate potential 
interference between the dividend 
and its harmonics, and the side - 
bands and harmonics of the modu- 
lating frequency. However, it is a 
relatively easy matter to predict 
when and where interference is 
likely to occur and design out by 
the use of filters. The SFD system 
has been adopted by RCA and 
JVC as the modulator used in their 
latest CD-4 disc cutting processors. 

They also incorporate Neutrex 
which operates on the principle of 
providing anti -cross talk ternis 
between the base band and carrier 
at the correct phase angle to result 
in the cancellation of those terms 
during playback. Previously, the 
system has been used in the com- 
posite signal, ie a carrier plus audio 
signal. The most recent version, 
Neutrex 1, is used to improve the 
tracking in playback of the sum 
signal alone. This has the advan- 
tage of not degrading the frequency 
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response of the difference signal 
which is caused by tracing delay in 
the sum signal. 

A further processor, Neutrex 2, 
was designed for use in conjunction 
with NTX 1. This reduces phase 
distortion caused by interaction 
between the modulated carrier 
(difference signal) and the base 
band (sum signal) which should 
closely relate after demodulation. 
It is possible largely to cancel most 
of this phase distortion by applying 
a negative modulation derived 
from the sum signal. The amount 
of compensation which must be 
applied depends on the wavelength 
of the signal in the groove. 

Generally, without altering the 
phase shifting characteristics of 
NTX 2, it is possible to compensate 
over the entire area of the disc by 
simply altering the Neutrex level 
during the cutting process. 

Both the JVC Mark 3 modulation 
system and the RCA Quadulator 
employ the various techniques out- 
lined. The following is an extract 
from the specification of the 
Mark 3: 

SUM SIGNAL 
Frequency response (half- speed): 
15 Hz -7.5 kHz ( +0 dB / -1.0 dB). 
Signal to noise: 70 dB. 
Distortion : Less than 0.1%. 
Dynamic range: 90 dB. 

DIFFERENCE SIGNAL 
Frequency response (half- speed): 
15 Hz -7.5 kHz ( +0 dB / -1.0 dB). 
Signal to noise: 70 dB. 
Distortion : Less than 0.1 

Dynamic range: 90 dB. 

MODULATOR 
Carrier frequency (half-speed): 15 kHz. 
Maximum deviation : 100 radians. 
Frequency response (half- speed): 
15 Hz -7.5 kHz ( +0 dB / -0.5 dB). 
Distortion: Less than 0.2%. 
Dynamic range: 85 dB (500 Hz). 

Bibliography 
New Modulation Technique For CD -4. 
Recording by Yukinobu Ishigaki, 
Kiyotake Fukui and Gregory A. Bogantz. 
Preprint 1037 (A -4) AES 51st Conven- 
tion. 
Half Speed CD -4 Disc Cutting by Toshiya 
Inoue, lsao Owaki, Yukinobu Ishigaki 
and Katsuya Goh. AES Journal 
October 73. 

Air clean up 
The Scandair SD -75 is said to be a 
small, quiet, light weight wall 
fitting electrostatic air cleaner with 
a disposable collecting cell. It 
claims to remove all airborne pol- 
lutants such as tobacco smoke, 
pollen, dust, ash etc and recirculate 
back into the room at up to 2m3 
per minute. 

While it would not be a full 
replacement for air conditioning, 

it might be cost effective in less 
demanding studio situatior.s. 
Scandor say that the low cost' 
replaceable elements, average life 
six to nine months, are easily 
installed and require no electrical 
installation work. Power con- 
sumption is less than 25W. Scandor 
Company (Sales) Ltd The Distaff, 
Belmont Hill, Newport, Essex 
CBI1 3RF. Phone: 0799- 40218. 

We boobed 
Midas Amplification would like us 
to point out that the company's 
address, quoted in the mixer survey 
(Oct 75, p74) has been out of date 
for more than seven months. It 
should have been given as: 54/56 
Stanhope Street, Euston, London 
NW1 3EX. The new phone 
number is 01 -387 7679. 

We apologise for any aggravation 
that this may have caused. 

Broadcast mixer 
The final addition to the Sparta 
3000 range of broadcast mixers is 
the 3410, the stereo version of the 
3310 (sec Nov 75, p22). Basically 
of 10/2 format, a solid state switch- 
ing matrix allows up to 22 input 
lines, selected a dc remote signal. 
A multiple bridging input allows 
several cartridge playbacks to con- 
nect to a single channel without 
interaction. The mixer costs $3900. 
Sparta Division, Cetec Corpor- 
ation, 5851 Florin Perkins Road, 
Sacramento, Ca 95828, USA. UK: 
CEC Ltd, Shaftesbury Street, High 
Wycombe, Bucks. Phone: 0494- 
37529. 

Phone: (301) 588 4983. UK: 
Broadcast Audio (Equipment) Ltd, 
PO Box 31, Isle of Man. Phone: 
0624 -4710. 

Cartridge machine 
The latest 5000 series incorporates 
updates over earlier models in the 
mechanical, electronic and main- 
tenance departments. With either 
three or five bays, the series 
features fold down panel, slide out 
decks, flat wire harnesses and plug - 
in boards. The auto release decks 
have `massive' machined deck 
plates, direct drive servo capstans 
and air damped solenoids. Both 
the mono and stereo versions are 
equipped with the Phase Lok 3 head 
bracket claimed to give easy and 
accurate head adjustment. 

Claimed to meet or better all 
NAB specifications, options include 
secondary and tertiary cue tones 
and remote control units. All 
machines accept 'A' or 'B' size 
cartridges. Broadcast Electronics 
Inc, 8810 Brookville Road, Silver 
Spring, Maryland 20910, USA. 

Viewdata 
The Post Office plans to introduce 
a service competing in the UK with 
Ceefax and Oracle. The service 
will differ only in that the infor- 
mation will be sent over telephone 
lines instead of by radio waves, and 
every telephone subscriber would 
potentially have access to the 
service. Viewdata could, say the 
Post Office. be available in three to 
four years' time if trials due to start 
next year are successful. Users 
would switch on the television set 
and then call up the service over 
the phone by pressing a button on 
the control unit. They would not 
even have to lift the receiver. Then 
they would press the button again 
and the Viewdata index would 
come up on the screen, listing the 
subjects available. The instruc- 
tions for calling up those pages 
would appear on the index. The 
system could show sketches, and 
maps and up to seven colours 
would be available. Users could 
also send simple messages to one 
another, and these could be stored 
in the system until the receiver was 
available to receive it. 

'Independent agencies would be. 

responsible for providing the infor- 
mation displayed on viewdata,' 
said the Post Office in a statement. 
They would supply this infor- 
mation in a form suitable for direct 
use by the system.' 

There are two very disturbing 
aspects to this development, both 
of them a threat to the Ceefax and 
Oracle systems. The first is that in 
order for the BBC and the IBA to 
transmit anything at all they have to 
rent lines from the Post Office, the 
same Post Office that is in direct 
competition with them in providing 
this service. The state of the PO's 
finances is apparent everytime we 

get a phone bill, and if the public 
were encouraged, by the more 
widely available and cheaper BBC 
and IBA systems, to develop a taste 
for digital data transmission systems 
the PO could then step in and say 
they would not make lines available 
for such a service. At the very least 
they could make the BBC and IBA 
accept limitations on the service they 
offered, providing the more 
comprehensive service themselves. 

Secondly. the Post Office is not in 
the news gathering business. The 
paragraph quoted above about inde- 
pendent agencies indicates that the 
Post Office will be using the same 

news sources as the BBC and IBA 
use. In most rases this means the 
Press Association and Reuter, the 
first for home news and the second 
for foreign news. These, in any case, 
would seem likely to be among the 
few agencies able `to supply this 
information in a form suitable for 
direct use by the system'. 

In dealing with Reuter and PA 
the Post Office would in effect be 
dealing with one agency, since their 
ownerships are linked. The Post 
Office say they are 'still looking' at 
the possible sources of news. 

John Dwyer 

Annanagain 
With the publication of two more 
memoranda to the Annan Com- 
mittee on the future of Broadcasting 
the BBC has now submitted a total 
of 23 memos, including three from 
advisory committee;, quite apart 
from the initial submission of its 
three volumes of evidence in March 
this year. The Annan committee's 
report, when it appears on the 
Home Secretary's deck a year next 
Christmas, looks like being quite 
hefty, with over 500 organisations 
having submitted evidence up to 
September and over 6000 letters 
arriving from the public. 

The BBC's latest submissions are 
from the BBC's Central Agricul- 
tural Advisory Committee and from 
the Local Radio Councils. The 
first recommends that East Anglia, 
the North and the South West, with 
large rural populations should have 
regular weekly farming pro- 
grammes on tv and radio, that 
specialist agricultural producers 
should be appointed in Norwich 
and Bristol, and that the Agricul- 
tural unit in Birmingham should be 
given more money so that it can 
produce, for general consumption, 
television programmes about food 
and the countryside. 

Possibly of greater interest is the 
memorandum on local radio. The 
BBC has already submitted one 
memorandum on local radio, last 
April, but the latest is a summary of 
recommendations made by the 
councils appointed for each BBC 
local station. 

All the stations felt that BBC 
local radio had 'woven itself into 
the country's sociological fabric,' 
and the memorandum stresses that 
it would be disastrous 'to curtail 
the activities of local radio in any 
rationalisation which might be 
envisaged'. 

The local radio councils were also 
unanimous, says the memorandum, 
that local radio should retain its 
link with the BBC. Reasons given 
were varied. Radio Humberside 
felt 'This offers great advantages in 
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being able to draw upon resources 
of the BBC for administrative help, 
financial backing. programme 
material and technical expertise'. 
Solent said that the link provided 
a high staff training standard, and 
Leicester said that it made available 
a free flow of ideas, talent and a 
full range of supporting services.' 
On the other hand it was `widely 
felt' that the independence enjoyed 
by each station manager to run his 
own station should be maintained. 
Merseyside said `The autonomy of 
Local Radio should be increased 
rather than the reverse, without 
separation from the rest of the 
BBC.' 

If necessary all the stations 
would choose to sacrifice vhf rather 
than return to the high sound 
quality ghetto they found them- 
selves in before they went on to 
mw. Nottingham was typical in 
saying, 'Faced with the quite appal- 
ling prospect of having to surrender 
one of these frequencies, we would 
choose to retain mw.' The reason, 
of course, is the greater coverage, 
particularly for those in motor cars. 
The Memo adds, however that all 
the councils would be bitterly 
opposed to any erosion of this kind. 

The councils were strongly 
opposed, says the Memo, to 
financing local radio from local 
taxation. Carlisle submitted 'We 
consider there should be no erosion 
of the independence of the BBC. 
Such independence could only 
remain if licences continue to be 
the source of revenue.' 

On the commercial stations the 
BBC says that although the com- 
petition has been welcomed 'there 
is a feeling among certain councils 
that there has been some squander- 
ing of resources. Thus in areas 
where local radio is already well - 
established it seems rather too 
prodigal at a time of national econ- 
omic difficulty to introduce a 
second station'. Nothing could be 
done about existing stations, they 
say, but they urge that the matter 
should be carefully thought about 
before more are planned. The 
paragraph seems to amount to a 
had attack of special pleading. 

The memorandum also urges 
that all local radio stations should 
be given stereo as ..00n as possible 
and ends with the strange suggestion 
that 'Piped radio and tv to local 
authority houses should be under 
the control of a statutory body as 
with gas, electricity, etc.' This 
remark is so cryptic that it has even 
baffled some of the usual sources 
at Broadcasting House. One 
suggestion was that local radio 
stations should be available on the 
piped systems, but in new develop- 

ments this is the case anyway. The 
older properties may have had only 
two or three channels but then 
most of the occupants will be using 
portable radios. Ten per cent of 
homes already get their radio and 
tv programmes from piped systems. 
A suggestion in Whitehall was that 
the paragraph was concerned with 
the bulk charges that the rental 
companies made to the local 
authorities for supplying these ser- 
vices, which was recouped out of a 
small increase in the rent. The 
BBC seem to be saying that a local 
authority piped broadcast body 
should replace the private 
companies who do it at the 
moment. 

Whatever the BBC may think, 
another commercial radio station, 
the fourteenth, opened in Bradford 
on September 16th. Pennine 
Radio is run by Bradford Coin - 
munity Radio Ltd, under the 
chairmanship of Mr Richard 
Denby and backed mainly by the 
National Union of Dyers, Bleach- 
ers and Textile Workers, who hold 
14 per cent of the shares, North 
East Industrial Securities Ltd (10 
per cent), Standard Broadca.ting 
Corporation (UK) Ltd (10 per cent), 
William Morrison Supermarkets 
Ltd (five per cent), Arnold I -aver 
(Bradford) Ltd, and Illingworth 
Morris & Co Ltd (four per cent). 

Pennine Radio broadcasts on 
246m mw at 300W and 96.0 
MHz at 0.5 kW. The nearest BBC 
local station is Radio Leeds, which 
used to suffer from such low trans- 
mitter power that the people of 
Leeds were as often as not better 
able to receive Radio Sheffield. 
That is no longer the case since the 
station's transmitter was moved to 
Holme Moss and Radio Leeds 
achieves almost regional coverage 
on 92.4 MHz at 5.2 kW and 217m 
mw at 1 kW. Pennine Radio 
managing director Stephen 
Whitehead agreed Leeds had better 
coverage than Pennine: `They cover 
the whole of West Yorkshire.' But 
then local radio should be just that, 
and Mr Whitehead probably has 
enough problems in Bradford 
without trying to deal with a wider 
area. 

John Dwyer 

Half octave equaliser 
Available for both the professional 
and domestic market, the SAE 
2700B (rack mounted, 600 ohms 
line) offers half octave eq on 20 
centres between 20 and 20k Hz with 
spot control of +16 dB. There is a 
built -in pink noise `calibration' 
facility operated from a front panel 
pushbutton together with eq defeat 
and control range 8/16 dB max. 

Quoted performance figures for 
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the two channel unit include an 
i:ttermodulation figure of .02 % and 
a rather nebulous noise perform- 
ance rating of better than 90 dB. 
The pro unit costs $600. The UK 
price is yet to be decided. Scien- 

SAE Mk 2700B stereo half octave equaliser 

tific Audio Electronics Inc, 701 
East Macy Street, Los Angeles, Ca 
90012, USA. UK: Gale Electronics 
& Design Ltd, 39 Upper Brook 
Street, London WI Y 1 PE. Phone: 
01 -499 2996. 

aaasaasaa 

This Raindirk mixing console was recently supplied to R. G. Jones (Morden) Ltd 
for installation at the institute of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place. Made up 
from channel modules and accessories from the Mini Mixer range, the mixer will 
interface with PO and satellite lines during lecture hook -ups 

Philips rebuild 
Official confirmation of the rebuild- 
ing of the three Baarn studios of 
Phonogram talks in terms of 1976 
completion, the contract having 
been awarded to Westlake. This 
represents their first European 
engagement by an 'establishment' 
record company, with the other 
three studios completed being 
Threshold, the Manor and 
Montreux Casino. Described as a 
`no compromise' operation, it gives 
Westlake a more or less free hand 
in acoustic design and treatment, 
this in itself representing a signifi- 
cant departure from past Philips 
policy. 

Studio One includes an isolation 
room, in which the mid and high 
frequency reverberation is variable 
between around 0.5 and 5 seconds, 
and can accommodate 18 strings 
or equivalent. Low end reverber- 
ation is expected to be less than 

0.25s at 40 Hz. The irregular shape 
includes a 10 raked ceiling (low, 
due to the present building shell) 
and the floor will be of slate. 
Accommodation for 75 musicians 
with full separation extends to the 
largest drum cage ever tackled by 
Westlake, including variable 
frequency trapping. 

Studio Two has a slightly smaller 
isolation room, approximate 
capacity 16 strings and three 
seconds upper limit to reverber- 
ation. The higher ceiling is trapped 
and the drum cage is normal; 
floor is partly of slate. 

Studio Three, the smallest, is 
designed for band working, 
designed with as much emphasis on 
comfort as functional aspects. 
The stone fireplace, `gas and /or 
wood fired', complements an oak 
floor with throw rugs. Anticipated 
capacity is a maximum of ten, 
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The Compressor 
that's seen but not heard. 

DBX 160. 

Tm RESHOLCI COMPRES, 

=....11111 dbX 160 Iwo am as d6X 160 

The dbx 160 compressor /limiter is the first in a new series 
of devices from the manufacturers of the dbx noise reduction 
system for the control without degradation of audio signals. 

Unlike most conventional compressor /limiters which use 
peak detection and fast response characteristics, the dbx 160 
employs true RMS level detection circuitry signal sensing 
coupled to a highly sophisticated voltage controlled amplifier 
gain control element. 

As the human ear responds not to peak but to RMS signal 
values (defined as the sum of all frequencies /energies present), 
the dbx 160 produces listenable results even at extreme levels 
of operation. 

Overall distortion on the dbx 160 is markedly low owing 

DBX Inc. Waltham, Mass, USA 

to the use of feed -forward control circuitry. This gives superior 
results to the level sensing feedback loop used in conventional 
compressor /limiters. Feedback circuitry results in increased 
distortion when progressively higher compression ratios are 
used -the feed -forward circuitry used in the dbx 160 eliminates 
noticeable distortion even at high compression ratios. 

The dbx is a reasonably priced (under £200) professional 
studio product with balanced high impedance differential input 
stage and balanced low impedance output. Ground loop 
compensation is built in to electronically sense any ground loop 
at the output and attenuate it at least 40 db. Transient 
protection circuitry prevents turn -on turn -off thumps appearing 
at the output. 

DBX 160 Features: 

True RMS level detection 
Low distortion at high compression ratios 
1 :1 to infinity variable compression ratio 

10 mV to 3V variable threshold point 
LED indication of input signal above or below threshold 

60 db range meter switchable to input, output or gain change 
Ground loop compensated and transient protected 

Available free -standing or in 19" rack mounting pairs 

For full information on the model 160 contact: 
Scenic Sounds Equipment 27 -31 Bryanston St. London W1 H 7AB Telephone: 01 -935 0141 

In France : 3M France SA 134 Blvd. Serurier, Paris 19E Telephone: 202 8080 
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although in practice this will not 
be reached. 

The contract follows a visit to 
Westlake installations in LA by 
Philips representatives including 
Alex Bolster, during AES last 
May. See page 46 for a discussion 
of recording environment by 
Westlake president Tom Hidley, 
some of whose ideas will be realised 
for the first time in this project. 

Brass horn studio monitor 

Horn monitor 
Although the manufacturers don't 
quote an spl for the folded horn 
bass, infinite baffle mid range and 

horn top loudspeaker, one of the 
claims made is that a 40 Hz blast 
at 200W will blow out a candle at 
one metre. Others include a +3 
dB response from 40 to 15k Hz, 
a power handling of 200W con- 
tinuous rms and a three way var- 
iable attenuation crossover. 

The cabinet comprises a 30.5 cm 
bass unit loaded backwards into 
the throat of the folded horn of 
length 2.5m, the radiation from the 
front of the cone emanating into 
the horn mouth. Eight 13 cm mid- 
range units are mounted at the top 
loaded by infinite baffle into 32 
litres. Four horn tweeters handle 
the top. Crossover is at 400 and 5k 
Hz. Overall dimensions are 60 x 60 
x 130 cm. The speaker costs £425. 

Harwell Instruments Ltd who 
produce the unit state that, in terms 
of quality, it finds applications in 
recording studio control rooms; 
equally, the high sensitivity enables 
use for 'high quality' pa. 

The company manufacture other 
models using the same principle 
although these are only supplied as 
part of custom installations. 
Harwell Instruments Ltd, Spices 
Yard, South End, Croydon CR2 
I GG. 

Current dumping audio 
amplifier 
The principles of operation were 
given in a paper presented to the 
AES 50th convention (see June 75, 
p26) by designers P J Walker and 
M P Albinson of Quad. Briefly, 
performance depends on the oper- 
ation of a low power class 'A' 
amplifier, effectively paralleled with 
the output from a basic high power 
amp fitted with output current 
monitors. The error signal from 
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Top: Power output characteristics 
of Quad 405 current dumping amplifier 
Below: What it looks like 

the high power section is arranged 
as a feed foreward, ie positive 
current error correction signal 
independent of the conventional, 
overall voltage feedback loop, 

resulting in the characteristic low 
impedance voltage output. 

The resulting new product model 
/05 has the following specification: 

No of channels: 2 

Power output see graph. Both 
Load impedance channels operating. 
Output impedance: 0.03 S2 in series 
with 3.3 pH. 
Frequency response: -1 dB at 
20 Hz, -0.5 dB at 20 kHz, -3 dB at 
50 kHz. 
Input level: -4 dB.7V _,0.5 dB for 
100W into 812. 
Input impedance: 20 ks2. 
Input slew rate: 0.1 V /ns. 
Crosstalk: 70 dB at 1 kHz. 
Noise: -95 dB ref full power, 'A' 
weighting; unweighted (15.7 kHz band- 
width) -90 dB. 
Protection : 'electrically protected by 
current limiters; 7 amps in phase cur- 
rent at peak voltage and 3; amps at 
zero voltage. Shorting both outputs 
simultaneously on signal for an 
extended period (minutes) is not 
protected.' 

40 A 

Broadcast pattern audio jackfields 
from Future Film Developments 

19 " Rack 
Mounting, from one 

to six rows of 20, 24, or 26 Jacks. The 
Jacks are mounted on a plastic block which is 

in turn mounted on a 19' panel. Each row is fitted with a 
legend (designation) strip and wire support bar. The panel is steel, 

cadmium plated, chromate passivated and stove enamelled hammertone silver. 
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ALSO Audio Patch Cords Microphone Cable 
Installation Cable Multiway Cable Post Office & 
Rendar Jacks Cable Markers Lever Keys Linear 
Faders Cannon Connectors Preh Connectors 
Tuchel Connectors Switchcraft Connectors Military 
Tri -Lock Bayonet Connectors Audio Attenuators 
Wahl and Weller Soldering Irons PML Microphone 
Accessories Hellermann Sleeves and Tools Crimp 
Terminals Cable Drums A.B. Engineering Wire 
Strippers and De- Solder Guns. 

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS, 
90 Wardour Street, London WIV 3LE. 
Tel: 01- 4371892 Telex: 21624 
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C.E. 4038 Bi- Directiional Ribbon Microphone 
A pressure- gradient transducer microphone designed after years of research 
sets a very high standard of fidelity for ribbon microphones. It is manufactured 
by agreement with the British Broadcasting Corporation, patent 738,864 and 
742,006. It is ideal for orchestral and musical work, and is essentially a studio 
microphone. It has a smooth wide range frequency response, an absence 
of transient distortion, and relative high sensitivity comparable with that of superior 
moving coil microphones. The frequency response is exceptionally flat from 30 to 
15,000 c/s and throughout this range the shape of the bi- directional polar 
response is maintained substantially constant both in the horizontal and vertical 
planes. The ribbon is of extremely low mass and is correctly damped so that 
the transient response is exceptionally good. 
Non -linear distortion is practically non- existent at all levels which will be 
encountered in practice. The case is made of heavy gauge perforated brass, 
backed by finely woven monel wire mesh screen to exclude dust. The microphone 
can be either moun-ac on a stand or suspended from luçs tc enable it to swivel 
and tilt. 
The standard finish is a satin ripple s-ove enamal. The oa_le- is a 3 -pin ccnnector 
inside the sten of the mi rophone. A L069A jac',c s requied for connecticn. The 
stem is fitted w th a rirg safety clip to -etain the jack. 

Hampstead High Fidelity, 
91 Heath Street, Hamps ead London NW3 SSS 
Tel phone O1 -435 0999 and435 6377 

PERFORMANCE 
PLUS 

Technical Specification 
Mean Sensitivity: Open circuit voltage per dyne/cm' 
(micro -bar) 0.06 mV 
Open circuitvoltage level per micro -bar ref. 1 volt -85 dB 
Power delivered into 30 ohms for 1 micro -bar ref. 1 mW 
-76 dB 
American ASA rating, ref. 1 mW -151 dB 
Electrical Impedance: nominal value 30 ohms 
Equivalent Electro- Magnetic Hum Pick -up: 
Less than +5 dB on 0.0002 dynes/cm' for 1 milligauss 
at 50 c/s 
Distortion (Non- Linear): 
Less tian 1 ;; or a sound intensity of 125 dB above 
0.0002 dynes /cm' (20 micro- Newtons per square 
metre) at 110 c/s and less than 0.1% for +125 dB 
at 250 c/s 
D'rens.cna: 19' z 83 x 6" millimetres 

Weigh: C8 kg 

....a: ::;.::: 
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Survey: 

loudspeakers 

Forthcoming Surveys 
Although we automatically send out a comprehensive 
circular requesting information, it cannot reach every- 
one. Therefore, manufacturers of the following products 
should let us know as soon as possible, and in any case 
not later than the date given in brackets. 

February: compressors and limiters (November 28). 

March: sound reinforcement (January 2). 

April: microphones (February 3). 

We need full address, phone, telex etc of manufacturer 
and all agents worldwide, in addition to product details. 
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ALTEC 
Altec Lansing, 1515 South Manchester Avenue, 
Anaheim, Ca 92803, USA. 
UK: Theatre Projects Services Ltd, 10 Long Acre 
London WC2E 9LN. 
Phone: 01 -240 5411. 

604 -8G chassis unit 
Power handling : 65W rms. 
Frequency response: 20 to 20kHz unspecified 

I imits. 
Sensitivity: 101 dB at 1.2m with 1W. 
Polar response: 40° vertical, 90° horizontal. 
Resonant frequency : 32 Hz. 
Diameter: 39 cm. 
Other : two way system with multicellular horn. 
Price: £180. 
601-80 
Power handling : 20W rms. 
Frequency response: 30 to 20k Hz. 
Diameter: 30.5 cm. 
Other: two way system with multicellular horn. 
Price: £100. 
9846 -8A speaker system 
Power handling: 100W. 
Frequency response:30to 15k Hzlimit unspecified. 
Sensitivity: 91.5 dB at 1.2m at 1W. 
Polar response: 40° vertical, 90° horizontal. 
Weight: 47.7 kg. 
Dimensions: 79 x 67.5 x 60.3 cm. 
Price: £460. 
9848A speaker system 
Power handling : 200W. 
Frequencyresponse: 20 to 15k Hz limit unspecified. 
Sensitivity: 96 dB at 1.2m at 1W. 

Polar response: 40° vertical, 90° horizontal. 
Weight: 90.8 kg. 
Dimensions: 124.5 x 86.4 x 59 cm. 
9849A speaker system 
Power handling : 60W. 
Frequency response :40 to 15k Hz limitunspecified. 
Sensitivity: 93 dB at 1.2m at 1W. 
Polar response : 40° vertical, 90° horizontal. 
Weight: 27.3 kg. 
Dimensions: 61 x 52 x 38.7 cm. 
Price: £270. 
9846B biamplified speaker system 
Max spl: 112 dB at 1.2m 40 to 15k Hz pink noise. 
Polar response: 40° vertical, 90° horizontal. 
Input level: amplifier 771B compatible with stan- 
dard line levels. 
Noise: 80 dB below rated output, bandwidth 
unspecified. 
Drivers: If/horn arrangement. 
Weight: 53.6 kg. 
Dimensions: 67.3 x 78.7 x 59.7 cm. 

AUDIOTECHNIQUES 
Audiotechniques Inc, 142 Hamilton Avenue, 
Stamford, Conn 06902, USA. 
Phone: (203) 359 2312. 
UK: Keith Monks Audio, 26/30 Reading Road, Fleet, 
nr Aldershot, Hampshire. 
Phone: 025 14 -7316. 

Big Red /Super Red 
'The red series of monitors provide the same great 
Altec 604soundwithextended bass response and ... 
a mid range with improved accuracy. The two mid 
and high frequency shelving controls of the Master- 
ing Lab frequency divider allow fine tuning of control 
rooms withouttheadditional phase distortion added 
by graphic equalisers.' 
Big Reds use Altec 604E drivers, Mastering Lab 
dividers and a ducted port reflex enclosure. Dimen- 
sions: 76.2 x 58.5 x 45.1 cm. 
Super Reds for 'super bass response' and extended 
sound pressure level. They are fitted with an extra 
38 cm If unit, 110 Hz crossover to a 604E and the 
Mastering Lab frequency divider. Enclosure volume 
is 12 ft3. Dimensions: 76.2 x 121 x 45.1 cm. Price: 
Frequency Divider $165, Big Red $595, Super Red $745. 

Left: Altec 604 -8G driver 

Below Auratone 5C super sound cube 
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AURATONE 
Auratone, PO Box 580, Del Mar, Ca 92014, USA. 

5C Super sound cube 
Although not intended as the main reference source 
for monitoring applications, the manufacturers claim 
that the sound cube finds applications as squawk 
boxes in over 60 recording studios in the US. 
Power handling: inputs of 30W peaking to 60W 
'without blowing up'. 
Frequency response: audible range is from 50 to 
15k Hz. Within 3; dB 200 to 12 5k Hz. 
Drive unit: 1 x 11.5 cm full range. 
Weight: 1 8 kg. 
Dimensions: 16 5 x 16'5 x 14.6 cm. 
Price: $4995 fob San Diego, Ca 92121. 

CADAC 
Cadac (London) Ltd, 141 Lower Luton Road, 
Harpenden, Herts AL5 5EL. 
Phone: 05827- 64351. 
US: Cara Pacific Sales Co, 41/45 Via Marina, 
Apartment 120, Marina del Rey, Ca 90291. 
Phone: (213) 821 7898 
Japan: Kawamura Electrical Laboratory, 34 Yarai- 
cho, Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162. 
Phone: (03) 260 0401 

Cadac offer two models, large and small system, 
operating in the bi- amplified mode. They are sup- 
plied complete with electronic crossovers but with- 
out amplifiers. 

Small System 
Power handling: 45W continuous rms, 50',, duty 
in 10s cycle 80W. Max transient power 120W. 
Frequency response: 20 to 16k Hz, adjustable to 

2 dB 'under good monitoring conditions'. 
Sensitivity: 116 dB spl at 2m from 45W. 
Polar pattern: Horizontal 90', vertical 40'. 
Drive units: 1 x 46 cm If, 1 x mf compression driver, 
4 x 10 cm hf units. 
Weight: 136 kg. 
Large System 

Power handling: 80W continuous rms, 50" duty 
in 10s cycle 100W. Max transient power: 120W. 
Frequency response: 20 to 16k Hz, adjustable to 

2 dB 'under good monitoring conditions'. 
Sensitivity: 120 dB at 2m from 80W. 
Polar pattern: horizontal 90', vertical 40'. 
Drive units: 2 x 46 cm If, 1 x mf compression driver, 
4 x 10 cm hf units. 
Weight: 250 kg. 

CELESTION 
Rola Celestion Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxall Road, 
Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. 
Phone: 0473- 73131. 

U L10 
Power handling : 50W continuous rms. 
Sensitivity : 96 dB at 1m from about 40W cn pink 
noise. 
Frequency response: 2 dB 40 to 20k Hz. 
Impedance: 'to match 4 to 8 ohm amplifiers.' 
Drive units: 1 x If, 1 x nif, 1 x hf. 
Weight: 23.5 kg. 
Dimensions (hwd): 673 x 311 x 380 mm. 

CETEC 
Cetec Corporation, 13035 Saticoy Street, North 
Hollywood, Ca91605, USA. 
Phone: (213) 875 1900. 
UK : Cetec Audio UK, 16 Uxbridge Road, Ealing, 
London W5. 
Phone: 01-579 9145. 
The company provide chassis units mainly for oem 
use, notably by Westlake Audio in their new range 
of monitors. 

5831 
Diameter: 38 cm. 

Above: Frazier Mk 6 

Left: Celestion UL10 

Below: Cetec 5831 

Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Power handling : 200W rms. 
Recommended crossover frequency: 800 Hz. 
Coil diameter: 10 5 cm. 
Flux density : 12 000 gauss. 
Depth : 18 5 cm. 
Weight: 11.25 kg. 
Recommended enclosure volume: 156 to 184 

litres. 
Recommended system: bass reflex. 

CROWN 
Crown International, 1718 West Mishawaka 
Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514. 
Phone: (219) 294 5571. Telex: 810-294-2160. 
UK : Macinnes Laboratories Ltd, Macinnes House, 
Carlton Park Industrial Estate, Saxmundham, 
Suffolk IP17 2NL. 
Phone: 0728 -2262/2615. 

ES -212 
Max amplifier power: 75W. 
Cone If unit crosses over to electrostatic mf /hf 
tweeter at 350Hz. Tweeter self powered from 115V. 
Manufacturers claim frequency response fror 22 to 
30k Hz 'usable' in 114m3 room. 

DAYTON WRIGHT ASSOCIATES 
Dayton Wright Associates Ltd, PO Box 419, 

Thornhill, Ontario, Canada. 
Phone: (416) 884 3422. 

UK : Exposure Hi -Fi, Richardson Road, Hove, 
Sussex BN3 5RB. 
Phone: 0273- 777912. 

XG8 Mk3 
The basic building block is an electrostatic speaker, 
about 1m square, which stacks with others to form 
an array. 
Power handling: to 500W. 
Frequency response: 32 to 24k Hz -: 4 dB. 
Nominal impedance: 4 ohms via ST300A control 
unit. 
Max spl:'as high as 115 dB' 1m on axis. 
Sensitivity : 103 dB from 50W 1m on axis. 
Distortion : total harmonic distortion less than 

21 at 96 dB 1m on axis. 
Weight 25 5 kg /speaker. Power unit 50'9 kg. 

32 
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FRAZIER 
Frazier Incorporated, PO Box 34216, 1930 Valley 
View Lane, Dallas, Texas 75234, USA. 

F10W -37U -A capsule monitor 
Power handling : 30W continuous peaking to 40W. 
Frequency response: 30 to 15k Hz : 5 dB. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Sensitivity: 94 dB at 1 2m from 1W. 
Drive units: 1 x 25 cm If, 1 x compression mf horn, 
1 x piezo hf horn. 
Dimensions:48.25 x 40.5 x 40.5 cm. 
Weight: 17.7 kg. 
F12 -8 -WHA mark 6 -A 
Power handling: 30W continuous rms. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Sensitivity: 97 dB at 1m from 1W. 
Drive units: 1 x 30.5 cm If, 1x 20 cm pressure loaded 
mf, 1 x hf pressure horn, 1 x piezo hf super horn. 
Weight: 46' 76 kg. 
Dimensions: 74 3 x 65.4 x 40.6 cm. 
Price: $450. 

GOODMANS 
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd, Downley Road, 
Havant, Hants P09 2NL. 
Phone: 070 -12 6344. 

Achromat 400 
Power handling: up to 75W 'music'. 
Frequency response: 40 to 22k Hz +5 dB. 
Nominal impedance : 8 ohms. 
Sensitivity: 12W for 96 dB at 1m. 
Drive u hits: 1 x If, 1 x mf, 1 x hf. 
Enclosure volume: 39.5 litres. 
Weight: 16 5 kg. 

HARWELL 
Harwell Instruments Ltd, Spices Yard, South 
End, Croydon CR2 1GG. 

Bass horn studio monitor 
Power handling : 200W rms. 
Frequency response: r3 dB 40 to 15k Hz. 
Sensitivity: 'will blow out a candle at 1m.' 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Drive units: 1 x 30.5 cm If loaded into folded bass 
horn, 8 x 12.7 cm mf units loaded into 32litres, 4 x hf 
horns. 
Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 130 cm. 
Price: £425. 
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KEF 
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, 
ME15 6QP. 
Phone: 0622- 57258. Telex : 96140. 

Maidstone, Kent 

5/1 AC 
The basic unit has been built to BBC specification, 
with the addition of thermal overload and protection 
devices. The speaker also has its own internal power 
amplifier driven from a 0 dBm standard line source. 
Frequency response: 30 to 15k Hz. 
Max spl: 112 dB (ref 00002N /m`) 2m on axis. 
Harmonic distortion: less than 1% 50 to 15k Hz. 
Input impedance: 10k ohms. 
Signal to noise: 90 d3 (wideband). 
Weight: 45 kg. 
Dimensions: 89 x 44 x 51 cm. 
Price: £345. 
Model 104 
Power handling : 50W programme. 
Frequency response: 50 to 20k Hz - 2 dB. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Sensitivity: 12.5W for 95 dB at 1m. 
Harmonic distortion: less than 1 " 100 to* 30k Hz 
ref 96 dB spl. 
Internal volume : 35.5 litres. 
Weight:21 kg. 
Dimensions: 63 x 33 x 25 cm. 

K H 
Klein & Hummel, 7301 Kemnat, West Germany. 
Phone: Stuttgart 25 32 46. 
UK : F W O Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Bore - 
hamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ. 

OY 
Bi- amplified three way speaker. Active crossovers 
and 2 x 30W amplifiers built in. 
Frequency response: 40 to 16k Hz -: 2 dB. 
Max spl : 107 dB at 1m. 
Polar pattern : 30'. 
Self generated noise: 10 dB spl. 
Total harmonic distortion:less than 1 % mid range. 
Weight: 20 kg. 
Dimensions: 483 x 305 x 227 mm. 
Price : £337. 

Below left: Goodman's Achromat 400 

Left: Harwell bass horn studio monitor 

Below right: KEF 511 AC with stand 

OZ 
General specification as OY, but with max spl of 
115 dB. Bcth models are fitted with Tuchel con- 
nectors and require standard line input levels and 
220V mains. 
Price: £795. 

KLH 
KLH Research and Development Co. 30 Corrse 
Street, Cambridge, Mass 02139, USA. 
Phone: (617) 491 5060. Telex : 92 -1427. 
UK: Webland International Ltd, 117/121 Wands- 
worth Bridge Road, London SW6. 

KLH offer a complete range of speakers from squawk 
boxes to first line monitors. The top of the range 
includes: 

C B8 
Power handling : 70W rms continuous. 
Frequency response: 47 to 18k Hz. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Dimensions: 49.5 x 28 x 18.4 cm. 
Price: £159.60, $170 pair. 34 
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Five monitors. One sound. Five JBL studio monitors. 
You could record with any one, play back on any other, 

and 'take your pick among the rest for mixing or mastering 
The only differences are acoustic output, size and cost. 
No matter what size your studio is, you can cross refer- 

ence with any other studio using JBL's. 
But readin isn't knowing for sure. Come listen to 

one. Or two. Or five. 

C.E.IHammond £t Co Ltd Lamb House Church Street London W4 2PB Tel 01- 9954551 UBL 
33 
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Power handling: for use with amplifiers up to 
125W rms. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Drive units: 1 x 30.5 cm If, 1 x 7.6 cm mf, 1 x 4.4 cm 
hf. 
Weight: 20 kg. 
Dimensions: 66 x 34.9 x 29.2 cm. 
Price: £280, $470 pair. 
C L4 
Power handling: 100W rms at 30 Hz. 
Frequency response: 30 to 22k Hz. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohm. 
Drive units: 1 x 25.4 cm If, 11.4 cm, 1 x 2.5 cm hf. 
Weight: 26.8 kg. 
Dimensions: 26.8 x 14.25 x 12.9 cm. 
Price: £288, $378 pair. 
KLH9 
Electrostatic loudspeaker: maximum input volt- 
age of 56V peak. Manufacturers state a requirement 
of 40W input minimum. 
Nominal impedance: 16 ohms. 
Weight: 36.3 kg. 
Dimensions: 177.9 x 59.7 x 2.88 cm. 
Price £1800, $ not available. 

LESLIE 
Electro Music/CBS Musical Instruments, Divi- 
sion of CBS Inc, 56 West Del Mar Boulevard, 
Pasadena, Ca 91105, USA. 
Phone: (213) 681 6654. 

DVX 580 
Power handling : 50W continuous. 
Frequency response: 20 to 20k Hz, no tolerance 
given. 
Sensitivity: 90 dB from 1W at 1m. 
Impedance: 4 ohms. 
Drive units: 1 x If, 1 x Imf, 1 x hmf, 2 x hf. 
Polar pattern: adjustable. 
Protection: slow blow fuse. 
Weight: 49 kg. 
Dimensions: 737 x 520 x 838 mm. 

LOCKWOOD 
Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middlesex HA1 3AW. 
Phone : 01 -422 3704/0768. 
France: Quadra Universal, S.A., 56 Rue d'Auteuil, 
75016, Paris. 
Belgium : S.A. Delta Equipment N.V., 112 Rue de 
Calevoet, 1180, Bruxelles. 
Spain : Mabel Sdad Ltda, Ripolles, 84, Barcelona 13. 
Greece: Audiolab Hellas, 8 Enianos Street, Athens 
104. 
Portugal: Tecla Limitada, Rua Eca de Queiros 
20.3.D. Lisbon. 
USA: Roger Mayer Electronics Inc, 225 East 57th 
Street, New York, 10022. 
Canada: Rupert Neve (Canada) Ltd, 2717 Rena 
Road, Malton, Toronto. 
South Africa: Michael Bradbury, 2 York Road, 
Parktown, Johannesburg. 
Japan: Shriro Trading Co Ltd, CPO, Box 572, 
Tokyo 100.91. 
Norway: J. M. Feiring, A/S, Nils Hansens Vei.7, 
Oslo 6. 

Major 
Power handling: 85W 'integrated material'. 
Frequency response: 23 to 20k Hz, limits 
unspecified. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Drive units: 38 cm Tannoy dual concentric I-IPD. 
Weight: 58 kg without integral power amplifier 
(optional). 
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Dimensions: 114 x 71 x 44.5 cm. 
Other: can be supplied built in power amplifiers 
such as the Quad 50E or the H/H 50D. 
Price: £315. 
Universal Major 
Performance spec as above, but cabinet supplied 
with fixtures and fittings for wall mounti.,g. 
Dimensions: 61 x 104 x 44.5 cm. 
Price: basic model £300 with mounting bracket. 
Miniature Monitor 
Power handling : 50W 'integrated programme 
material'. 
Frequency response: 25 Hz to 20k Hz, limits 
unspecified. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Drive units: Tannoy dual concentric 25.4 cm 295. 

Weight: basic model 18.5 kg. 
Dimensions: 56.5 x 38.5 x 32 cm. 
Price: £120. 

QUAD 
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co Ltd, 
Huntingdon PE18 7DB. 
Phone : 0480-52561/2. 
Distribution by appointed dealer network in 
most countries. 

Above: Leslie DVX 580 

Below: Lockwood universal major 

Above right: Quad ELS electrostatic 

ELS electrostatic loudspeaker 
Maximum peak input voltage: 33V. 
Max spi: 93 dB 50 to 10k Hz. 100 dB 70 to 7k Hz. 
Frequency response: within 5 dB 50 to 18k Hz 
(from graph). 
Polar response: 70' horizontal, 15' vertical. 
Impedance: 30 to 15 ohms depending on frequency. 
Power unit: integral. 120/240V. 
Weight: 18 kg. 
Dimensions: 79 x 27 x 88 cm. 

RANK 
Rank Radio International, Bradford Road, Idle, 
Bradford BD10 8SF. 
Phone : 0274 -612552. 
Belgium : RRI(BELGIUM) S.a.N.v. Avenue Vanden - 
riessche 18,1150 Bruxelles. 
W. Germany : Rank Audio Visual (Rank Arena A /S) 
Haldensteig 3, 2 Hamburg 61. 
Netherlands: RRI NEDERLAND, Weverij 10, 
Postbus 555 Amstelveen. 
Sweden: RRI RANK ARENA AB, Paternos ervagen 
24, 121, 22 Johaneshov, 1, Stockholm. 
Denmark: RRI Rank Arena A /S, PO Box 231, 8700 
Horsens. 
France: RRI SA, (Rank Radio International), 24 Rue 
Pierre Semard, 75009 Paris. 
Airedale SP 
Power handling : 100W DIN. 
Frequency response: 27 to 20k Hz i 3 dB. 
Sensitivity: 96 dB from 9W at 1m. 
Impedance: 6 ohms nominal. 
Drive units: 1 x If, 1 x Imf, 1 x hmf, 1 x hf. 
Internal volume: 100 litres. 
System : bass reflex. 
Dimensions: 880 x 468 x 415 mm. 
Price: £27410 pair. 

Leak 2075 
Power handling : 100W DIN. 
Frequency response: 35 to 20k Hz 3 dB. 
Impedance: 6 ohms nominal. 
Internal volume: 125 litres. 
Weight:51 kg. 
Dimensions: 1192 x 500 x 375 mm. 

ROGERS 
Rogers Developments (Electronics) Ltd, 4/14 
Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN. 
Phone: 01.697 8511. 

40 0 
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The new 
Micro- Acoustics 

QDC -1 
Stereo Phono partridge: 

The QDC -1 has a low resistive (non -inductive) output_ 
impedance so that high frequency response is unaffected by 
cable capacitance. In addition the pre -amp input impedance' 
is shunted, reducing thermal noise by 3 -6 dB as compared to 
inductive type cartridges. 

The QDC:1 electret transducer generates a perfectly linear 
signal from 5Hz to 50 kHz, without the phase shift normally 
associated with inductive transducers.' Its reproduction of 
complex wave forms is equal to the best disect coupled amplifiers. 

Thé QDC -1 stylus is balanced by two elastc bearings positioned to provide precise 
45450 signal "resolution. These bearings are the exact mechanical analogue of a push -pull 
output circuit. The result is significantly lower phase and second harmonic distortion as 
compared to the conventional; loosely suspended, single bearing designs. - 

The QDC -1 stylus bar transmits the 
rec3rd groove modulation directly 

to the transducers by means of two 
coupler pi-s. This unique method of loss - 

less direct cou3ling provides a faster transient 
response than any other known system. 

The CDC -1 Series 300 playback styli 
(QDC -le, 1q) are shaped and 

polished with the same ultra pre- 
cis on as our world famous Micro - 

Point recording styli. 

The record industry has for a long time known that a well recorded stereo disc is potentially every bit as good as its 
master tape. It has been our experience that there is no problem it getting the music onto the record; the problem 
has been in retrieving it. The cartridge is the culprit. Micro Acoustics, as manufacturers of ultra -precision cutting 
heads used to master the world's finest recordings, have had to contend with absolute standards of measurement. In 
the end, you should not have to choose between the "sound" of one cartridge or another. The fact is the cartridge 
should have no "sound" of its own. The objectivity of the QDC -1 makes it the one cartridge-to judge other cartridges by. 

Specifications QDC -le QDC -1q 

.. 
. 

- 

r 1 t l 
d n . 

1 I o n i cs 

Stylus Configuration 
(User Replaceable) 

.0002 x .0007 elliptical 
solid nude diamond 

Quadra -Point (TM) -CD -4 
solid nude diamond 

Frequency Response 5 Hz to 20 kHz ± 2 dB 5 Hz to 50 kHz ± 3 dB 
Tracking Force Range 0.:5 to 1.5 grams - . 0.9 to 2 grams 
Channel Separation Ncminally 30 dB at 1 kHz 

Ncminally 20 dB at 10 kHz 
. Nominally 30 dB at 1 kHz 
Nominal!*. 15 dB at 20 kHz 

Output Voltage 3.5 my each channel 
at 5 cm /sec peak recorded velocity. 

. 3mv each channel .: 

, at 5 cm /sec peak recorded velocity 

I ec 
Load recommendatiorìs, 47 k ohms 47 k ohrr s 

CD-4 Reproduction Only replace stylus Standard 
Price £33.60 (Ex.VAT) £47.60 (Ex VAT) ' 

WEBLAND ELECTRONICS LTD. MIRABEL HOUSE 117 -121 WANDSWORTH BRIDGE RSAD S.W.6. TEL: 011 7360987 TELEX: 25570 
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LS3 /5A 
Manufactured to BBC specification. 
Power handling: 25W speech and music. 
Frequency response: 80 to 20k Hz ±3 dB. 
Nominal impedance: 15 ohms. 
Weight: 5 3 kg. 
Dimensions: 19 x 16.2 x 30.5 cm. 
LS316 
No details received. 

REVOX 
Manufacturer: Willi Studer, CH -8105, 
Regensdorf -Zurich, Switzerland. 
US Agent: Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive, 
Syosset, NY 11791. 
UK: Industrial Tape Applications, 5 Pratt Street, 
Camden Town, London N1. Phone 01 -485 6162. 

AX 4.3 
Power handling:60W. 
Frequency response: 30 to 20k Hz. 
Sensitivity: 91 dB spl from 1.8W at 1m. 
Nominal impedance: 4 ohm. 
Harmonic distortion: less than 1, over 80 to 
20k Hz bandwidth. 
Drive units: 1 x 245 mm If, 1 x dome 38 mm mf, 
1 x dome hf. 
Internal volume: 44 1 litres. 
Weight: 14.1 kg. 
Dimensions: 315 x 560 x 250 mm. 
Price: £119. 

SENNHEISER 
Sennheiser Electronic, 3002 Bissendorf /Hann., 
West Germany. 
Phone: (05130) 8011. Telex: 0924623. 
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, 
17 Chesham Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 5AG. 
Phone: 024 03 -5511 

The company manufactures two self powered ampli- 
fier speaker combinations operating from standard 
0 dBm line. 
VKL 304 
Weight:21 kg. 
Dimensions: 650 x 400 x 250 mm. 
Price: £270. 
VKL 305-4 
Max spl: 106 dB. 
Weight: 22kg. 
Dimensions: 240 x 400 x 650 mm. 
Price: £493. 

SMC 
SMC loudspeakers, 76 Bedford Road, Kempston, 
Beds MK428BB. 
Phone: 0234- 65822. 

ALSO studio monitor 
Power handling: 100W programme. 
Frequency response: 55 to 25k Hz ±3 dB. 
Sensitivity: maximum spi 104 dB at one metre, 
15W gives 96 dB spi at one metre. 
Impedance: 8 ohms nominal. 
Drive units: 1 x If 21/30 cm piston, 1 x 12cm pressure 
loaded mf, 1 x 1.9 cm dome hf. 
Operating principle: transmission line. 
Weight: 36 kg. 
Dimensions: 38 x 74 x 43 cm. 
Price: £475 pair. 

TANGENT 
Tangent Acoustics Ltd, 3 Kesters Close, 
Hardwick, Cambs CB3 7QY. 
Phone: Madingley 658. 
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TM1 
Power handling : 50W rms. 
Frequency response: 40 to 30k Hz ±3 dB. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Drive units: 1 x 22 cm If/mf, 1 x hf. 
Internal volume: 42-5 litres. 
Dimensions: 30.5 x 31.5 x 63 cm. 
TM2 
Power handling : 70W rms. 
Frequency response: 38 to 30k Hz f 3 dB. 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. 
Drive units: 1 x 23/33 cm If piston, 1 x 22 cm mf, 
1 x hf. 
Internal volume: 71 litres. 
Dimensions: 35.5 x 36.5 x 73.5 cm. 

Tangent TM2 with grille material removed 

TANNOY 
Tannoy Products Ltd, West Norwood, London 
SE27 9AB. 
Phone: 01-670 1131. 

Tannoy manufacture a range of chassis units, each 
comprising a bass driver and high frequency horn 
in a dual gap arrangement. They are supplied with 
an adjustable crossover network. The company also 
market a range of enclosures fitted with the dual 
concentric drive units. 
Chassis units: 385 315 295 

Diameter: 38.1 cm 30.5 cm 25.4 cm 
Power handling: 85W 60W 50W 
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms 8 ohms 8 ohms 
Spl -1 m at 1W: 92 dB 90.5 dB 90.5 dB 
Bass resonance: 20 Hz 20 Hz 22 Hz 

Total weight: 14 kg 8.62 kg 8.17 kg 

Price: £89 £70 £68.50 
Enclosures complete with drive units: 
Chevening 
Drive unit: 295. 

System: bass reflex. 
Dimensions: 38 x 58.5 x 26 cm. 
Price: £92 
Chatsworth 
Drive unit: 315. 

System: infinite baffle. 
Dimensions: 84 x 39.5 x 26 cm. 
Price: £100.50. 

Mansfield 
Drive unit: 315 or 385. 
System: infinite baffle. 
Dimensions: 84 x 53.5 x 32 cm. 
Price: with 315, £107.50, with 385, £127. 
Amesbury 
Drive unit: 385. 
System: bass reflex. 
Dimensions: 107.5 x 60 x 38 cm. 
Price: £151. 

STOP PRESS -entries received after 
copy deadline. 

ATC 
Acoustic Transducer Company Ltd, Pier House 
Laundry, Strand on the Green, Chiswick, 
London W4. 
Phone: 01-995 3654 
The company manufacture a range of chassis units 
of 30 cm dia utilising edge wound 7.5 cm voice coils. 
Available in various cone weights according to 
application, the power rating is 75W rms. 

B & W 
B & W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, 
Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2RX. 
DM4 
A three unit 20 I itre reflex loudspeaker. For specifica- 
tion and review, see February 75, p56. 
DM70 
A two way 'large' speaker system using a moving 
coil bass unit and an electrostatic mid /treble con- 
stant charge driver unit. 
DM6 
This is the most recent model featuring 'linear 
phase' arrangement of the classic three way driver 
system. Power rating up to '350W under normal 
domestic conditions'. 

JBL 
James B Lansing Sound Inc, 3249 Casitas 
Avenue, Los Angeles, Ca 90039, USA. 
Phone: (213) 665 4101. 

UK: C E Hammond Ltd, Lamb House, Church 
Street, Chiswick, London W4 2PB. 
Phone: 01 -995 4551. 

4311 

This is a three -way system comprising a passive 
crossover and three -way drive system. Power 
handling: 75W 'programme'. Sensitivity: 42 dB at 
9.1m with 1 mW from 500 to 2500 Hz, tone controls 
flat. (EIA sensitivity rating.) Frequency response: 
45 to 15k Hz ±3 dB. 
4315 
Four -way system handling 60W rms steady state 
into 8 ohms. EIA sensitivity: 40 dB. Max output: 
about 101 dB spl at 120W. Frequency response: 
35 to 20k Hz ±3 dB. 
4330 
Two -way system handling up to 75W steady state 
into 8 ohms. EIA sensitivity: 44 dB. Max output 
about 106 dB at 3m. Frequency response: 35 to 
15k Hz ±3 dB. 4332 as above except fitted with 
super tweeter. 
4340 
Four -way system handling 75W steady state at 
8 ohms. EIA sensitivity rating: 44 dB. Max output 
107 dB spi at rated power at3m. Frequency response: 
35 to 20k Hz + 3 dB. 
4350 
Four -way system handling 200W steady state into 
4 ohms. EIA sensitivity rating: 46.5 dB. Frequency 
response: 30 to 20k Hz ± 3 dB. 
Models 4330 upwards can be supplied without cross- 
overs for bi- amplification. 
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spendor 
Suppliers of Studio Monitor Loudspeakers to:- 

THE BBC, MARCONI, PYE, DECCA, 
NEVE, AUDIX, THAMES T.V., LONDON 

WEEKEND T.V., ALICE, EMISON, 
most of the new Commercial Radio Stations 

and many small recording companies. 

The Unit 12 Station Road, Industrial Estate, 
Hailsham, Sussex Telephone Hailsham 843474 

cill1n1111111unlnlnl1n111nu11111111111Jnnulln111111I11nnl10 1'1111n1111111n111I1u1u111nnu1111n11I11111111111n11111unln:Ill"" 
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ALTEC, 

1 

1 

Sound Equipment by 

EUROPEAN ENQUIRIES 

ALTEE 
17 Park Place, Stevenage, Hertfordshire 

SGI I D U. England 
0438 -3241 

1ltt1. 

UK DISTRIBUTORS 

jij.'.!4sLIC X, 
10 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LN 

01 -240 5411 
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CLIVE- INSIDE THE RECORD 
BUSINESS 
Clive Davis, with James Willwerth, 300pp, plus 
l2pp illus. William Morrow and Company, Inc, 
New York, 1975 
Available in UK from Billboard Publications, 
7 Carnaby Street, London W I 

THIS is a marvellous book -the most 
important yet to appear on the record 

industry, required reading for both those 
people employed within the industry, and even 
more so for those whose activities require them 
to comment upon it from the outside. 

Davis, now still only 43, was from 1965 until 
1973 head of CBS Records (USA -Columbia) 
and steered that organisation as industry 
leaders through the rock explosion of the '60s, 
turning the profits from $5 million per year to 
$50 million in the process, and the Company 
from essentially a middle -of- the -road operation 
to that showing undisputed domination of 
contemporary music. 

One can always justify one's own behaviour, 
and Davis' legal background makes him a 
formidable advocate for his own case but, 
although his dismissal from CBS was certainly 
unsavoury, his track record of unprecedented 
success needs no special pleading. However, 
there emerges occasionally more than the odd 
hint of self- righteousness, and some may feel 
that Davis claims almost too much as his own 
initiative, but it is a vastly impressive story, 
nonetheless. 

Davis' blunt, straightforward taking of 
various lids off aspects of rock stars, characters 
will come as a surprise to those who blindly 
follow PR -pap, and his revelations of nego- 
tiations with Dylan, for example, throw con- 
siderable light upon that ultimately baffling 
genius. Those to whom Dylan is the quintes- 
sential anti -establishment figure (established, 
of course, long before the Beatles) may be 
surprised to find him committed to sell himself 
very dearly to the highest bidder -only to see a 
profound paradox in the process: Dylan, the 
free -wheeling hiker strolling down the freeway 
of '62 to visit the ailing Woody Guthrie in 
hospital, related perfectly to the immediate 
post -beat generation -a musical Jack Kerouac, 
whose Lonesome Traveller is a sonic equivalent 
of On the Road. Today, however, when Dylan 
travels in his own 4- million dollar jet, he's a 
lonesome traveller for very different reasons - 
precious few of the supertramp hitchers of the 
early '60s can relate to the millionaire with the 
Hefner trappings. So who has the identity 
(ie musical) crisis? 

Through Davis' immediate predecessor, 
Goddard Lieberson, who had been responsible 
for some truly creative and imaginative com- 
pany policy during the previous 15 -20 years, 
the company image of CBS in the mid -60s was 
largely as an m -o -r operation. It says much for 
the creative genius of Davis that he was not only 
able to maintain artists such as Andy Williams, 
Ray Conniff, Tony Bennett, Barbra Streisand, 
Johnny Mathis (whom he re- signed to the label) 
at the same time as leading the Company into 
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the rock explosion, but also to advise them 
brilliantly on how to appeal to a much wider 
audience while at the same time maintaining 
their individual artistic standards. As Davis 
frankly comments, he did not succeed with 
Tony Bennett, but his formula, certainly 
original but subtly simple, if applied to half -a- 
dozen English artists as of now, would remake 
their fortunes many times over within 18 
months. It is startling that even today powerful 
record men do not follow Davis' example with 
this type of artist. 

His most important early success was 
undoubtedly the major signings following the 
1967 Monterey Pop Festival, especially those of 
Janis Joplin, Blood, Sweat and Tears, and 
Leonard Cohen. Davis undoubtedly had a 
special rapport with Joplin: through his rather 
clinical literary style, there emerges a genuine 
feeling, warmth and curious understanding - 
considering their totally different backgrounds 
-for this tragic and moving figure. Those who 
accuse Davis of lacking musical feeling should 
read his chapters on Joplin and his influence 
on her all- too -brief development. Furthermore, 
this book is full of the most profound truths 
about the record business, as his piece on BS 
and T and David Claytor- Thomas reveals. In 
a sense, just as Joplin broke away from Big 
Brother and the Holding Company and made 
it, so Clayton- Thomas doubtless felt he could 
do a similar thing with BS and T. This is where 
musical judgements came in -for Joplin was 
head and shoulders above BB when she left 
(people buying records and going to concerts 
because of her). Clayton- Thomas, for all his 
qualities as a singer was not quite the same - 
BS and T could survive his departure, but as so 
often, he couldn't make it on his own, needing 
the special qualities of the rest of the band as 
the catalyst for his own musicianship. With 
hindsight Clayton- Thomas could hardly have 
stayed with a band that has had so many public 
and publicised rows, but Davis' analysis of the 
situation is unerringly accurate. 

There is no doubt that Davis had the special 
qualities that make a great record -man: not 
just the 'feel', the instinct, the ability to recog- 
nise raw talent (as the abovementioned signings 
prove conclusively) but also the mixture of 
ability to steer and mould artist's careers, to be 
sympathetic to the whole spectrum of music, 
and all this accomplished with a strong sense of 
business acumen. Nowhere is this more clearly 
shown than in his revealing insights into the 
internal running of CBS: although one should 
always remember Henry Ford's dictum: 'Don't 
tell me how many hours you work, just tell me 
what you do', there is a tremendous feel of the 
excitement of the long- filled -day -to -day run- 
ning of CBS. His handling of Chicago, for 
example, is a superb case in point; a major 
band by any standards, at one time so much 
nto a manic- depressive ego -trip of packaging 
trash that the music threatened to be over- 
whelmed by an ecologically -unacceptable pile 
of waste -paper. Davis was right to resist 
Chicago's demands, for business, artistic, and 

image reasons. This comment reveals much of 
his qualities, when he speaks of those rock 
musicians who seem to equate social freedom 
with the unquestioning meeting of whatever 
demands they might make. 

Being so close to the artists meant he was 
singularly well -placed to direct immediately 
what image the Company should be projecting 
through its advertising, and Davis probably 
spent more time at this than most record - 
company presidents. Part of this activity is also 
bound up with the total marketing concepts 
surrounding any launch -and here, I think, 
Davis' non -commercial background was a 
definite hindrance. As an example, the `Rock 
Machine' concept comes in for criticism from 
him -unjustly I feel. In the UK the Rock 
Machine Turns You On and Rock Machine I 
Love You albums achieved much and were 
significant in putting across the new image of 
CBS. Although CBS learned another truth 
about record marketing from this operation - 
that buyers of cheap records rarely gravitate 
towards full price albums -there can be no 
doubt that the enormously wide exposure the 
vast sales of both these albums enjoyed meant 
that CBS' unparalleled array of contemporary 
artists were showcased in the best possible way. 
Ultimately, of course, each act has to make it 
on its own and not through some sort of external 
grafting but the imaginative concept was right to 
project, at the very least in terms of image, 
the new -found creativity of CBS. 

There is no doubt, however, that Davis was 
again right to insist on the single- plus -album 
simultaneous release, especially for new acts. 
Inflation means no company can really survive 
on hit singles alone, especially in the States 
where a vast percentage of record buyers are 
fm -only listeners, where singles mean nothing. 
To hit the street with both the strongest single 
from the album and the album at the same 
time has been demonstrated so many times 
with success that the final bastion of singles -only 
acts -that of black soul -has even succumbed: 
and rightly, too. Another example of a definite 
rule of modern record company practice. 

In spite of CBS's runaway success in the late 
'60s and early '70s, there was one area of music 
where CBS was almost totally absent: black 
soul. The acquisition of the Philadelphia label 
of Gamble /Huff was a move which, in simple 
terms, could not have been better. It was as 
important for CBS as Motown was to EMI and 
added the final large piece to Davis' jig -saw. As 
a postscript, although it took a little while for 
artists like Billy Paul, the O'Jays, Three 
Degrees, Harold Melvin and so on, to break 
out of the States, I feel Davis could have been 
more appreciative of the efforts of his gigantic 
International company, which is hardly men- 
tioned in the book. But there is no doubt that 
it was Davis who did the deal in the first place. 

Davis also gives a fascinating insight into 
Vladimir Horowitz, when he took the great 
concert pianist and his wife to a black soul 
disco in New York. Davis reports that Horowitz 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

was entranced, for apparently he listens to a 
great deal of soul and r- and -b. Although Davis 
was obviously weak in the classical area, not 
being quite so able to trust his instincts as in 
the pop field, he hits a few classical nails 
firmly on the head. His enthusiasm for Horowitz 
is obvious: the acquisition of the artist was a 
major event for CBS; he added lustre to the 
artists' roster; he was regarded (and still is, for 
that matter) by many as the greatest pianist of 
the 20th century; he won seven consecutive 
`Grammy' awards. If Davis had still been at 
CBS, he would not have let Horowitz go to 
their traditional arch -rival RCA, as happened 
recently. The classical area, as I say, was Davis' 
weakest spot, and it shows. CBS did not, con- 
trary to Davis' assertion, extensively record the 
major works of Hindemith in the '60s. It is a 
pity that many of the works they did record of 
Hindemith's were not issued outside of the 
USA, especially the American Requiem (with 
Hindemith conducting), the Symphony in E 
flat, and the Concert -Music for Strings and 
Brass, but it hardly adds up to extensive 
coverage, even so. 

Nor did CBS allow Stravinsky to record 
practically everything he ever wrote: it is pop- 
ularly supposed that they did, but a glance at 
Fric Walter White's most recent Stravinsky 
book shows that of Stravinsky's 100 -plus 
compositions, he recorded only about half of 
them. This is not to criticise CBS work in this 
field, which will provide them with priceless 
valuable reissue material in the future, but to 
set the record straight. 

Davis' background story to the decision to 
allow the Philadelphia orchestra to go to RCA 
is, like so much of this book, fascinating. 
Knowing the background, no -one could 
criticise him for allowing this: the money 
involved was just too much but, in relating the 
story, he makes the point (surely unintention- 
ally) that had bugged CBS' classical operations 
during the '60s: Ormandy wanted to get into 
more important repertoire, away front the 
showpiece albums and kitsch which CBS was 

in danger of forcing him into. Yet this was 
resisted. Surely if Ormandy had been allowed 
that, then it is possible that the state of CBS's 
classical operations at that time might not 
have been so bad -after all, as Davis says (not 
realising the folly of it) CBS had embarked 
upon an extensive series of recordings of 
avant -garde music: a magnificent achievement, 
in image terms, and a strong public service 
(which was not taken up by CBS' companies 
around the world) but in record sales terms, 
absolutely meaningless. 

Davis appeared to fail to grasp this essential 
difference between classical and pop. While he 
was enjoying unsurpassed success with the best 
of contemporary rock, he thought a similar 
approach in classical music would be success- 
ful. Well, at least he knows different now. A 
final word on classical: Davis was right to urge 
more opera on his Company and his instincts - 
to try and test -market Bernstein in an estab- 
lished war -horse, such as Bohème or Butteifly- 
were right. Yet he also grasped the essential 
feature of opera, which is that no matter how 
famous the conductor, people buy opera 
recordings because of the singers; and in that 
area CBS was not even past square one. It is 
surprising, but apparently true, that the idea for 
Bernstein's Mass came from a conversation 
between Davis and the maestro, so Davis' 
influence in the classical area was not 
insignificant. 

A criticism of the book with which I think 
even Davis would agree is the book's lack of 
recognition towards the international com- 
panies. The phenomenal growth of CBS world- 
wide in the last decade has been achieved 
through the skill, energy and dedication of a 
number of truly remarkable men, especially 
Peter de Rougemont, head of European 
Operations; Dick Asher, now president of the 
International Company; Walter Yetnikoff, now 
holding Davis' job as head of CBS Records 
worldwide; and Maurice Oberstain, now 
Managing Director of CBS UK. The corporate 
future of CBS, even after both Davis and 
Lieberson have finally left, looks secure in the 
hands of these men but, as Davis often remarks, 
the strength of a record company lies in its 

artists and again, at present CBS seems well - 
placed indeed; waiting in the wings (it can only 
be a short matter of time) for international 
stardom are artists such as Bruce Springsteen, 
Earth, Wind and Fire, Alan Rich (Charlie's 
son -and a superb talent), Janis Ian, Herbie 
Hancock, Murray Perahia and Kansas. Many 
of these, Davis signed personally, and it is 

again a measure of his skill that one company 
under his direction could be seen to attract 
such talent. 

However; Davis ought to have another look 
at the signing of Mott the Hoople (during the 
cheque -book raidings of 1972): lan Hunter, 
quite clearly states, in his book `Diary of a Rock 
and Roll Star' that it was Dan Loggins (brother 
of Kenny), the urbane and brilliant head of A 
and R for CBS UK, who signed Mott to CBS. 
Davis should have acknowledged this. 

With hindsight, Davis' account of his sudden 
and traumatic leaving the Company seems 
true and his possible explanation of the step 
taken by the very board which only two weeks 
previously had invited him to join, appears 
right, but there can be no doubt that, in spite 
of his own personal qualities -the exact oppo- 
site of his predecessor Goddard Lieberson, 
a brilliant and truly great man himself -Davis' 
character was such that he could hardly have 
failed to make a number of enemies. Nothing 
succeeds like success, it is true, but it is also a 
fact that people envy success as well, and the 
stories which circulated after his dismissal - 
especially concerning payola and drugola- 
have all been investigated in depth and no 
prosecutions have followed. With the artistic 
talent CBS enjoys, no -one needs back -handers 
to play records. 

There are many more things in the book than 
I have space to mention: Davis' rapport with 
Neil Diamond, his success with Miles Davis, 
and so on, but I think I have shown its impor- 
tance. For, in spite of everything, in the 
mercurial business of running a record com- 
pany, Davis divined a powerful truth: 'Plan- 
ning is no substitute for judgement'. If any 
man in the United States had that tenet in the 
record business in the late '60s, it was Clive 
Davis. Robert Walker 
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rcct. 7 he following prices now 
apply. Argentine (B), Angola (B), 
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Bermuda (B), Botswana (B), Brazil 
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France (X), Ghana (B), Greece (X), 
Holland (X), Hong Kong (B), 
Hungary (X), Iceland (X), India 
(B), Indonesia (B), Iran (A), 
Israel (A), Italy (X), Jamaica (B), 
Japan (C), Kenya (B), Lebanon 
(A), Malawi (B), Malaysia (B), 
Mexico (B), Monaco (X), New 
Zealand (C), Nigeria (B), Norway 
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Change of address 
Rycote, manufacturers of much used 
and much travelled (most recently 
quite near the top of Everest with 
the BBC) Windshields, have moved 
themselves. 

The new address is Edgehill 
Farm, Edge, Stroud, Gloucester- 
shire GL6 6PA. Phone: 0452- 
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Aural capacity 
What are ears? What is the memory inside a 

brain that actually makes people hear? 
Musicians have various different sorts of 

hearing. Some people hear higher and some 
people hear lower than others -it's what we 
call a sharp ear or a flat ear. There are analogies 
with vision. If someone sees a brown a bit 
browner than someone else it might be just the 
musician hears something a bit louder or 
sharper or flatter than someone else. It's almost 
identical: the two things run together, as far as 
colour blindness. 

But the principal asset, gained from training 
and experience, is aural capacity. Thus, you can 
listen in to a band or orchestra and hear the 
various parts. Take a trumpet section, and be 
able to hear what the thirds, fourths, fifths and 
all sorts of harmonies are doing, and be able to 
write them down afterwards. After years of 
training like this, one manages to be able to get 
hearing that really can tell you what it's all 
about. 

Orchestral musicians have another problem 
too. They have to sit next to a player in an 
orchestra and play in tune. Intonation is one 
of the most difficult things a musician has to 
learn. He has to be able to play with an 
instrument which is imperfect; he has to learn 
to be able to play it in tune and not only that 
but to play it alongside another imperfect 
instrument. Most instruments are imperfect - 
you can't possibly get a true chromatic scale out 
of one tube or set of strings. 

Now take the problem of the orchestral 
conductor or the musical and who stands in 
front of a score. The composer starts by 
writing the music and then scoring it out. 
Scoring it out for many instruments, many 
different sounds, which he hears and writes 
down on the page. He hears these sounds just 
as though listening to himself thinking. 

So when you and he go into a recording 
studio, there is his score, with the musicians 
arranged in front of him. He's probably got 
some sort of layout of sounds in his head, so 
he'll start conducting the orchestra or group 
and they'll play that sound that he's got on the 
score. He will then go through rehearsals to 
balance the sound up; he'll go to the strings and 
get the various component parts of his har- 
monies worked out so that he gets a `good' 
balance (or a balance that he wants -which can 
be a very different thing). He'll go to the other 
parts of the band or orchestra and do the same 
thing. Now, he can only do that with his ears. 
It's this that one has to transpose into the 
recording box, and it's this that the recording 
engineer must learn about. It's probably one 
of the most difficult tasks in all music, because 
he's got to insert himself inside the composer's 
brain and listen to what the composer wanted - 
a bit like an interpreter who interprets some- 
body else's composition. 

It's essential for the recording engineer to be 
able to assess a score, so that he does not 
waste time arguing what's in it with the pro- 
ducer. It's also important for them to know 
what instruments there are and their musical 
functions, and thus which to bring out; just in 
the way that the conductor or composer has to. 
He's also got to be able to help the musicians 
themselves into talking about such problems as 
tuning, rhythm; things maybe are not quite 
together, particularly through a monitor 

speaker microscope. 
Balance is the most important of all. 

Musicians, when they go back into the box to 
hear playback, often complain that they can't 
hear a solo which is a prominent part of the 
scoring. Often a recording engineer hasn't even 
known it's there in the first place. 

I turned up at a studio session the other day 
and I had in front of me first a jazz tenor solo 
and then an obligato flute part. The micro- 
phone was probably six feet away from me and 
as the engineer came up I said, `I doubt 
whether you'll be able to hear me with the 
microphone there, as l'in going to play in this 
direction.' It was very cramped in the studio 
and my instrument was pointing in another 
way, and I couldn't very well alter my position. 
He said, `Oh I'll be all right -I'll be able to 
pick you up from that microphone.' I went 
into the box and could not hear a note. 

This is one of the problems with which 
I am often faced but it's very difficult to help 
someone politely without seeming to tell them 
their own job. You couldn't possibly do that 
and neither would I want to, either. 

Recording engineers, probably because many 
composers and writers have not furnished 
them with the necessary material or put the 
necessary pressures upon them, have learnt to 
busk their way through various studios without 
even such a thing asalead sheet, sometimes not 
even understanding what instruments are in 
there. As long as they get a rough sound going 
then they're not really bothered. This happens 
particularly in the commercial field where the 
sounds have got to be doctored to that cur- 
rently fashionable. An engineer who hasn't got 
a score in front of him and is just hearing the 
sound coming from the studio cannot possibly 
know what is going on in the score and in the 
composer's mind at the time, but if he had a 
score in front of him he could see the various 
parts of the studio ensemble which are supposed 
to be brought out. 

Memory brings back a recording of rock 
music, which shall remain nameless, of a large 
brass section which was engaged to put a back- 
ing track on a rhythm track already existing. 
The brass section numbered 12, with an 
additional baritone sax. When the actual disc 
came out all anyone could hear was the lead 
trumpet. In fact it should have been a bit more 
than that. There was a large contrapuntal 
part written in fourteenth century style 
which was put to this particular rock music. 
This is an example of not looking at a score and 
thus missing what it can sound like. And if all 
that was heard of that 12 piece brass section 
with baritone sax was in fact the lead trumpet 
with diminishing sounds of trumpets under- 
neath it, no trombones, no tuba, and no 
baritone sax, why spend all the money on it 
anyway? 

Another difficulty is the sound heard by the 
player compared with that which an audience 
hears. Remember, the player is right on top of 
his instrument, and in the case of clarinet, oboe 
and bassoon, he actually has a reed or a mouth- 
piece inside his mouth, which is vibrating in his 
skull. He hears a totally different thing from 
an audience some distance away. By that time 
the sound has `materialised' in the room and 
become a sound which is accepted as musical. 

Trained musicians can anticipate that sound, 
and in playing to a hall try to materialise their 
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sounds so that the listener will hear what he 
wants them to hear. If you could actually 
record what a musician hears himself I'm sure 
you would be quite surprised. With flute, for 
example, many overtones buzz around while 
the player is playing, and they are an infernal 
nuisance. If any of you have ever played flute 
duets you know of this other racket going on 
simultaneously. 

If a close microphone technique is employed 
with an instrument, the microphone is unlikely 
to pick up what the player or audience hears. 
But then usually the engineer produces the 
sound that he wants to from the flute, rather 
than that which the player is producing. 

Layout 
Orchestral recording is done traditionally 

using one pair of microphones in front of the 
orchestra with various ambience microphones 
around the room and over the orchestra to 
reinforce some of the softer instruments. As 
far as an orchestral musician is concerned this 
is generally a more satisfactory way of doing it, 
because the musician and the player has full 
control of the balance, and it is really his 
fault if it's wrong. 

When an orchestral musician goes into a 
studio to record, say, a classical piece of music -a Haydn or Mozart symphony -he expects 
to sit next to a musician whose part is relevant 
to him. The second clarinet will sit next to the 
first clarinet, the bass clarinet next to the second 
clarinet. First clarinet will sit next to first 
bassoon and in front of him will be first flute, 
and so forth. If you put a secondary part miles 
away from a first part, the player will feel 
insecure, he won't be able to play in tune with 
the other person and he'll have a great deal of 
difficulty with the phrasing which the first 
player is about to form. Many times I have 
been put in awkward situations, where I have 
not been able to hear at all the instrument with 
whom I shared a part. With a saxophone 
player, one of what they call the 'novelties' of 
the orchestral profession, I'm sometimes put at 
one side of the studio and find that I've got to 
play with a trombone maybe five or even ten 
metres away from me. His sound may be 
covered up by a host of other instruments--or 
screens in between -how on earth am I going 
to listen to his sounds and play in tune with 
him? And if he's got the principal part, how 
am I going to copy his phrasing? 

Recently, the Gabrieli Brass Ensemble and 
the London Saxophone Quartet made a record 
at Abbey Road. The recording engineer got a 
reasonable sound, but the layout made it 
extremely difficult for the musicians to perform 
at all. As shown in fig. 1, four saxophone 
players with their various clarinets and flutes 
and all sorts of instruments were put at one 
side of the studio 15m apart from the two 
trumpets, horn, trombone and tuba. Now you 
can imagine the difficulty that, say, the bass 
section of the saxophone quartet would have 
with the tuba, quite apart from the time lag of 
up to one twentieth of a second (which the 
musicians in fact got right). Because pro- 
fessional musicians are professional they pulled 
it through somehow and managed to get the 
thing to sound quite tight. But on the nth result 
the intonation suffered quite a bit. I might add 
that in the middle of these two groups was the 
rhythm section, at the back of the studio and 
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all surrounded by boxes. How were we able to 
hear the rhythm section as well? You might say 
that all should wear cans. Sure -then you can't 
hear the noise you're making yourself properly. 

Musicians have various unspoken rules; they 
don't talk about each other's playing very often, 
or at least they try not to. This is one of the 
professional things that keeps us from fighting. 
Another part of our etiquette is not to talk 
about intonation, and unless things are very 
bad indeed nobody will mention it. This may 
be counterproductive but it's one of those 
things which happen in music. These rules are 
generally productive, except when musicians 
are placed in awkward situations such as at 
Abbey Road that time, where no -one liked to 
say 'you're flat'. 

The subject of musicians hearing others in 
the studio while they're playing and wearing 
cans is enormous and couldn't possibly be 
covered in detail here, but I might mention a 
couple of points. You wear cans - because you 
can't get the rhythm together with another part 
of the studio, which for recording purposes may 
be sectioned off. If you hear them in the room 
you're probably playing late behind them any- 
way. The general way with cans is putting one 
over one ear and having the other one half 
across the other. It keeps you on the beat all 
right, but the difficulty is that you don't actually 
hear the correct sound coming out of your 
instrument, and you are not able to adjust the 
appropriate phrasings and sounds that you 
wish to produce from your instrument -this 
can be most disconcerting. Another way of 
doing it is by putting a speaker behind the 
musician, which feels one of the best ways of 
doing it. 

There is another thing which does help 
musicians a great deal, putting an artificial 
ambience inside the studio with speakers. It 
gives the musician a false sense of ambience, 
and it makes him feel slightly more at home. 
He feels he's making a better sound than he 
really is. In some recording studios that have 
no ambience at all, covered in carpets and 
polystyrene tiles, it helps the musician feel a 
little bit more secure, therefore he is able to give 
a better performance. There's not much point 
in putting ambience through the cans to make 
the musician feel more at home, for he simply 
cannot hear his own instrument while he is 
playing. 

Frank Cordell, the composer, often provokes 
me to ask him: `Why are recordings of your 
arrangements all so good?' His technique is to 
place a stereo pair right on the score paper when 
he writes a piece of music. He scores the music 
for those microphones. Then if he wants to get 
a certain balance normally only associated with 
close microphone technique, such as alto flutes 
playing the main theme balanced with, say, 12 
brass players in a room, you'd never be able to 
hear the alto flutes. But Frank juggles with the 
positioning of the players in the studio until he 
gets the sound that he wants to hear, transcribes 
it on to tape with the stereo pair over his score. 
In other words, he wants what he hears to go 
on to the tape and he spends a lot of time 
juggling the players around in the studio until he 
gets that sound. 

Worries 
I wonder how many people know what a 

musician actually feels like when he goes along 
to a recording session. In the train on the way, 
or in the car on the way to the studio, he's 
thinking 'goodness I wonder what on earth I'm 
going to be asked to play this time'. He could 
be asked .to play absolutely anything. People 
never realise some of the technical problems 
of what orchestral, or jazz, or any musician is 
asked to do. A clarinet player once went along 
to a film session and found the whole of the 
Galanta Dances by Kodály spread out on his 
stand. This is a piece of music which needs 
quite a bit of study. Even though he probably 
knew the thing already that did not matter; he 
would have liked to practise beforehand. And 
he got lumbered into playing it right on the red 
light. 

Now what on earth do you think he felt like? 
He probably felt quite nervous and when this 
conductor put his baton down, here were the 
Galanta Dances sailing away into the most 
hideously difficult clarinet part. After the 
session the musician was quite justified in going 
up to the conductor and saying 'Look I think 
you should have let me know about this first.' 

On the other hand you get a lot of times when 
you're incredibly bored, with practically noth- 
ing to do and just eggs (long notes) to play and 
you have to spend your time concentrating on 
getting these long notes correct every single time 
maybe for some singer who wants to do it 30 
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THE OTHER SIDE OF 
THE GLASS 

times and you have to play it 30 times without a 
singe mistake. I find this very difficult to do 
and also extremely boring. And at the back of 
your mind is always the dread of turning that 
page over and finding some frighteningly 
difficult part. 

There are a few simp'.e things to make 
musicians feel more at home in the studio: a 
place where they can have coffee, sit, talk with 
each other, catch up on gossip and so forth it 

does make a considerable contribution to a 
happy session; having a room or studio that has 
a little bit of ambience in it, has something to 
make the musicians' confidence a little stronger; 
having seats that don't have angular construc- 
tions or arm rests at the side of them (because 
I'm a saxophone player and I find it extremely 
difficult to play with these complicated things). 

To be perfectly honest I'm splitting too many 
hairs here because really and truly the musicians 
would far rather know where the pub is than 
kr.ow anything else, because there is such a 

strong social atmosphere existing in the 
freelance world in London and other cities. 

In Britain because of the lack of money and 
the lack of support for musicians, London has 
produced the most remarkable session industry, 
a number of musicians who know and work 
with each other in both the pop and the straight 
sides. And it's really rather amazing that you 
might go along to a session and there are a few 

names that you know very well indeed. You 
can sit next to them and play almost identically 
with them; you know their intonation, you 
know their sound and you know their phrasing 
so that everything is really taken care of almost 
straight away. This is one of the peculiarities of 
London and we're very very lucky to have such 
a cosmopolitan collection of musicians who 
vary through all different styles and all 
instruments. 

May I paint rather a fantastic picture to you 
of the sort of recording engineer that a 
musician, composer or and likes? First of all, 
he must be a musician, somebody that doesn't 
necessarily have to play an instrument but cer- 
tainly with a good aural capacity. He's then 
immediately in tune with the musician, who 
knows he's got a pair of ears and he can actually 
hear; so they are talking about the same thing. 

He certainly should have an electronics side to 
him, but it needn't be particularly great pro- 
viding there is an engineer there. All that he 
needs to know is what is available to him in the 
techniques of recording. He needs to know 
what sounds he can get out of which micro- 
phones, which machines. How it will help to 
use artificial ambience in the studio, how it will 
help to use cans and all these various tech- 
niques. How to use 16 track, how to balance 
something up quickly afterwards. All this gives 
the musician an immerse amount of confidence 
that his stock -in -trade is not being ruined by 
someone else. Because remember, you cannot 
measure music in anything else's terms; it just 
wafts out of someone's instrument. Someone 
may have recorded it anyway they want, 
changed the sound, and altered it completely 
from what the original musicians thought of in 
the first place. It can be rather unfair. 

Cautionary tales 
The London Saxophone Quartet has made 

many recordings of all sorts of different shapes 
and sizes. In particular we have been asked to 
do several films. One of the very first films we 

ever did was a commercial, in which the com- 
poser wrote the music to be very tuneful. We 
turned up in the studio, to he forced to have a 

microphone each inserted in the bell of the 
instrument. The saxophone sound doesn't 
happen there, but happens many feet away from 
the instrument and not down its bell. in any 
case, the sound doesn't come out of the bell but 
from all over the tone holes -all over the 
instrument. As a result the sound was extremely 
hard and edgy, from picking up impure partials 
of harmonics which were rushing up and down 
the instrument as it was played. Balance was 
reasonable, given four different tracks at the 
same meter reading level but that's just about 
it. When it finally made it to the film it lost 
even more. 

Another film we did was recorded in several 
different ways, with the film up in the studio at 
the time. Recording was with a stereo pair on 
the outside of the quartet and using some other 
microphones to help the engineer balance the 
sounds. But unfortunately he didn't have the 
score and didn't know what was in the parts; so 
therefore some of the balance was pretty bad, 
because he brought out instruments which were 
secondary and not of primary interest in the 
score. 
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Two of the most successful recordings the 
quartet has done were for James Archibald, 
who runs his own film company and is rather a 
special man in that when he asks the composer 
to write the film, he has generally shot too much 
film; he edits it together and then shows it to 
the composer. The composer then writes a 
piece of music which has continuity (a very 
important word). And the composer writes his 
piece more or less to the times given by the 
composer, but not exactly. The film is then cut 
by the film editor to the music and you get a 
very accurate view of film music this way. 

What we wanted also was a microphone 
system that would simply pick up what we did, 
given the composition from a concert -hall 
oriented musician. We didn't want any balanc- 
ing from the recording engineer at all. It was 
purely a matter of his obtaining a sound on his 
recording equipment. We thus had a stereo 
pair put above the four players, who sat looking 
at each other in a star shape and playing various 
instruments ranging through flutes, clarinets 
and saxophones. At the side of this setting was 
a screen around a percussion player. Now we 
were close enough to be able to hear everything 
that he did, for his own microphones. We 
found that this was by far the easiest balance 
because we could go to the box, listen to what 
we did and maybe find out that we needed a 
little more flute here, a little less bass clarinet 
there, and so forth. It was easy for us to balance 
as necessary. Remember, we were playing the 
instruments and not the recording engineer. 
The person who is playing the instrument is 

directly connected to it and can alter the sound 
instantly and not three seconds or even a split 
second later. It is best done by the player him- 
self, if practical. There is a well -known film 
producer who simply demands that the record- 
ing engineer records what he hears; it is very 
important for him to do that. If he does not 
know that he can do that, how can he write his 
music, how can he score it out in the recording 
studio itself? It's completely impossible if he 
doesn't know what's going to go on to the tape, 
for he's got no control over it. 

Perhaps it might be better if composers did 
learn a bit about recording techniques. It helps 
a great number of composers that way, and 
they must learn a bit as they go on. People 
learn in various different degrees, some more 
than others. But I think it's more important, 
becausetherecording engineer has more control 
over the processes we have been discussing, that 
he learns more about music. It's very difficult to 
get the two together -the musician and the 
recording engineer. This is why the recording 
engineer should be a musician. 

AGONY COLUMN 

The cut was going well, the tape aligned as 
best it could be in the circumstances and the 
customer reasonably happy. But maybe a 
little more boost in the bass would be nice. OK. 
And could you add a little more top? Sure. The 
client was a bit slow on the uptake, but eventu- 
ally he realised that something was missing in 
the middle; so he asked for a little boost in the 
mid region to help. `But it's probably better to 
take the top and bottom down a bit'. But the 
producer was really into it now. `Oh, why don't 
you just go and boost at all frequencies ... ' 
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In the rush for equipment and basic 
layouts, subtler aspects of studio 

arrangement are often overlooked. In 
particular, a comfortable and 
sympathetic environment is 

necessary for smooth and efficient 
operation. Unpleasant playing and 

working surroundings can ruin the 
best equipped studio. 

Modern 
recording 

environment 

TOM HIDLEY* 

*Westlake Audio 
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Studio 
WE should open a discussion of modern 

recording environment with some ideas 
about the type of music and what the recording 
studio was asked to record in earlier times. 
What was required of the records when they 
finally made the street. What was acceptable 
and what was not. 

In the dance band era, working mono and 
sometimes direct stereo, we might see anywhere 
from one to five microphones involved with an 
18 to 20 piece orchestra. The general sound 
pressure level 1.5m or so in front of the Basie 
or Woody Herman bands, five saxes. four 
trumpets, four trombones, and four rhythm or 
so, I have read to be around 105 to 107 dB spl 
at f: 

The rhythm was light in intensity in com- 
parison with brass and reeds. Isolation prob- 
lems were neither as prevalent nor as pressing 
as today. We were monitoring a direct master, 
and so everyone heard just what acoustical 
summing was taking place in the control ruom. 
In most cases we didn't worry about over- 
dubbing. Music that came across the micro- 
phones into the control room desk was, 
indeed, what finished on tape with very little 
alteration. 

As time moved on, we got into the idea of 
tighter miking; and suddenly more were 
needed. Instead of two rhythm mics, one bass, 
one piano and possibly a third on acoustic 
guitar, we now found need to mic bass and 
piano, with possibly two mics on drums, and 
balancing it. Then there might be two on 
brass, two on reeds, maybe a solo mic for a 
sideman to come up front during a particular 
song, and a vocal mic. 

So then we were up to eight, nine or ten, but 
still putting them direct on two tracks. Every- 
thing seemed to be working reasonably well 
and the industry was not suffering from any 
acoustical disadvantages of which those on the 
other side of the glass were aware at that time. 
Inevitably, though, the more microphones that 
are put into a given playing environment, the 
better that environment must be in order to 
handle them correctly. 

We are now talking about an environment 
that must present ten to fifteen microphones to 
a console, and a monitoring system in a control 
room with the same or less amount of inherent 
acoustical cancellations and distortions. There 
was a time when use of one or two microphones 
to an orchestra would gel, or you would adjust 
the microphones to get a better balance. Or 
you could move the orchestral sections. But 
suddenly, now arrives today's music with many 
microphones: up to eight on drums, perhaps 
four on 8 -2 -2 strings. Brass and woodwind sec- 
tions are not as large but still need two or three 
each. Thus, separation becomes a problem. 

Old studio design utilised diaphragmatic 
walls built to attenuate the low end. It would 
dissipate it a bit but the musical energies were 
weaker than they are today. In contrast with 
the Herman band at up to 108, rock bands now 
can generate to 114 dB spl in the studio. 

Suddenly, the walls that were working with 
very few mics in earlier recording days, are not 
absorbing or attenuating the low ends as much 
as is needed for today's sounds. They are not 
'controlling' the room from high intensity 
standing waves. The result is leakage. On a 

session you begin to open faders and might have 
thought, 'there's a great rhythm sound'. Then 
you opened the string faders and suddenly your 
drum sound changed from very tight to very 
open and roomy. Leakage from the drum set 
into the string mics augments the leakage 
problem existing in the room. That drum set 
sound is unwanted in the string mics. 

As those things began to happen and as we 
developed through mixdown techniques instead 
of the direct two track or whatever, techniques 
had to change. We might have at the live date 
new music coming across the monitors in all 
of its excitement and high spis and everybody 
very happy about it all. But on mixdown you 
might open the strings and find rhythm presence 
decreases. Now you open woodwinds and hear 
a bit more rhythm sound change, and if you 
have french horns or something you open them 
and, suddenly, another change. All of these 
things become uncontrolled in the mix session 
to some extent, for you cannot pull acoustical 
phase distortion or leakage out of a track very 
conveniently. The instrument is moving across 
quite a bandwidth with its fundamental and 
harmonics and you really don't have that much 
you can eliminate. So you accepted the balance 
of previous times and say 'That's about as good 
as we can go'. Perhaps you've played a lot with 
equalisation, compression, and all the black 
boxes to get as good a sound balance as you 
can get. But when done it's sometimes a kind 
of disappointment by comparison with the 
sound on the studio floor during the recording. 

Then comes 16 track with still more micro- 
phones and still more demands on the studio. 
Many acoustical design arrangements of old 
are no longer acceptable because the low end 
energies are so loud today that th°e floor begins 
to move. Coming up the mic stands is this 
20 Hz rumbling along on the floor. The console 
then sees all of this low end garbage going on 
while it's trying to handle the music at the same 
time. So you must look closer at the instru- 
ments of today and ask what has changed in 
musical demands. 

People are very picky about the drum sound 
today. Bass drum must have a certain definition 
-attack and release -and it must have a round 
body sound. This is what you want to hear 
from that monitor. The snare has to have a 
certain snap and yet it can't be tinny: it has got 
to be full within itself, and you still want the 
rim shot with its hard transient response. 

Drums must not leak into string mics if you 
can help it. But a rock drummer generates 
bass drum energies of 124 dB spl average at the 
mic. Peak power is well in excess of this. This 
means enormous energy is being presented to 
the studio floor. If you are not on a decoupled 
platform the studio floor may move and cause 
acoustical mud. The bass drum mic also must 
handle this acoustical energy without collapsing 
or it will muddy the sound. In general, if iso- 
lation is desired, the drum must be surrounded 
in a room or cage that will enhance its sound, 
and help by having better isolation in the mix 
at a later date. 

A stick on the cymbal will generate higher 
energy around 7 kHz than it will at its funda- 
mental. The energies oft a drum set, where 
microphone would sit over the cymbal, will be 
in the neighbourhood of 114 dB spl with a hard 
driving drummer. These have a tendency to 
ricochet around parallel walled studios. Yet 
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this drummer is presented to the studio 
environment with other players who have an 
output of perhaps 90. Immediately, you have 
leakage. So, you consider the drummer as one 
of the challenges in your session, one to work 
on quite hard. The engineer usually welcomes 
any help that he can get in containment of the 
drummer, while at the same time the player 
be within the studio environment and not off in 
some closed room somewhere. 

Isolation level 
Suppose you must have piano, bass, drums 

and guitars not only seeing each other, but 
working in the same general area and still 
retaining separation? It can be done and they 
can relate musically. The rhythm has to be 
together if the record is to be, for patterns and 
balance within that section are fundamental. 
If they work, you are on the right start as a 
producer. Producers frequently start working 
on the rhythm, often with hours spent in bal- 
ance. Along with this the acoustic piano sits 
there at about 90, very calmly working along at 
some 30 odd dB less power than the drummer. 
Yet you want them close together. And you 
want isolation of that piano track of at least 20 
dB from anything else. So this would say you 
want 45 -50 dB of attenuation between the 
drums and piano to effect 20 dB of piano 
isolation. 

Now in comes the bass which puts up poss- 
ibly even 108 with energy centred between 40 -50 
Hz on the bottom to, maybe, 160 Hz on the top, 
plus the usual harmonics. This can start wall 
motion at low frequencies, potentially leaking 
into everything and anybody in the room. And 
then, comes the electric guitar and similar 
energies at higher frequencies which can 
stimulate audible ricochets. 

It would be nice from a designer's point of 
view if all instruments played at the same 

intensity. Unfortunately, this does not happen. 
Net result is that you have to look at these 
instruments as mutual problems, whether a 
cellist at 70 or drummer at 120. They have to be 
matched. 

Booths? 
You want them playing at the same time on 

the studio floor. Even though it's often done, 
you don't want anyone having to overdub to 
get the basics down. In 1967 -68 when eight - 
track was here and 16 just around the corner, 
what did we do with the increased quantity of 
microphones with associated acoustical phase 
shift, leakage developing in the studio, with 
more tracks, and everybody wanting to record 
more tracks simultaneously? All this became a 
strain on the acoustical environment of the 
performing room, the studio. The only 
approach that I could see in 1968 was one of 
isolation of these problem instruments, some 
physical brute force isolation which still 
allowed them to work in the same general room. 

Now, the first drum cage that we built was a 
total disaster -sounded like a tunnel, was dead, 
had everything wrong with it: helped the iso- 
lation problem a little bit but ruined the drum 
sound. It took three or four years of experi- 
mentation with what drummers wanted, how 
they wanted to sit within the group, to see the 
piano players' face, to see the guitar and the 
bass player's faces; and everybody wanted to 
look at and hear each other, and everybody 
wanted to sit at the same end of the room. The 
balance engineer meanwhile wanted all the 
isolation as if they were in five different rooms. 
Quite a problem! 

We have found, for example, that a drumkit 
should not fit directly on a studio floor, but 
should be, in fact, an isolated platform such as 
a floatirg concrete slab on the studio floor, or a 
rigid floating wood platform packed with sand. 

You want stability and yet isolation from the 
floor and really do not want the floor of the 
drumkit to resonate but for it to be a stable 
device, such that the drummer hears what he 
wants. Both sides have to be equally happy or 
it is not a good marriage. 

It is possible to achieve separation and still 
maintain a large open sound musically. From 
the other side, the piano player has to have 
vision and feel like he is part of the rhythm 
section, but his output is going to average 
between 80 -95 dB spl. Back to the drummer: 
in his cage he will be attenuated at least 24 dB 
(sometimes as much as 30). The energy coming 
from that drumkit comes out in the open area 
at 100 or less where you don't have it glassed in 
for three `eet; you have him looking right out 
at the studio and yet just outside of the drum 
cage you will be down 25 dB from that basic 
energy source, but still 10 dB louder than the 
piano. 

We now want to see a distance of 3m attenu- 
ate between 25 and 40 dB depending on the 
room acoustics in general, but not attenuating 
to the pianist's ears. He still has to be able to be 
conscious that he is working with a man right 
in the room and that he could throw a rock and 
hit him on the head if he wanted to. So 3m 
away sits the piano microphones with the lid 
open but looking straight at a trap. The piano 
microphone then sees approximately 30 dB of 
attenuation from that 100 dB spl point just 
outside the drum cage. Now drums are at 70 
entering the piano mie (approximately 20 dB 
spl under piano output). Bass and guitar trap- 
ping is handled in the same general way. If you 
have got 3m between any one of the sources 
sitting around in a circle you can have in excess 
of 20 dB of isolation from instrument to instru- 
ment to instrument, no matter what their 
output is. You want people to work without 
headphones. They can do it with this type of 
trapping, but it does mean control and attack 
of specific instrument's outputs: drums, piano, 
bass, and so forth. 

A word about the subjective feelings of a 
room. When people say `that is a very dead 
room' they are generally finding mid high end 
as being dead, because they relate to the timbre, 
the brightness or the liveness, or the deadness 
of the room to how their voice sounds when 
they walk in, and the general ambient feeling 
they get in their ears. This, for the most part, 
is describing frequencies that are 400 Hz and 
above. Below that, it becomes `that's a really 
loose bass sound'. Or, 'that's a very tight bass 
sound'. They are really talking about live and 
dead low end rooms. If a room is very dead 
in the mid band it takes away the ss and any- 
thing that relates to continuing high frequency. 
Your ss come out cf your mouth and go straight 
to the floor. That type of room is sometimes 
very uncomfortable to work in. 

The main thing people don't consider when 
they talk about live and dead rooms is what the 
low end is doing. You can't hear that in your 
voice. If the room is live at the low end, the net 
result will be one of concert hall sound. Such 
conditions for the most part are unhelpful in 
studios; when people are looking for a live play- 
ing environment they are relating to mid band 
and its comfortable sounding condition with 
its decay time. They really do not want to hear 
the loose bass sound. 
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MODERN RECORDING 
ENVIRONMENT 

In design you want control of the low end for 
a cleaner product; even if you are designing an 
echo chamber that has three seconds in the mid 
band you want a quarter second or less at 40 
Hz. Nobody considers this, generally speaking, 
when they design an echo chamber. 

Supposing you had a studio that was con- 
sidered to be very dead and you had a twelve 
strings to overdub. You show the players in and 
they say 'oh what a dead room'- unhappy to 
play. They get their three hour thing done - 
know they are going to get paid for it, get the 
job done and get the hell out of there. The 
opposite is `Isn't this a marvellous place to 
play', `doesn't this feel good' and they get into 
what they are doing. Environment affects the 
performance. So if you're going to he doing 
a lot of legit or pop work or work where 
strings, french horns, or light woodwinds or 
soloists are involved, give them a large concert 
hall sound in their ears. They will work for you 
and with you. 

Supposingyou sat in yourremix room and you 
looked through your control room glass on the 
studio floor you could look through a pair of 
sliding glass doors that were floor to ceiling; 
and behind them you saw a speaker and a 
microphone. You called it an echo chamber. 
The next recording session coming in is a string 
overdub with some simultaneous brass and 
maybe a couple of french horns and now you 
want a roomy environment, even though your 
studio really is designed for rock and roll. If 
that room was properly designed, within one 
minute, it can be converted to a live string 
room -- suitable for recording. 

Your producer says `I'd like a little more 
echo'. Fine. Don't reach for the echo send; go 
change the drapery, pull it back a bit and 
develop the reverberation acoustically in the 
room. Get the timbre in its pure condition. 
Pull it through quality microphones into your 
console and there is your string section: pretty 
and musical, with no eq or echo needing to be 
added. This is really what an acoustical tool is. 
This is what your room should be. You can 
develop entire studios to this flexibility. And 
completely in parallel with this process is the 
provision for the musicians of a positive 
environment. 

Beyond this, the studio development is get- 
ting into what might be called a two dimen- 
sional environment. Three dimensions means 
four walls, a ceiling and a floor. Resonant 
conditions will develop that will be a room 
character: 'I like the string sound in that room.' 
'I hate the rhythm sound in that room.' `The 
brass are fair, but I get a better brass sound over 
at Jim Does down the street.' They are talking 
about room character which is a function of the 
finished material, the cubic volume, and the 
general size. But, if you had a room that was 
adjustable to this whole attitude, everyone 
would be happy. 

Beyond this, suppose you take the three 
dimensional property and you cut it down to 
two. You still have four walls and a floor -but 
no ceiling. You look up and you have stars and 
moon and the breeze; and all the other things 
that you can't live with like aeroplanes and 
street noises and so on. But acoustically it 
presents far less coloration or likes and dislikes 
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than does a three dimensional room. That 
room can also be moulded and shaped 
artificially as we have just discussed. 

Studio design seems to be moving further 
this way and that the liberties that the designer 
is allowed to take in design to get certain per- 
formance in rooms are getting greater; he is 
allowed a greater flexibility when the third 
room dimension is minimised. In practice we 
have one in to what we call active ceiling 
trappings to tune frequencies to present rooms 
with a two dimensiona proper y own to a 

liven frequency. 40 Hz is the point we start our 
attack because that s getting very close to the 
bottom frequency that is going to.be presented 
with any kind of energy to the studio. 

We cán then indulge in niceties such as con- 
trol of mid band decay while maintaining 
extremely tight low end; this relates musically 
to the balance engineer and the producer being 
able to develop the amount of highs in the 
room or harmonic structures within the room 
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Soundcraft - Series II 
Since first introducing the "Twelve into Four" range of 
mixing consoles over a year ago, customer feedback 
from all over the world has enabled us to assess the 
desirability of certain modifications and extensions to 
the facilities offered.The new Series 2 incorporates the 
most popular optional extras as standard, thus saving 
costly customising. 
Particular attention has been paid to increasing the 
dynamic range and nature of the inputs that can be 
handled by the console, and complete elimination of 
additional patching at any time during the recording or 
mixing process -even when using the console at its full 
8 -track capability. 
The new construction and styling of the console gives 
considerable ergonomic improvement, and enables us 
to offer more economically the option between the 
66 mm. Ruwido carbon track faders or 105 mm. Waters 
conductive plastic faders (for which we are the U.K. 
distributor). 
All the items for possible improvements discussed by 
Angus McKenzie in his review (Studio Sound, October 
1975) of the Series 112/4 have been incorporated in the 
Series 2, plus many features which were not normally 
available in the original design. 
1. INPUT FACILITIES. Continuously variable mic /line 
gain over a 60 dB range. Switchable 20 dB mic pad 
before input transformer. Max. mic handling using pad 
+ 15 dB at 20 Hz, + 25 dB above 50 Hz. Mic /line 
switch, max. line input handling + 35dBm. Insertion 
point pre-equalisation. Four band equaliser. Foldback 
and echo sends. Switch for pre -fade listen /channel 

on /channel mute. LED peak indicator, fast attack, 
slow release, full wave detection set at 5 dB below 
clipping level. Slider fader - choice of 66 mm. carbon 
track (standard) or 105 mm. conductive plastic. 
Panoramic potentiometer, stereo -mono compatible. 
Routing push- buttons to: Monitors, Groups land 2, 
Groups 3 and 4. 
2. OUTPUT FACILITIES. Slider fader. Tape /Line 
monitoring with rotary fader, cue sends and panoramic 
control. The four output groups and monitor returns 
are selectable by track switches to 8 output sockets 
and tape return sockets, the latter being normalised 
through to the first 8 line inputs. Sockets are provided 
for foldback and echo send outputs at line level and 
2 echo return inputs mixing into one return channel with 
identical facilities to the mic /line inputs. 
3. MONITORING FACILITIES, allow push- button selectión 
of PFL, foldback or normal monitoring. Outputs are 
provided for both headphones and line. 
4. TALKBACK is provided with level control and lever 
switch to give momentary/off /hold and automatic muting 
of monitors by 20 dB. 
5. LINE -UP OSCILLATOR continuously variable from 
100 Hz-12 kHz with level control, output socket and 
switch for slate /off. 
6. Choice of Bell spec. VU (standard) or BBC spec. 
PPM meters. Output capability, + 22 dBm into 600(2. 
Relative input noise, -128 dBm with 200(2 source. Output 
noise better than -90 dBm (faders down).T.H.D.less 
than .02 %. Power supply internal (standard), external 
option. 

5 -8 Gt Sutton Street London EC1V OBX Tel: 01 -251- 3631/2/3 Telegrams: Soundcraft LDN EC1 

Systems & Technology in Music Inc., 2025 Factory Street Kalamazoo Michigan 49001 USA Tel: (616) 382 6300 
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MODERN RECORDING 
ENVIRONMENT 

without hitting the equaliser, which is not a 
totally musical device. If that entrance and 
exit curve of the equaliser were replaced by an 
acoustical change of environment then it's 
natural -and really isn't that what you are 
looking for? You can also `fold back' the eq as 
well, because they're playing in it. 

Control room 
Discussion of control room environment is 

equally important as that of the studio, but 
control rooms are harder to develop into a 
controlled environment. Studio work has certain 
design criteria philosophy involved, deriving 
from the musicians and their needs. These are 
reasonably easy to handle, develop and alter to 
taste. The control room, in comparison, is a 
listening or evaluating environment. 

The microphone is placed at a point. The 
balance engineer ought to be able to vvalk out 
and put his ear where that microphone is and 
listen to the parent sound with the random 
field of the room. Then he should be able to 
walk back into the control room and hear the 
sane tonal balance. Fidelity between one side 
of the glass and the other is the only true way 
to evaluate what is happening in the studio 
before you start equalising, compressing and 
so on. To handle the signal you want to know 
what you have to start with on the multitrack. 
So you need to be able to move left and right 
across the entire width of the mixing desk, to be 
able to stand up or sit down and yet hear no 
appreciable change across the tonal balance. 

We found in going back to the first room in 
which we were involved and measuring that you 
could only move left and right by lm before 
you were into a change of condition. Later 
came improvements doubling that, and we pub- 
licised a guarantee that said 3m. But the vertical 
problem has been the greatest to beat. The 
solution seems to be to removing the third 
dimension mentioned earlier from the control 
room so that as the frequencies climb we look 
for control and handling of the mid and high 
frequencies by the control room material. So 
the signal passes you once and does not come 
back to you after the first reflection with any 
significant energy. The human ear does not 
seem to be conscious of this acoustic change, 
it doesn't seem to reject it. It seems to say 'this 
is really quite pleasant'. 

And now we have rooms which are just that: 
truly two dimensional at low frequency. It is 
trapped in the front, the back, the two sides and 
the top; it is a two dimensional room at 40 Hz. 
In the mid band, the decay slope is one that 
presents the second and third order reflection 
in a minimum power condition. This seems to 
minimize standing waves to such a point that 
the frequency peaks and dips in the room are 
minimal. 

This was the same type of control that we 
would use in a non -focal room. But we have 
had trouble with focusing sound from 400 Hz 
up. If you come in with the lava rock wall there 
is no way that 10 kHz is going to give you any 
force at all. But 400 can. Unfortunately, its 
wavelength is such that it sees a rock wall and 
says 'that is rigid'. Turns around and walks 
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right back. So as it comes back right across to 
the centre of the room where you are sitting in 
`focusing' rooms makes trouble again. So 
what you are looking to do is adequate broad 
frequency band random field. Effectively you 
are taking a random field of 14 focusing room 
angles and working for additions so that they 
become a net uniform dispersion condition to 
the human ear. 

Arrangements of control room is crucial, 
as is shown typically in the above diagrams. 
On the top is the section and below is the floor 
plan. The angles of the line shown off here are 
the vertical convergents of the sound path. 
There sits the ear 30 cm above it. That is just 
the tolerance that it can work within. The 
window system is three fold, with trapping 
under it. There is trapping behind the rock. 
Let us take it from the front section back. 

What we have here are three different win- 
dows. These window systems are above a trap, 
which is in essence this whole distance coming 
back. The low end will pick up its easiest path 
of rigidity. If the walls are rigid it will pick it up 
and it will walk them; it will run with the floor 
and it will run with the ceiling. 

It walks down the window to the floor and 
heads forward to the console; hits it and says 
'that's rigid I can't handle you'. And suddenly 
back in this area, phase problems begin to 
develop as the energy builds up in this cavity. 
From the monitor comes the direct sound same 
frequency with a shifted wavelength. The net 
result is 'loosening', just like taking one side of 
a bass note and putting it through a ddl. Slow 
it down, and suddenly the definition of the bass 
washes out. You only have a big round thump 
going for you (and this problem is being devel- 
oped in the control room, when actually it may 
not be on your tape if the studio low end is 
tight). Now, a window trap really is not large 
enough to do a 100% job, particularly when 
we are talking about sources of 115 dB spl. So 
the trap fills up, and finally throws the sound 
out; but at the leading edges of the console on 
the front side wall is an opening that comes up 
about 1m and then continues up in rock. 
Behind that opening are hanging blankets verti- 
cally tuned to 40 Hz. These blankets are behind 
the rock veneer which is shown for the mid 
band horn to work against, artificially develop- 
ing mid band dispersion and random field. 

From these and many other technical reasons 
we now find a situation where you can move 
around the room and find enormous accuracy 
in power balance: suddenly the tenor saxophone 
up in left front of the strings up in the right 
front, or the split of any given instruments in 
the room. You can now get up from the con- 
sole, move back, left, right, and everything 
subjectively seems to sound the same. If any- 
thing the corners of the room, such as they are 
in a circular or symmetrical environment, are 
really lighter by a dB or so at 40 Hz than the 
centre of the room, unlike the usual past 
conditions. 

Design problem 
Quad has always been a design problem, 

particularly in designing for the side wall 
image. We would find as we would complete 
quad rooms and measure the centre image in 

front stereo that we would have an energy 
build up between the two monitors. And when 
you went to left and right rear, you found about 
the same build up, with everything quite uni- 
form. But left front and left rear together is a 
different story, because quad implies to the 
designer that all pair -wise energies and all dis- 
persion patterns between the four monitors 
should be similar, that the side centre control 
room image should be as strong as the front or 
the back. 

On the basis of pure physics, given a pink 
noise energy source in a control room, you 
should see a central image reading relative to 
the speaker levels of +6 dB. Control rooms 
that I have read around the world, some of 
which we have done, have seen additive con- 
ditions to 2 dB in the front. We have, with very 
recent rooms now seen 5-1- dB pushing 6. I have 
now also seen energies on the side wall up to 
54 dB, pushing 6. But what this requires is 
complete pair -wise symmetry. Those speaker 
energies will develop a 6 dB summation only 
when there is a completely symmetrical 
environment for those monitors to work 
within. 

Build -up of energies 
Several things happen when these energies 

build up which might interest the producer, 
balance engineer, maintenance engineer or 
designer. The subjective comments from pro- 
ducers that work within an environment of, 
let's say 110 dB spl average day in day out, is 
one of ear fatigue after six or seven hours; after 
eight hours they are really tired. 

One Stateside producer working in a room 
with a 31 to 4 dB build -up condition and com- 
plained about ear fatigue at 112 spl in eight 
hours. He proceeded to do a mixing project 
there because he couldn't get in his normal 
mixing room; time was booked. The additive 
condition of the room that he went into was 51 
dB across the centres, sides and back, a com- 
pletely symmetrical environment. His comment 
was two fold. 'First of all, 1 just did a 16 hour 
session in such -and -such a room. Why is that? 
Also, I noticed a distinct difference of the tonal 
quality of the material on tape coming back 
from my mix; it doesn't sound like I have a 
glass. It sounds free, open and transparent. 
Things that I have never heard before, subtleties, 
are suddenly there.' That is interesting. So, I 
contacted other producers that were using this 
room, just starting; it was a new room and I 
said 1 want your harsh and honest opinions of 
the mixing conditions. 

The two other producers that were kind 
enough to come back to me reflected the sanie 
thing -transparency, reduction in ear fatigue 
after high levels. We read this as an additive 
condition of higher nature than we had ever 
had before, especially on the side wall, up to 
5f dB in contrast with a former 31. 

Ear fatigue is not only a result of sound 
pressure level, but is companion with 'acoustical 
phase distortion', or lack of acoustical additive 
condition of the random field of the control 
room; that is, not only the parent sound but 
also what else is splashing around the room. 
The ear wants to hear purity and will take more 
level when it hears it. These conclusions are 
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or producing these speakers 
'ire that no changes of any sore 

the design without prior per - 
otained from the BBC. Eacch sir pawed must satisfy a rigid spot ilìca. 

lion. Rogers have sensibly taken great care 
over the production of the BBC monitors and 
have even had a special anechoic chamber 
built so that each unit can be tested on 
completion. 

They felt, however, that the response' 
upper end, though perfeitly ade.grrat f:?: 

the BB(:: tolerances, the latttir give: 
performance on listening tests. 

The Rogers BBC Monitor is extremely well 
made from high quality material, and care has 
been taken to see that it is pleasing to the eye 
as well as to the ear. The cabinet work is of a 
very high standard, and the unit would fit 
happily into domestic surroundings as well as 
into studios, thus making it suitable for Hi Fi 
enthusiasts who want and can afford the best. 

:wide with metal 
s ît ds, tite stands being to matt hitch and of 

ctai, kistg. and it . , 

::s cli ticuït to say whether 
the s ,r_rs ran into overload 
firs The sound level produced before cracking 
occurred was very high, showing the Rogers to 
be excellent speakers in this respect and con- 
siderably better than most larger and more 
expensive systems given the same rather 
vicious test. 

Comments on other sections of the usual test 
tape were as follows: 

Choir: Very natural sound with excellent 
tonal balance. 

Musical Box: Excellent transient response- 
very smooth and pleasant. 

Organ: The bright stops had the correct bite 
and the bass end a full pleasant tone. 

Folk singer (with guitar): A more natural 
sound on this section than any speakers tested 
so far. 

Dance Band: Very natural with excellent 
percussion. 

Piano Concerto: Silky tone to strings -the 
piano sung as it did in performance. 

Wind Quintet: Very natural. 
Speech: Very natural with no excessive 

sibilants or chestiness. 
Full Orchestra: Excellent stereo picture with 

a good sound and climaxes handled well. 
Organ and Percussion: The percussion 

instruments were pinpointed accurately and the 
whole section handled very well. 

The units were so good on all the tests using 
the tape that it was no surprise to find that they 
performed equally well on the live v recorded 
tests. The most important of these, and 
fortunately the easiest to do, is the one on male 
speech and on this test the speaker was one of 
the best tested so far. 

Ti : as the e It.t; 

expected that aztiy speaker <. ?csigr e b ilrerrt. 

should excel in this respect. 
Comparison with other sources including 

various types of music showed how well the 
designers had used their facilities in the studios, 
and how closely Rogers had kept to the stan- 
dard laid down. 

The speaker, although able to handle quite 
high levels of power, will not give the large 

sound output favoured by many engineers, and 
therefore is not suitable fnr monitoring loud 
pop in a large contr." For moderate 
levels it takes its place among the very few 
excellent monitor speakers that can be relied 
upon to give an accurate sound and as such it is 
highly recommended for use where normal 
listening levels are adequate and quality matters 
most. 

Frequency response curves were taken in an 
anechoic room one metre on axis, and are given 
for both review models. The remarkably close 
similarity between both sets of curves shows 
how closely the two speakers match -a tribute 
to the Rogers production team. The impedance 

at the speaker will not cause 
' decent amplifier, and the 

response curves are excellent by any standards 
though, after listening to the test tape and using 
the speakers on live v recorded tests, they come 
as no surprise. 

Rogers are to be congratulated on having 
the courage to undertake the production of 
this speaker, the integrity to take such care 
over it, and the skill to do it so successfully. 

ir;<Iustrìal rcrsiou of the B!1 
available _lion Rogers. Price tc. ,, 

exclu<;írr. stand. This tiersir = rJ 
fellows the .7313C design by orr, ä t,íe er- 

(The above extracts are taken from a Studio Sound review by Johan Shuttleworth) 

FIG I ROGERS BBC MONITOR, FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SPEAKER 1- SPEAKER 2 

ON AXIS 

! 
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FREQUENCY IN Ili 
5K 10K 20K 

Brief Specification: Overall Frequency Response: 40Hz- 25kHz. +3dB 50Hz- 14kHz. Power 
Handling Capacity: 25 watts, speech and music. Impedance: 15 ohms. Drive Units: Three. 
Overall Dimensions: Enclosure 12" x 12" x 25 ". Height, including stand 37 ". Weight: 34 lb. 
Finish: Teak. (Rosewood and other finishes available to order at extra cost.) 
Distribution restricted to a limited number of carefully selected specialist high fidelity 
dealers and professional users. 
Recommended U.K. Retail Price: £228.50 per pair including stands + V.A.T. 
STOP PRESS ! ! The newly announced Rogers Export Monitor utilises the design tech- 
nology of the LS3 /6 with the added advantage of increased power handling. 
Price £214 per pair including stands + VAT. 
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Rogers Developments (Electronics) Limited, 
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MODERN RECORDING 
ENVIRONMENT 
drawn from the rooms that we have done of 
this nature, all of which have provided the same 
type of comment. 

Such things point to the acoustic environment 
of random field and additive sum conditioning 
as equally important, possibly more so, as the 
frequency response developed by that monitor 
system. Possibly it is more important than the 
horizontal,vertical and front -to -back dispersion 
that we have been talking about for so long. 

Comfort 
There is more than acoustics in a good life. 

The human body really does not like to relate 
to grey walls, hard floors, platforms that rumble 
beneath your feet and tape machines that sit 
there and squeal at you. 

Equally important is the environment that 
designer and studio owner present to people 
that work within this studio. Take lighting; 
ifÿou have to sit in an area such that you squint 
up from your music stand right into a light, you 
might accept it and not think much about it; 
but you will tire before you really should. The 
five senses have to be tended to equally and 
whatever we do to develop environments for 
performing, listening or just general humanis- 
ing, we have to consider the human element. 
Lighting is an enormous factor, it must never 
be hospital bright but adequate, with control to 
effect mood along with the acoustics. 

Air conditioning and humidity should he simi- 
larly flexible, able to be handled in a 'pro- 
fessional' manner to make the people feel 
comfortable. They shouldn't have to have 72° 
and sit there and perspire because you have 80 
humidity living in an area by the coast. Also 
if you sit up in the mountains with 5° above 
zero outside, then pipe heat into your studio 
you shouldn't make things so dry that when 
you touch the console you get a big arc off your 
finger. You may like to dim the lights; but per- 
haps you would want them dimmed in front of 
you and not behind. Any combination of 
lighting characteristics, both in colour and 
intensity should be available within the control 
room on an adjustable basis, as should tem- 
perature and humidity. You really shouldn't 
have to sit in a control room and feel a draft on 
the back of your neck at four am when you are 
feeling pretty tired if you have been working 
from eight the previous morning and are push- 
ing a 24 hour stretch. You shouldn't have to put 
a shawl or coat around you because someone 
has designed a dumb air conditioning system 
that blows on the back of your neck. It is liable 
to cost your studio time. If you present an 
environment of that nature the producer will 
say 'Oh to hell with it'. He is tired and he 
doesn't want to fight the environment around 
him. He may not be able to pin it down to 
lighting or air- conditioning; but it will cost you 
money. 

It is also most distracting to have noise of 
tape reel scraping and most distracting to have 
fans on tape machines. Yet most tape machines 
have fans. Line up four or five, turn them on, 
and it sounds like the Colorado rivet rushing 
by your front door. You shouldn't have to hear 
this; you should be able to operate at 60 or 110 
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spl and not be influenced by extraneous noise. 
It is a small matter to build tape machines into 
an acoustic well and make them part of the 
geometry of the control room. It is quite easy 
to install a tinted glass door that will allow 
perfect vision of the machine and yet eliminate 
hearing the machine. You don't need another 
man to run the tape machines because they are 
in another room that you can't see, and you 
have to get up from the console to see if the 
damn thing is running. These things should not 
be your problem as a balance engineer or as a 
producer. Things should be comfortable. 

When you go into your home, amongst other 
things that make you like or dislike, it is going 
to be the appearance of the place that counts. 
It can be very comfortable and very pleasant 
with greer.ery and plants growing; there is 
nothing wrong nth having plants in your con- 
trol room or in your studio. We have done 
drum cage huts that look as if they are out of 
the south seas, with palm tree branches on the 
outside directly in the studio. We have had 
raft support posts with nautical rope and we 
have taken pillars that hold the second floor up 
that go right through the middle of the studio; 
put tree bark around and branches that are at 
the top and even developed artificial ones that 
match the ones that are already in there to make 
it look like a palm tree grove within your studio. 
So what, if it is comfortable and pleasantly lit? 
If you go down to the Caribbean or wherever, 
and see a tropical environment, how often do 
you admire the palm trees, the beaches, the 

ater and so forth; that is appearance and 
environment that you choose. Anything that 
you can do to your studio or control room to 
effect a relaxed, pleasant environment, will both 
sell time and develop a better record. Not 
necessarily in that order; but they are things 
that directly relate to people's reaction to your 
facilities. 

If, for example, you happen to be one of the 
fortunate ones that can build your facility out 
in groves of trees (as I recently have seen out 
there in Holland in a beautiful setting), don't 
chop the trees down. Put the building there in 
the middle of the trees and develop a studio 
environment to the point where you can actually 
look out of windows. You look out and see 
this beautiful green foliage and the wind going 
through the leaves. If you have a control room 
that happens to be one that you want to make 
particularly attractive, supposing you were to 
incorporate in the trap system an actual wood 
burning fireplace, built out of rock with a rock 
hearth, the chimney acting as a partial trap 
system of the control room or studio. You can 
work it in acoustically and almost have a living 
room, and a very luxurious living room at that. 

These things are nice. People like them. They 
work. Supposing you are developing a master 
disc cutting room and you have no window to 
look through at the front. You can do several 
things. For example, you can start with putting 
a stained glass window and exhaust the heat out 
the normal air -conditioning air -ducts above it. 
You can put back -lighting on a dimmer and 
get any intensity or colour that you want in 
there, depending on what you choose in 
lighting and glass. 

Tony Clarke (a very inventive guy) suggested 
that a studio might be built with a dome 
appearance, using moon rock lunar landscape 
to cover the studio floor, with behind it 

coming up the rising sun. The entire dome 
should be done in black fabric with iridescent 
stars and moon; and the degree of intensity of 
lighting one would want in the room would be 
directly proportionate to the amount of lighting 
put behind the moon rock which, in turn, 
would come up on the dome and come down 
into the room. 

Ideas of this nature, I believe, are important. 
If you are going to build your studio by the 
seashore, take advantage of it. If you are 
putting it in the mountains take advantage of 
that. Carry the outdoor context and outdoor 
environment into your studio, make it part of 
it; the people love it. Most would like to be 
out in a grove of trees in the woods, or on the 
sand at a beach rather than in a building. So 
bring nature back into the room and develop it. 

Go one more thought back to the mastering 
room. Even more exotic than the stained glass 
and not too costly, is taking 3 -5m of wrap- 
around glass that would follow the geometry of 
the monitors above and present it as a tropical 
fish aquarium. That may sound a little far out 
and indulgent, but think a moment. Here you 
have a glass system in front of you which drapes 
over it. If you are doing quad, you present the 
same acoustical environment to the front of 
the room that you have from the back of the 
room. For stereo, supposing you pull the 
drapes back, to show an enormous tropical fish 
aquarium, variably back -lit to develop the 
mood you want. Your clients will sit there 
engrossed. And yet it is totally sealed, totally 
a part of the acoustical environment of the 
rigid hard surface of the front of the room. 

There is nothing to say that these things are 
out of line or irresponsible. Departure from 
convention is something that we can call pro- 
gress; in many cases it means getting back to 
what people want to see -nature and environ- 
ment. If you can develop this within your 
complex you will sell more time because people 
will be comfortable; they will like what they 
see, their eyes will not be blinded by bright 
lighting, they won't be run out of the room by 
cold drafts or air or humidity that makes their 
instruments run out of tune every three hours. 
You won't be plagued by the normal problems 
that studios have had for 20 years. Clean up 
the act in environment. It is part of and just as 
important as the acoustical conditions. 

Working 
One of the things that producers have jumped 

on is the telephone in a control room. This can 
be a constant annoyance when they are trying 
to create. They have almost got what they 
want and the damn thing rings, interrupting the 
thought. The phone could be just a low light 
somewhere that would be seen by the balance 
engineer, perhaps the producer, something that 
wouldn't make any sound. You could, at your 
own choice, switch that light off or turn it on as 
the client may request. But, built in to the 
geometry of the control room back in the tape 
machine area, out of the line of sight of the 
producer (who is concentrating on what is 
going on through the glass and doesn't want 
anything up front) is a telephone booth. When 
the light lit you could go over and have it open 
when you stepped on a certain place. Or you 
could just touch the wall and the door would 
open and you walk into the isolated phone 
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booth; the door closes behind you, you talk on 
the telephone without interrupting the control 
room. It doesn't cost much in comparison with 
the disturbance to the producer's thoughts. 

And then the hangers -on: supposing the 
producer says: `I don't want the people in front 
of me because it distracts me. They turn around 
and talk, they jump up and down ...' You 
must sit dead centre of a quad room as a start- 
ing power reference. You can mix stereo or 
quad in any 90° position you like. You have 
four positions in that room by turning your 
head 90° you can mix off the side wall 180° you 
can mix off the back wall and still another 90° 
you can be off the other side wall, or you can 
flip around totally and you have done a 360' 
and you are mixing off the front wall. That is 
what a symmetrical control room is all about. 
Aside from its uniform performance it allows 
you that kind of flexibility of positioning of 
your console. 

Basic listening area 
If you are sitting centre and the console is 

forward of you with a depth of maybe a metre, 
forward of that is an area that you might put 
pillows down for people to lay down or sit on 
below the console and out of the viewing area 
of the producer. But the basic listening area, 
because the high end is shooting over the head, 
is behind the engineer. Now you have got a 
control room where you can sit in the centre 
and move back in the room in a sit down pos- 
ition and not much will change. This means 
that the hangers -on can now sit behind you and 
hear the same thing as in the mixers chair. 

There is then a problem with them sitting 
behind you: they will want to look out of the 
window, or look forward. Some of them will be 
looking forward and the ss from their voice will 
carry forward and disturb the producer. You 
don't want to hear reflections off the console 
amplifying voices, murmur and garbage coming 
from the back. Supposing your control room 
had a little excavation of maybe 14m in depth, 
given 4m from the centre of the room to the 
back. Put a rope around it so nobody falls and 
breaks their neck. Take old brick and line it 
around the carpet for maybe one or two layers. 
Then you build the floor of concrete, brick - 
face or carpeted so that it is attractive and 
natural looking; line it with rope and pillars of 
colour corresponding to drapes and so forth in 
the room. Say to the listeners `There is your 
pit, get down there and you will hear everything 
that we hear in here'. Remember, too, the low 
end is not necessarily stronger on the floor than 
it is in the middle or the top of the room with 
this type of two -dimensional room. So the 
balance is essentially good on the floor behind 
you. Now their mouths are at floor level 
below the ear level of producer and engineer's. 
This means that their conversation is going to 
be attenuated. 

Another thought in working environment. 
Elevator people have for years been taking 
ropes and cables carrying electricity for light- 
ing, telephone, emergency access for the outside 
world in the event of car stall. They have been 
hoisting these electrical lines up and down for 
years over 80 and 90 storey buildings. Why not 
try a hydraulic lift under your console that 
would hold it at normal position but would 

allow you to drop it down so that you could 
lay out cushions in front and you could really 
lay down and mix; you could sit or kneel 
depending on inclination. It doesn't cost 
much to put in that sort of a system. 

These are typical things that can he done to 
make your environment pleasant, both acous- 
tically and aesthetically, from a human point of 
view. Given more and wider thought, you can 
produce a more acceptable, liveable, pleasant 
and desirable place to go. Naturally, this means 
that you are going to sell more studio time. 
And you are going to turn out a better product 
as a studio owner, and as balance engineer. 

Think for a moment about your objectives as 
a studio owner in selling time, as well as in 
turning out a good product. Incorporation of 
other things within the studio complex, not 
necessarily in your control room or studio, will 
sell more time. Typically, people book from 
let us say, two in the afternoon open ended or 
four in the afternoon open ended. As a studio 
owner, you know that you are pretty safe up to 
midnight but it becomes grey from midnight on. 
Come two in the morning they are a little tired, 
after 12 hours. Supposing they were able to 
walk out and take a jacuzzi, a bubble whirlpool 
at maybe 105 -108 °. They have got a stiff neck, 
bad back or whatever. They get into the 
jacuzzi in their bathing or birthday suit and 
relax, then out of that into a cold shower. You 
provide them with shaving equipment. Sud- 
denly they have got their second wind and it's 
just two or three in the morning and they are 
ready to go on. They really want to get back 
and hit at it. Instead of going home they are 
going on with your facility. They go back into 
the studio, you are still selling them time and 
when your maintenance crew arrives at eight in 
the morning, they are still going to be there 
working at whatever your rates happen to be. 
Now that is marketing. Laugh if you like. but 
you can put this sauna and jacuzzi and shower 
in for $5,000, £2,500. 

As head of maintenance at the LA Record 
Plant, I have walked in at ten in the morning 
and said hello to that group that started at two 
the afternoon preceding. The man that orig- 
inally thought of this is Gary Kellgrun. When 
he presented it to me and I said, `Gary you are 
out of your head.' We did it, it made money 
and it helped our environment. Helping your 
environment is helping your pocket book, and 
it is also helping the product. You want also to 
give them some other action? Give them a pin- 
ball machine, a one armed bandit, give them a 
refrigerator stocked with tomatoes, lettuce, 
mayonnaise, some cold cuts, cheeses and that 
sort of thing. They will make their own sand- 
wiches. They are not going out to get dinner, 
get tired and say, `Let's call this session and go 
home.' They are going to maketheirsandwiches 
and keep working. Because it is right in your 
canteen facility. Maybe those sandwiches have 
cost you about $25 for the evening, but if you 
have sold another 15 minute's time, which you 
will do while they are making the sandwiches, 
it pays for itself. If you sell an extra eight hours 
of time when they don't feel hungry because 
they have eaten and taken their bath, sauna, 
shower and shave, that is real money in your 
pocket. Jacuzzi and shower will pay for them- 
selves within six months or less. The producer 
will go home content, and will want to return 
because it is coming home -it is comfortable. 

AB Pearl 
Mikrofon- 

laboratorium. 

DC21. 
48 volt, cardioid, rr_iniatu_e. 

Also available as omni- 
directional DC20. 

For further information on the 
range of Pearl microphones, contact: 

Allotrope Limited 
90 Wardour Street, London W1V 3LE. 
Telephone: 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624, 

U.K Representatives for: 
AB Pearl Mikrofonlaboratoritrm - 
Sweden, Microphones & accessories, 
HES Electronics - Brussels, TSV 
series telephone balancing units 
and studio equipment. 
Inovonics Incorporated - Campbell 
California U.S.A., Audio electronics. 
Roland Zeissler Werk Fiir Elektro 
Mechar;ik - Cologne, Racks and 
instrument housings. 
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N: 
Zoom 

`Audio visual', whatever that may 
actually mean to you, persists in 
the basket left on the doorstep of 
the mass media industry, whatever 
that actually means. On one side is 
the establishment of large tv con- 
glomerates and corporations, with 
massive investments in a proven 
and domestically accepted field. At 
the other extreme is the video 
cassette revolution, yawn, after 
which every household will play 
their own selected items from a 

wide library of software or be able 
to repeat `Crossroads' until it gets 
boring. There are fewer optimists 
along those lines now. In the middle 
is an acknowledged grey area 
inhabited by a very small number 
of video studio operations, existing 
to serve business applications for 
inhouse documentary programmes 
such as company reports, sales 
pitches or instructional tracts. Or 

to produce tv programmes for 
normal distribution, as far as the 
union rulings will permit. 

Zoom Television is one of just 
four or five such in London and 
among the most successful and 
well -spoken of those, although 
existing on a basis far from as 
tenuous or as lacking in colour as 
the intro might suggest. The 
strength and dominance of the 
film industry in the a -v side at 
present is one reason why plants 
have to be very strong to survive 
in an all -video climate, but another 
is the considerable amount of hard- 
ware investment which in Zoom's 
case turns out around £4M. Ally 
that with a total staff of just 64, of 
whom only 16 are located at their 
Holborn studio, and you get a 
better idea of the production 
demands. 

Although their orientation now 
is completely professional and 

industrial, there was the de rigueur 
opportunist beginning. One of the 
growth points was in providing an 
instant record /replay service for 
pro golfers and flush amateurs 
concerned with improving their 
swing. Such applications are still 
served by others, and parallel 
video applications include soccer 
clubs and racehorse trainers, for 
their own analysis purposes. 

But golf is many years past. The 
staple diet of Zoom now is the 
commercial information and pro- 
paganda mentioned above, with a 
particular emphasis on speed of 
dissemination. Thus, an urgent 
presentation such as a company 
report may be recorded in a morn- 
ing and / or afternoon, edited 
immediately and copied through 
the night as many times as required; 
and the studio reports that the 
demand for this type of service, far 
from slackening with the all per- 
vading crisis, is actually increasing. 
The mechanism suggested is that 
of companies realising the need for 
an information flow, perhaps insti- 
tuting it on a traditional film basis, 
and then calculating that costs 
could be cut and processing speed- 
ed by moving to video production. 

In -house production is of video 
master, with facility for limited 
cassette copying. For large runs, 
PO tie lines are used to the more 
extensive duplicating facilities of 
Specialist Duplicating Houses, 
about a mile away. If their des- 

cription of the installation proce- 
dure for the tie line terminals is 
anything to judge from, their actual 
initiation must have been a triumph 
of sorts after many months and 
more Post Office departmental 
gentlemen had come and gone. But 
now, all is past and the terminals 
are in constant use. 

The link is not just used for out- 
going signals. Remote facilities can 
be offered if a sighting of a micro- 
wave link is possible, a reasonable 
expectation in the London area, 
where the Post Office Tower is 
visible from most places. Such an 
exercise was a recent Intervision 
promotion of Showaddywaddy 
playing and performing at the 
Penthouse Club, across the other 
side of town. For this, the produc- 
tion team were on location, the 
signal being beamed at the Post 
Office Tower and thence collected 
and fed down the land line to 
Holborn. Once collected and record- 
ed, everything became as normal, 
in so far as any correlation of 
video and music is ever predictable 
or easily worked out. Jon Hocking, 
technical director, wonders about 
the compatibility of stereo and 
the screen: not entirely the usual 
domestic limitation of Carnegie 
Hall live in your sardine can, but 
more a problem of sorting out 
camera /mic shots such that the 
two images, audio and vision, cor- 
relate. 

These are problems that certainly 

Top left: General view of control room, including audio and vision mixing 
equipment. Below left: Master video tape recorders. Rank Cinte/ 9000s. Below: 
Telecine area including Sony and Philips video cassette equipment and 35 mm 
flying spot scanner. 
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Above: Dubbing console, dubbing room 5. Top right: Magnetic film 
duplicators. Machine room for dubbing room 5. Below right: Recording as seen 

from the control booth, which houses the music mixing console. 

need solving if those trite dreams 
of music plus vision cassettes are 
to be realised, although the main 
requirement may end up in music 
promotion. Already, the company 
has produced sales pitches for 
Phonogram, although these remain 
as yet effective documentaries with 
background music of particular 
interest. Still, the sound quality 
in mono remains appalling out of 
three inch speakers, so unless the 
application is specialised there 
won't be too much demand from 
the hi -fi freaks. Which leads on to 
the usual discussions. `But you're 
producing to a budget, and the 
sound is secondary, unfortunately. 
Certainly, you can have good 
sound, but no -one wants it, when 
they realise what it costs.' At the 
production end, however, Zoom 
provide a high -quality audio master 
automatically. 

In comparison with the banks of 
video screens and recorders, which 
include two Rank Cintel 50 mm 
machines, the sound equipment 
dithers a bit: an early Midas 8/1 

desk takes the largely capacitor 
(eg AKG 451 and Sony ECM 50) 

mie feeds from the single studio. 
An elderly Studer (`maybe, but it's 
never broken down') complements 
a TRD (`horrible machine, we've 
had to cannibalise the other one 
for spares since they went out of 
business'). Audio is dwarfed tech- 
nically and visually by the simple 
but useful special effects function 
generator custom built for them 
by Michael Cox Electronics and 
offering the necessary shaping and 
auto -fades and blends. The main 
vision mixing is in the room 
behind that facing the studio, the 
control room effectively split into 
two concentrated halves. 

But the overall impression always 
seems to be of a neatness and fas- 
tidiousness: this judged on the 
feeling when you walk through the 
front door of a studio and which, 
if it isn't there, no amount of great 
production will create. There is 
also a comfortable immediacy 
about the place- another quality 
also very precarious in the visual 
world and which, in some areas, is 
patently non -existent. Perhaps this 
reflects their position in the fore- 
front of innovatory technique; 
whatever, it's hard to believe that 
things will go other than well for 
them, even if only on extrapolation 
of the present rate of expansion. 

Michael Thorne 

Another Star is Born 
I've had the opportunity on some 
occasions to lean over to a friend 
during a film screening and say 
`how do you like the music ?'. A 
lot of times I'm met with a curious 
'what music ?' response. And then, 
other times the raving about the 
music track overshadows the fact 
that even a film is on the screen. 
Music, or the role of music in 
films is a funny one. When used 
properly it complements and 
heightens the action on the screen; 
when used as an obligatory after- 
thought, it's mushy and awkward. 

The process by which the music 
makes itself apparent is a long and 
sometimes laborious one. I say 
sometimes because the excitement 
surrounding film -scoring sessions 
gets fever- pitched. However, with 
all the excitement the air is mixed 
with nervous apprehension that the 
track will undoubtedly never sound 
the same on the big screen as it 
did in the studio, and the end 

results are somewhat anti -climactic. 
The frustrations and hopes of the 
soundtrack came into realization 
one day during a planning session 
for the upcoming remake of A 

Star Is Born. This marls the third 
revamping of the film since 1934 
with Janet Gaynor anti Frederic 
March. This time, the movie takes 
on a new air by becoming a full 
musical. 

The man in charge of putting 
the music together, arranging and 
co- producing it is Rupert Holmes. 
He is no stranger to film scoring, 
but this is his first really major pro- 
ject. Together with Jeffrey Lesser, 
his long -time co- producer, engineer 
and friend they are poring over the 
ideas for the score, and most 
importantly, the arrangements for 
the recording itself. 

'A lot of people never realize 
that most of the music in a movie 
is faked in the recording.' Holmes' 
past experience with film scoring 
was primarily with low budget 
features and last minute races with 
the release date of a film where one 
musician assumes the role of four 
and where double trading turns 
a four -piece unit into a dubious sub- 

stitute for the Vienna Philharmonic. 
Anyone who has remotely work- 

ed with the film medium has 
realized the limitations of the 
quality of the soundtrack itself. 
The major complaint was a release 
print with a mushy track. Fortu- 
nately in recent years many drastic 
changes have taken place, and 
with the forefront of these change. 
seems to be the Burbank Studios' 
Opened in November of 1973 and 
headed up by Jim Winfree, TBS 
Record Recording Administrator 
and Al Green, TBS Post Produc- 
tion Sound Director, it boasts to 
be the best equipped studio in the 
world. The initial scoring console 
comprises no less than 50 micro- 
phone inputs, 32 line inputs, auto- 
mated mixdown capabilities and 
logic systems, 32 direct outputs and 
32 quad (yes, quad) pan pots. In 
essence everything you need to cut 
an album is sitting there, only the 
end result winds up on screen. The 
sound is notoriously clean, and 
even though it may eventually 
suffer from the inevitable transfer 
to optical track with its ever 
present 7 -10 kHz ceiling it main - 
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tains a better -than -average overall 
quality. Subsequently, the Burbank 
Studios are constantly being used 
by the other studios because of 
their great sound, most recently 
and most popular at the moment 
is Jaws, and you know how good 
the sound is on that one. 

The hard part of this whole ses- 
sion is realizing that with 50 mie 
inputs, 32 line inputs and 24 track 
recording, it's all going to wind 
up in mono. For the old -line Holly- 
wood engineer who got his start 
mixing during the `Golden Days at 
Metro' where everything centred 
around one microphone to be fed 
to an inside- outside 16in trans- 
cription cutter whizzing away at 
78 rpm, the transition to this mul- 
tiple mie setup causes no problems. 
Even the engineer of the pre - 
stereo days has no difficulties put- 
ting everything in perspective for 
the one -dimensional eventuality. 
But the engineer whose been fed a 
strict diet of stereo and quad will 
find himself in a rather precarious 
position, but as is the case of the 
Hollywood sound stage there are 
very few young sound mixers, and 
the older ones never divulge their 
secrets. 

Back to the movie. When the 
production gets under way, and 
when it finally comes down to the 
scoring, which is the last item on 
the production schedule, Holmes 
and his crew will have roughly 
three weeks to assemble a working 
track. This three weeks constitutes 
the work of about six months worth 
of composing and rehearsals (this 
is a musical by the way). 

The vocals will be recorded 
before the scenes themselves are 
shot; this way they serve as a play- 
back for the lip- syncing that will 
take place during those scenes. 
The rest of the music will be 
recorded at the tail end. The other 
interesting point about the scoring 
session is the exactness that must 
take place, many times at the cost 
of umpteen takes. Recurring themes 
throughout the picture help height- 
en whatever suspense or emotion 
that particular scene is projecting; 
they all have to be recorded. And 
if one passage is 5.9 seconds long, 
it has to be 5.9 seconds long or else 
the effectiveness of the track is 
lost, so as a result the track must 
be gone over again and again to 
arrive at perfection. Of course all 
the conveniences of film playback 
during recording and digital count- 
down clocks make the job a little 
easier, but more than often is the 
case when a composer has physical- 
ly to delete passages during the 
recording due to errors in timing. 

Back to the anti- climactic part. 

Since sound movies began there 
has always been trouble of getting 
an adequate sounding mix on the 
screen. The optical track on a 
movie has never had a `state of the 
art' status to boast of, and even 
though the magnetic track has been 
widely used the problem inherent 
with this system is purely in its 
breakdown in the individual theatre. 
Magnetic playback systems are 
simply not maintained enough to 
make them certainties. A projec- 
tionist is more likely to replace a 
burned out sound lamp because an 
audience is yelling at him than he 
would clean or replace a magnetic 
head. So with that problem in 
mind a new system has been 
devised using one of the new house- 
hold words in the recording indus- 
try: Dolby, as mentioned in the 
discussion of Elstree Studios (Aug- 
ust). So far with its initial pre- 
miere with the movie Steppenwolf 
and its howling success with the 
film Janis which the audience 
swore was a stereophonic track, 
the Dolby system is being used 
more and more frequently in the 
industry. 

With this nuance walking in the 
door it is very likely that A Star Is 
Born will be recorded using this 
process and it would only seem 
logical as the movie is a musical 
therefore relying heavily on the 
cleanest possible track both in 
record and optical playback. 
Although the system is in its 
embryonic stages, with many engin- 
eers and directors giving it more 
than the average once over, the 
Dolby system of theatre playback 
is a major breakthrough on the 
market at this moment. It is rela- 
tively inexpensive for the average 
theatre to adjust to, more so than 
the magnetic -track system which 
requires a complete conversion 
rendering it incompatible with an 
optical track. The other problem 
with the mag -track playback sys- 
tem is the high cost of duplication 
of the film itself; many labs are not 
equipped to process 35 or 70 mm 
magnetic release prints. 

So, for the time being, the optical 
track is the standard of the indus- 
try. The scoring session has 
become more sophisticated now 
than it ever has been, but the end 
result is largely the same with 
100 Hz on the low end and 7 kHz 
on the high. Both the engineer and 
the composer have to be increas- 
ingly aware of whatever losses a 
particular instrument might incur. 
Of course, a weak instrument can 
be mixed higher to bring it out, but 
if the final transfer leaves it without 
the tonal colour that was intended 
the effect is lost, therefore then 
instrument goes through a pre- 
liminary eq check of how it will 
eventually sound. If the sound 
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isn't what is needed the track is 
equalized until it does achieve that 
colour that is needed. 

The process is laborious and not 
free of sweat, hut if half the stimu- 
lus of a movie is the use of sound 
and music, there is no way around 
it. Face it, Jaws wouldn't be very 
much if it was a silent movie; there 
again neither would The Exorcist 
or Psycho. Nobody takes sound as 
an afterthought any more, fortu- 
nately, for it too has the power to 
make or break a movie. If they play 
their cards right, Rupert Holmes, 
Jeffrey Lesser and the Burbank 
Studios can add a third classic 
revamping of an already classic 
film to their credits. And that's 
worth the price of admission alone. 

Gordon Skene 

Round House 
The Round House recording studio 
isn't actually in the Round House 
or run by the Round House. 
Instead it's in a large new office 
block next to the Round House, at 
100 Chalk Farm Road. This will 
come as something of a relief to 
anyone who has encountered the 
somewhat halfhearted and casual 
babies - nappies -in- the - box -office 
organisation that pervades the old 
engine shed. 

There is certainly nothing half- 
hearted or casual about the way the 
Round House Recording Studio has 
been put together and is being run. 
There are close links with the Bron 
Organisation, whose offices occupy 
the floor above the studio, and it 
is obvious from the start that 
Gerry Bron and studio manager, 
Peter Gallen, are in business to run 
a tight but comfortable ship. The 
original idea was to build a studio 
that took into account all their own 
likes and dislikes; they reasoned 
that if the result satisfied them it 
was likely to satisfy others. One 
very obvious mutual like is space, 
and another is comfort. The single 
studio is spacious and deep -pile 
carpeted, with the clever idea of 
sections of the carpet tailor -made 
for removal to expose a hard floor 
underneath and so provide acoustic 
bright spots. The control room, 
which is several feet above the 
studio, must be one of the largest 
in the world. On split level, it has 
24, 16, 4 and 2 track decks at the 
high rear, a Cadac 32 in, 24 out 
desk in the centre and a large free 
area at the low front which is 
dominated by a pair of Cadac 
monster monitors. This control 
room can easily hold 30 people 
and 40 were in at one time during 
the APRS exhibition. 

But all this space had to be hard 
won. The original basement was far 
too shallow for a spacious studio, 
so the original concrete floor was 

dug out to a depth of around five 
feet. The bulges round the walls are 
pillars, which couldn't be dug out 
because they were holding up the 
rest of the building. Likewise, 
Gerry Bron kept on pushing out the 
walls of the studio control room 
into the corridors outside. until 
finally the GLC Fire Inspector 
said `stop'. 

Starting from the premise that 
anyone with money and premises 
can create a studio of sorts simply 
by running through the standard 
shopping list of equipment, only a 
note of the extraordinary now 
makes interesting reading. In this 
context, it is well worth mentioning 
the foldback system worked out by 
Peter Gallen, Cadac and Eddie 
Veale. Spaced around the studio 
walls there are four panels, each 
with a multipoint cable connector 
for a custom -built foldback junc- 
tion box. There are six of these 
boxes, which can be plugged separ- 
ately into the wall sockets or one 
into the other. Each foldback box 
has jacks for six pairs of cans, and 
an output for a matching loud- 
speaker on which it can stand. The 
foldback feed from the wall pro- 
vides four separate channels of 
sound from the desk and each 
junction box has four separate 
controls, each operable on one of 
the four channels. In this way each 
junction box can provide its speaker 
or cans with its own individual 
foldback mix. Take, for instance, 
the simplest possibility, of a four - 
piece group. The four -channel 
foldback feed would carry each 
instrument separately on its own 
channel, and a musician with a 
junction box could control the 
relative mix of those four instru- 
ments into his own cans or speaker. 
More realistically, the four fold - 
back channels can, for instance, 
carry voice, rhythm section, strings 
and brass, so that the musician can 
kill or boost voice or strings or 
brass as he wishes. It's a nice idea 
that saves everyone time and it 
keeps the musicians happy by 
giving them a hand in the mix they 
want. 

Other interesting points are the 
provision of earth leakage circuit 
breakers on all the mains supply, 
so no one can get a fatal shock 
through a belt from a live connec- 
tion running down or across them 
to earth. The tape storage room, 
being relatively cramped, has its 
storage racks on runners, so that 
anyone looking for a tape makes 
his own passages through the store. 
There is also a direct audio and 
video feed to and from the Round 
House proper, so that recordings 
can be made of Round House stage 
events under the eye of a remote 
controlled cctv. Although the cctv 
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Isn't ittimeyou looked into an 
H/H echo unit? 

Made to Studio Standards 

Stereo Double Tracking Capacity 

Superb Quality Echo Sound 

Variable Echo Time Delay 
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WORK 

isn't fully operational yet, the 
audio lines have already proved 
themselves on a live recording of 
Richard and Linda Thompson. 
The system may also provide pa 
for the Round House stage. 

Although the studio has at the 
time of writing officially only been 
open for a couple of months, it is 
already fully booked up a couple of 
months ahead. As is currently a 
familiar story from new studios, all 
the equipment has the now obli- 

gatory full quadraphonic capability, 
but no record producer as yet has 
asked to use it 

Adrian Hope 

De Lane Lea politics again 
After one of the messiest episodes 
in their history, staff and manage- 
ment at De Lane Lea's Dean 
Street Sound Centre have reached 
what both seem to regard as a new 
spirit of co- operation. In a state- 
ment issued on October 1 announc- 
ing that agreement had at last been 
reached on the redundancies the 
management had wanted, Mr 

Round House- Phantom of the Opera mid take 
Photos by courtesy of 'Building' 
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George Philips, Chairman of De 
Lane Lea Ltd and joint managing 
director of Humphries Holdings, 
De Lane Lea's parent company, 
said 'I am delighted that manage- 
ment and unions have been able to 
sit down together and reach this 
very sensible first step. We hope it 
will be the last step -and if the 
industry picks up significantly and 
the various measures we are taking 
to obtain more business are suc- 
cessful, it will be'. The statement 
went on to say that the redundan- 
cies, which had been reached 
voluntarily, had reduced the staff 
to a more compact unit and certain 
promotions had been made inter- 
nally with the full agreement of 
the trade unions. `The unions and 
the management are looking for- 
ward to a spirit of co- operation.' 

The statement was issued about 
a fortnight after the resignation of 
Roy Sonnex as chief executive of 
De Lane Lea and the appointment 
of Adrian ('Andy') Worker in his 
place a year almost to the day after 
the staff and unions had reached 
a previous agreement to consult 
about the future running of the 
studios. 

Last year's agreement followed 
a series of protests and demon- 
strations after the publication of 
the annual report of the Humphries 
Group for the year to March 31 
1974 in July that year. A para- 
graph in the report of the Humph- 
ries chairman, Mr William Dravers, 
had said that discussions were in 
progress for 'the possible disposal 
of all or part of De Lane Lea'. The 
De Lane Lea Board had not been 
consulted. During the subsequent 
furore, Humphries' managing 
director, Mr John Nutman, des- 
cribed press reports about the sale 
of the Dean Street premises as 
having 'no bearing on the truth' 
(slum SOUND November 1974). 

In September 1974, agreement 
was reached at a meeting between 
the Humphries chairman Mr 
Dravers, the managing director Mr 
Nutman, General Secretary of the 
ACTT Alan Sapper, ACTT and 
NATKE shop stewards Swanscott 
and Amos, and the chairman of 
the joint NATKE and ACTT shop, 
Ernest Cousins. The meeting set 
up a joint consultative committee 
between management and staff, 
and the management agreed to 
keep Dean Street open with the 
same staff for a year. 

It's been a troubled year. To 
begin with there have been constant 
management changes. The first, 
reported in the Financial Times on 
St Valentine's Day, was that of 
Roy Sonnex as director and chief 
executive of De Lane Lea. A few 
days later it was announced that 
the managing director of British 

Electric Traction, Mr Hugh S. L. 
Dundas, had taken over from the 
retiring Dravers as chairman of 
Humphries. These two appoint- 
ments were, for different reasons, 
responsible for a great deal of 
what followed. Mr George Philips 
was appointed to the Humphries 
Board with effect from March 1, 
joining Nutman as managing direc- 
tor shortly afterwards. Nutman 
moved into the background, taking 
over responsibility for the manufac- 
turing parts of the group. 

It was widely thought that Andy 
Worker would immediately suc- 
ceed Jacques De Lane Lea, who 
had resigned as managing director 
of De Lane Lea in October 1974, 
but the appointment of Roy Son - 
nex as chief executive came as a 
surprise. To begin with, his pre- 
vious experience had been in 
television, and this aroused fears 
for the future of De Lane Lea as a 
film centre. The bread and butter 
of the film business has been in 
advertising and promotional films, 
but in recent years two things have 
chipped away at these sources of 
revenue, causing severe hardships 
not just for De Lane Lea but for 
other film studios in Wardour 
Street. One has been the economic 
decline. This has meant not that the 
public has been subjected to fewer 
television advertisements but that 
that fewer are made, each having a 
longer life. More repeats cut 
advertising costs for the equally 
economy -hit manufacturer while 
keeping his product before the 
public, yet mean less business for 
the film studios. 

The second has been the intro- 
duction and growing use of video- 
tape, which has meant the young 
turks in new -fangled companies 
like Zoom have been taking an 
increasing proportion of what the 
economy leaves. To introduce a 
proselytiser of the value and 
importance of videotape in this 
atmosphere, aggravated by poor 
industrial relations, was a gross 
error of tact. 

In a sense, though, this might 
have been overcome if it had not 
been for two additional factors. 
The first was that the staff were, 
until very recently, sceptical of the 
effectiveness of whoever was in 
charge of Dean Street. They didn't 
think it mattered who had the job 
because he would simply be at the 
mercy of BET, the conglomerate 
that owns Humphries, and the 
appointment of Dundas as chair- 
man of Humphries seemed to con- 
firm this. This suspicion on the part 
of the staff has probably been the 
biggest obstacle to co- operation 
between them and management. 

That is not to underestimate the 
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Evaluating loudspeakers by way of 
listening tests seems thoroughly 

logical. After all what better way is 
there to appreciate food than by 

eating it? The straightforward 
comparative listening test is simple 

to arrange. One only needs a 
programme of favourite recordings, 

an adequate amplifier and the test 
loudspeakers. This procedure is in 
daily use all over the world by high 

fidelity enthusiasts, studio engineers, 
magazine reviewers and dealers. 

The only drawback is that the 
results are not consistent. Studios 

are at variance in their choice of 
monitoring speakers and few audio 

magazines agree on their 
recommendations. There appear 

to be some sizeable pitfalls which 
require illumination. 

Loudspeaker 
Listening Tests 

-useful or 
misleading? 

RAYMOND E. COOKE* 

*KEF Electronics Ltd, Maidstone, UK 
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OUDSPEAKER listening is a three 
dimensional experience. A functioning 

loudspeaker radiates sound in all directions due 
partly to diffraction round the front face of the 
enclosure and also by vibration of the sup- 
posedly dead cabinet walls. These effects are of 
course frequency dependent because the 
enclosure is of negligible size compared with 
the wavelengths of low frequency sounds and 
yet represents a considerable obstacle at high 
frequencies. Panel vibrations are likewise 
frequency dependent resonance effects. In nor- 
mal listening rooms, part of the sound is per- 
ceived by direct transmission, but substantial 
contributions to the overall effect are heard 
after reflection from the walls of the room and 
any large objects present. These contributions 
vary according to the distance between the 
listeners and the loudspeakers and the distance 
between the loudspeakers and the nearest 
reflecting surfaces. 

Let us consider for a moment a very bad 
situation which is frequently encountered in 
dealer's demonstration rooms up and down the 
world. It is the so- called `speaker wall' in 
which perhaps as many as twenty pairs of loud- 
speakers are stacked one on top of another. 
The sound quality of each loudspeaker will be 
modified by one or more of the following 
factors: 
1. Cabinet panels which are touching each 
other, or touching the walls of the room, will 
be damped and therefore will not vibrate in the 
same way as when free standing. 
2. Diffraction effects will be modified appre- 
ciably by the presence of adjacent speakers. 
3. Sympathetic vibrations will be induced in 
all the other loudspeakers by the pair which is 
actually performing. The effect is similar to 
standing the speaker on a grand piano with the 
dampers off. 
4. The degree of low frequency reinforcement 
contributed by floor or ceiling reflections will 
vary considerably with speaker location. 
5. Widely separated speakers will excite 
different groups of eigentones. 
6. Cavities between speakers will tend to 

resonate. 
This kind of test or demonstration is in fact 

so hopeless that it should never be attempted 
on a serious level, notwithstanding the fact that 
it is so widely used. 

It is of course possible to refine listening 
test procedure in such a way as to remove 
many of the serious objections outlined above. 
The most important refinement is to reduce the 
number of speakers under test to two pairs. 
The speakers are arranged out of contact with 
each other and free of obstructions. All other 
loudspeakers not included in the test must be 
outside the listening room to obviate sympa- 
thetic vibrations. The speakers under test are 
then located at their correct design heights 
using stands or bricks as suggested by the 
manufacturer. This is most important because 
not only is the low frequency performance 
affected by mounting height, but the general 
character of the mid -range response is also 
liable to change round the vertical axis. The left 
and right hand speakers should be grouped 
close together two to three metres apart and as 
far away from the room boundaries as possible. 

So far so good, but we are still left with the 
acoustics of the listening room and its interface 
with the loudspeakers. The object is an impar- 
tial assessment of speaker performance and this 
requires an impartial listening room. There are 
few of these in existence. Certainly, no domes- 
tic room can be considered to be neutral in 
acoustic ambience. Structural resonances, 
lumpy absorption characteristics and inade- 
quate sound diffusion are inevitable except in 
specially constructed listening rooms. One 
such room was built twenty five years ago in the 
BBC's Research Department at Kingswood 
Warren. It measures 6.5 x 3.8 x 3.2 metres high 
and is equipped with specially designed broad 
band absorbers which give the room a rever- 
beration characteristic which varies smoothly 
from 0.35s to 0.30s over the range 62 Hz to 
8 kHz. There are various protuberances to assist 
diffusion. The excellent characteristics of this 
listening room have probably had a greater 
influence on the quality achieved by BBC 

FIG.1 CULMULAfIVE DECAY SPECTRA FOR HIGH QUALITY 11Omm PLASTIC DIAPHRAGM MID-RANGE LOUDSPEAKER 
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designed monitoring loudspeakers than any 
other single factor. 

A frequent false assumption in listening test 
procedures is that peculiarities in listening 
room acoustics will affect all loudspeakers to an 
equal extent and may therefore be overlooked. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Speakers which sound nearly alike in one room 
may sound wildly different in another. There 
can be many reasons, but the most general 
cause is the way the room deals with the diffuse 
sound radiated to the back and sides of the 
loudspeaker. We listen not to the loudspeaker 
alone, but to a combination of speaker and 
room. No matter how hard we try, it is impos- 
sible to dissociate the speaker from the enor- 
mous influence of the listening room and rooms 
which have characteristic acoustic effects can 
completely alter the order of preference for 
loudspeakers in listening tests. A recent paper 
by Henning Moller' gives some interesting 
sidelights on listening tests and shows that 
results are strongly dependent upon the room. 

Having located two pairs of speakers cor- 
rectly in a neutral listening room, another prob- 
lem arca has to be considered in choosing a test 
programme of music and other sounds. There 
is a strong temptation to use familiar record- 
ings of favourite music on the grounds that 
repeated playing impresses a kind of standard 
performance on the memory. Experience shows 
that this is not a safe basis of procedure. Com- 
mercially recorded sounds are rarely natural 
these days. Varying amounts of frequency dis- 
tortion, reverberation and even non- linear 
distortion are deliberately injected in pursuit of 
special effects and to achieve a sound quality 
which is 'different'. This is not a criticism, for 
it is well understood that touches of added 
ambience contribute to the success of a record, 
but such artificial sounds are useless for testing 
purposes since there is no basis for comparison. 
Classical or light music remains a safer choice 
of programme material for listening tests 
especially if it has been recorded using very 
simple microphone arrangements. By far and 
away the most reliable test is to compare the 

reproduced sound with the original live sound. 
This can only be done effectively in recording 
and broadcasting studios where there is easy 
access to a variety of live source material. Male 
speech also reveals a wide range of loudspeaker 
faults and is relatively easy to record for com- 
parison purposes. However it is essential to 
use a high quality mic, preferably an omni- 
directional type, and to record in an anechoic 
chamber or out of doors in a quite location. 

Without the safeguard of reliable source 
material and a live standard of comparison, 
listeners will tend to prefer those loudspeakers 
which most nearly compensate recording faults 
or reproduce the programme with some 
arbitrarily preferred balance. 

Even when highly refined listening proce- 
dures are adopted there is plenty of scope for 
error if comparison with live sounds is 
impossible. An example recently demonstrated 
by Harwood2 indicated that listeners could be 
persuaded to believe that a high quality loud- 
speaker suffered severe mid -range colouration 
by comparing it with another which had a 
sizeable mid -band crevasse in its amplitude - 
frequency characteristic. 

To summarise so far: loudspeaker listening 
tests are greatly influenced by local acoustics. 
Speaker preferences are strictly related to 
specific surroundings and particular programme 
material and may not necessarily apply in other 
circumstances unless very great care is taken to 
achieve neutral acoustics and naturally balanced 
programme signals. It is also worth emphasis- 
ing at this stage that listening tests are strictly 
limited in what they reveal. Important aspects 
such as non -linearity, power handling capacity, 
reliability and consistency of performance are 
not touched upon. 

Studio Monitoring 
The selection of monitoring loudspeakers for 

sound balancing and quality control in profes- 
sional recording and broadcasting studios 
presents an interesting extension to this dis- 
cussion about listening tests. There are two 
schools of thought here. 

FIG .2 CULMULATIVE DECAY SPECTRA FOR 11Omm PLASTIC DIAPHRAGM MID RANGE UNIT AS FIG 1 HUT WITH INDUCED FAULT 
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The BBC in England has for nearly 50 years 
advocated a policy of natural sound reproduc- 
tion at realistic volume levels and championed 
a breed of loudspeaker developed especially for 
this purpose. Both policy and speaker tech- 
nique have been widely accepted with the 
result that British sound and British loud- 
speakers have become world famous for their 
naturalness, transparency and neutrality. 
Nevertheless, many people find this approach 
rather dull and prefer to improve on nature by 
raising the volume level and peaking up the 
mid -range to give a more forward sound. 
Producers of pop music and hard rock are 
increasingly of this persuasion and justify their 
attitude by claiming that faults are more 
readily detected at high volume levels and that 
boosted mid -range reveals more detail in the 
music. The results are contrary because pro- 
longed exposure to high level sound actually 
reduces the acuity of the ear, making low level 
faults relatively less likely to be detected. The 
only exception is that of background noise 
which is of course revealed when the gain is 

increased. Boosted mid -range, or for that matter, 
any frequency distortion in the loudspeaker, 
may result in a balance which is generally 
unsatisfactory when the programme is sub- 
sequently heard on high quality equipment. 

A common feature of almost all so- called 
high level monitoring speakers is that mid 
range efficiency is obtained at the expense of 
low frequency extension. Such speakers are 

generally over -damped and the bass rolls off 
from as high up as 80 Hz. In this condition it 
is impossible to reveal rumble and other low 
frequency faults and the use of such speakers 
probably accounts for the considerable number 
of records which are faulty in these respects. 

A disturbing aspect of pop music monitoring 
is that there is no point of reference since even 

the studio sound is either electronically ampli- 
fied or close miked and electronically mixed. 
Adrian Hopes has recently written a thought - 
provoking article on this subject in which he 

questions the value of an accurate approach to 
an original which does not exist. But there must 
be some point of reference otherwise we are in 
danger of drifting further from reality and our 
audio world will become as distorted as Alice's 
Wonderland. Perhaps an acceptable solution 
would be the use of 'flat' high level monitoring 
speakers. as technically perfect as human 
knowledge can make them. but fitted with 
electronic curve benders to simulate currently 
used models which arc probably more fortui- 
tous than scientific. At least by this means we 

could keep our feet on the ground and still be 

able to enjoy the excitement of a 'souped up' 
performance. 

Digital Measuring Techniques 
The notion of a technically perfect loud- 

speaker naturally leads to concepts of measure- 
ment and recent attempts to correlate subjec- 
tive assessments of sound quality with objective 
measurements. For many years objective 
investigations have been confined to simple 
steady state frequency response measurements. 
Earlier attempts to investigate performance in 
the time domain have been thwarted by poor 
signal -to -noise ratio. Advances in digital tech- 
niques have made it possible to obtain high 
definition impulse responses for loudspeakers 
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Last August, the author discussed 
methods available for sound level 
measurement, together with areas 
of doubt. But the actual institution 

of level restrictions, already confused 
with scientific and moral difficulties, 

has been further complicated by 
ill- advised legislation which, in 

retrospect, may appear as inadequate 
as that for prohibition in the 1930s. 

Hearing 
damage again: 

politics 
and 

persuasions 
ADRIAN HOPE 

The photos show two sound level meters capable 
of reading maximum levels on the A scale to 

BS3489 and /EC 123. They are available from B &K 
and Castle Associates. Also available are dose 

meters, which integrate time and sound level to 
a percentage read -out of the safe daily dose as 

recommended by the Department of Employment. 
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EVERY time I pass through Leeds, York- 
shire (population around half a million), 

I make a point of buying the local newspaper. 
I turn immediately to the entertainments page, 
and find always the same thing-not a single 
advert for a pop concert. Despite hopes and 
hints to the contrary, Leeds still sticks to the 
sound level limit imposed a few years ago, 
which makes any musical sound with a maxi- 
mum level of over 96 dBA illegal. Any day 
now the Greater London Council may formally 
impose slightly higher but equally unrealistic 
limits on the eight million people living in 
London. In years to come it is likely that these 
initial attempts by Leeds and the GLC to 
legislate on the sound of music will be com- 
pared to the American attempt at prohibition 
-well intentioned but absurd. Well how else 
would you describe legislation that, in seeking 
to protect the public's ears from the obvious 
risk of excessive exposure to dangerously high 
levels of sound, at the same time unwittingly 
outlaws an unamplified trumpet heard from 
the second row of a jazz club, or a Covent 
Garden singer as heard by her colleagues on 
stage? 

Until recently, I made a very definite point of 
referring to the Leeds situation in predomi- 
nantly neutral terms, giving the reasons and 
arguments behind the decision to make any- 
thing above 96 dBA illegal and balancing them 
against the mass of criticism (both uninformed 
and informed) levelled against the Council. I 
felt obliged to try and remain impartial, 
because it seemed that everyone else had taken 
sides and that at least someone should try and 
stay on the fence. Both Ron Millett, the Chair- 
man of the Environmental Health and Con- 
trol Committee that had engineered the legis- 
lation, and R. W. Fearn, Lecturer at the 
Department of Agricultural Studies at Leeds 
Polytechnic, on whose figures much of Millett's 
campaign was based, have at one time talked 
frankly to me. Also the Leeds Council Health 
Department did once show me how it takes 
measurements to determine whether a pop 
group or disco playing locally is infringing the 
ban or not. But co- operation from Leeds soon 
ceased and gradually I have become convinced 
that the Council's action, and more to the 
point its reaction to criticism, constitutes a 
gross infringement on human rights in the city. 
Moreover, if the GLC do not put a brake on 
their own legislators, the rights of Londoners 
will be similarly infringed. And because the 
Control of Pollution Act, 1974, gives sweeping 
powers to all local authorities, there is a very 
real risk that the whole of England might 
come under a blanket of over -protective 
legislation. 

Any discussion on the pros and cons of 
recommendations or laws to limit sound levels 
must start from the premise that the prolonged 
exposure of the human ear to excessively loud 
sounds will cause, first, temporary hearing loss 
(temporary threshold shift) and eventually, 
permanent hearing damage (permanent thres- 
hold shift). The Government -funded research 
work and recommendations referred to in the 
last article (s-rvolo SOUND, August, 1975) had 
the laudable aim of protecting industrial work- 
ers from the dangerous effects of excessively 
loud noise during the course of their daily 
work. To cut a very long story short, the 
borderline between safe arid dangerous (inevi- 

tably an arbitrary boundary) is in the UK 
placed at an exposure to generally continuous 
noise levels of 90 dBA for eight hours a day, 
93 dBA for four hours a day, 96dBA for two 
hours a day, 99 dBA for one hour a day, 
102 dBA for half an hour a day, and 105 dBA 
for a quarter -hour a day. 

The situation in the USA seems less well 
defined, and, as one observer put it, `the whole 
country's in the dark, because there are both 
State and Federal recommendations'. Also, 
whereas in the UK only A scale readings are 
relied on, in the USA there is some reliance on 
linear scale readings. But some American 
meters are sold with engraved reference to the 
provisions of the US Occupational Safety & 
Health Act of 1970, which is somewhat less 
strict than the comparable British recom- 
mendations quoted above. Thus, according to 
the OSHA scale, employees should not be 
exposed to steady ambient noise in excess of 
90 dBA for eight hours, 95 dBA for four hours, 
100 dBA for two hours, 105 dBA for one hour 
and 110 dBA for half -hour and 115 dBA for a 
quarter -hour a day. 

Although it would be easy for engineering 
firms to redesign many machines to run quieter, 
industry pinches pennies in this direction and 
prefers to provide earmuffs for workers 
instead. But, just as road workmen often leave 
their drill muffs lying idle on the pavement, so 
many factory workers eschew the use of ear- 
muffs, sometimes because they feel it is a sign 
of weakness. Even though the 1972 British 
court case, Berry -v -Stone Manganese Marine 
Ltd, opened the way to the award of damages 
to workers deafened through no fault of their 
own, many firms still do not provide earmuffs 
to their employees. Recently, when a large 
international firm came to insulate the cavities 
in the walls of my flat, I noticed that the 
worker drilling the holes in the walls for injec- 
tion of the insulant was wearing muffs. But 
they were his own muffs, because when he had 
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asked the firm for a pair they had laughed at 
him. By coincidence, I had a Castle Associates 
CS17A precision sound meter on loan at the 
time, and measured the noise at his ear during 
drilling. It was around 105 dBA, which put 
his maximum safe daily dose under UK limits 
at a quarter hour. In fact, he reckoned to be 
drilling three hours a day on some days of the 
week. 

That worker, along with anyone else who 
subjects their ears to continuous sounds of 
that level for that long without protection, 
will almost inevitably suffer some noise -induced 
hearing loss during the course of his working 
life. All this is generally agreed. What is not 
agreed is the extent to which musical and other 
entertainment sound can be compared lo 
industrial noise. If any noise (musical, indus- 
trial or otherwise) fluctuates by more than 
8 dBA, then it is no longer regarded as con- 
tinuous. An integration of time and level must 
then be adopted to produce an Leq or equiva- 
lent continuous sound level which can be used 
for risk calculation purposes in exactly the 
same manner as a direct reading of a con- 
tinuous sound. It is because virtually all music 
fluctuates in level by more than 8 dBA that 
there is a danger in applying anything other 
than Leq limits to music. But Leeds always 
has, and still does, apply a maximum, rather 
than an Leq level. 

Earlier this year the GLC published a Draft 
Code of Practice for pop concerts, which seeks 
to control everything, from sanitation to 
sound levels, at any musical event in the 
London area. Sound control, according to the 
Code of Practice, is to be under several heads. 
At an outdoor concert, at a distance of 50 
metres and beyond from the loudspeakers, the 
industrial limit Leq of 90 dBA for eight hours 
must not be exceeded. Thus for a four -hour 
concert, someone sitting fifty metres from the 
loudspeakers may not be exposed to a sound 
level greater than the equivalent of a con- 
tinuous 93 dBA. There is also the overriding 
provision that the maximum should never 
exceed 105 dBA. At an indoor concert the 
50 metre clause is dropped and the 90 dBA for 
eight hours limit applies to any member of 
the audience- anywhere. Also, the maximum 
level can never exceed 102 dBA. 

As mentioned briefly in the postscript to the 
last article, I wore a B & K Type 4424 sound 
dose meter round several musical events in the 
London area. This meter integrates sound and 
time, to provide a digital readout of the per- 
centage of the full daily dose notched up. Thus 
when the meter reads one hundred per cent it 
(and the wearer) has been dosed with the 
equivalent of 90 dBA continuous sound for 
eight hours. A fifty per cent read -out denotes 
half the safe daily dose, and a two hundred 
per cent read -out denotes twice the daily dose. 
Of course one hundred per cent can be notched 
up in a very few minutes by very loud sound, 
or may take days under quiet conditions. At 
the Round House, the rock group Fumble, not 
a particularly loud group, notched up 334 per 
cent (over three times the safe daily dose) in a 
fifty -five minute concert performance. The 
group also smashed the peak limit permitted 
by at least a dozen dBA, so by one token 
(Leq) the whole concert could have lasted only 
seventeen minutes and by another taken 
(maximum level) it was illegal from the first 

note peaking over 102 dB.A. Other checks, at 
discotheques and even a pub with a jazz piano 
trio, produced enough readings to convince 
me that formal adoption and enforcement by 
the GLC of their Draft Code would kill music 
in London as stone dead as in Leeds, even 
though the London limits are somewhat less 
restrictive than those in Leeds. 

I suggested above that the Leeds and London 
legislation would outlaw a trumpet and Covent 
Garden singer, both without amplification. 
Here are the facts. I measured the sound level 
at around I metre from a Covent Garden 
dramatic mezzo soprano; the reading was 
104 -105 dBA and she wasn't even trying! Thus, 
on stage during a performance, her colleagues 
will be subjected to sound pressure levels nearly 
10 dBA above the Leeds legal limit (twice the 
subjective volume of sound) and 3 dBA above 
the GLC maximum level limit. It is likely that 
at least some members of the orchestra in the 
pit and the front few rows of the stalls may be 
likewise receiving an illegal dose during a 
Covent Garden performance. I also took a 
level meter along with me to a small club per- 
formance by a jazz quintet. The group was 
only partly amplified, by no stretch of imagi- 
nation particularly loud, and certainly quieter 
than plenty of other jazz groups of similar 
size which have given pleasure over the last 
half century. When the trumpet player (a 
London session musician playing jazz on his 
day off) blew unmuted in my direction, the 
meter often read 105 dBA. So he, and the 
group, were illegal not only by Leeds standard 
(96 dBA maximum) but also under the GLC 
Code (102 dBA maximum). If all the legends 
about how Buddy Bolden could be heard for 
miles around when he blew his trumpet out of 
the window and how Caruso cracked glasses 
are true, they are lucky not to be alive today - 
because they would have Ron Millett, Ron 
Fearn, the GLC, Uncle Tom Cobley and All 
after them with a sound level meter. 

Currently, the GLC is still debating whether 
or not formally to adopt the Code. But in 
many respects this is a charade. The Code is 
already being used and by the GLC's own 

admission it can go on being used, even if it is 
not adopted. The long and short of it is that 
when the GLC grants a music licence, either for 
a concert or a club, it can impose any licensing 
conditions it wishes. If the GLC wants the girl 
at the door to have green hair, it can put that 
in the licence. Likewise, the Council can put 
into the licence any guideline for sound levels, 
and already it is clear that the Code is being 
used both as a yardstick and as a big stick. 
Take, for instance, the extraordinary situation 
of the open air pop concert which was to have 
been held at the Chelsea Football Club ground 
earlier this year. Objections were lodged to the 
grant of a licence for the concert by the GLC, 
and the matter was debated at an extraordinary 
all -day marathon session at County Hall. The 
licence for the concert was finally refused, and 
the event was thus cancelled. The grounds of 
refusal are not available to the public, nor is 
any official comment, because any such com- 
ment might be taken as a hint to the grounds 
of refusal. The reasons for this silence are 
understandable, although frustrating. Any 
debate can (and in this case certainly did) last 
for many hours, and the GLC believes it is 
impossible to precis accurately several hours of 
debate. Moreover it is argued that the hearings 
are open to the public. But with respect to the 
GLC I would remind them that only those 
members of the public who have actively 
lodged an objection are likely to hear about the 
debate until after it is over. 

One fact which the GLC did confirm, how- 
ever, was that Hammersmith Council were the 
main objectors. I approached Hanunersmith 
Council and found the Public Relations 
Officers helpful. Yes, of course I could talk to 
someone about why Hammersmith had 
objected and on what grounds. But finding 
someone to talk, even when authorised by the 
PRs, was another matter which took two solid 
days of phoning. At one stage I was even 
shunted through to the Legal Department, 
who had their own, novel way of trying to get 
rid of me. `Write in with a request to talk to 
someone and we will consider it and let you 
know,' they suggested. I didn't, but finally I 

did get to talk with someone in the Health 
Department. He read me over the phone 
figures from a report which Hammersmith had 
used at the GLC licence hearing to get the 
Chelsea concert killed. I was so astounded by 
the figures that I asked to see a copy of the 
report, but, despite reminders, a copy has 
never turned up. Doubtless Hammersmith 
by then realised exactly what they had done 
by releasing their grounds for objection. It 
emerged that at a previous pop concert at the 
Queen's Park Rangers football ground, Ham- 
mersmith Health officials had measured both 
the sound levels inside the ground and outside. 
(Incidentally inside the ground one official was 
reputedly measuring on C scale by mistake!) 
They did this because, apart from the previous- 
ly discussed Leq and maximum levels laid 
down for inside and outside concert venues, 
the GLC Code also specifies that `to mini- 
mise possible annoyance to occupiers of 
premises within the vicinity of a venue at which 
a concert is staged, the noise level, measured 
at a distance of one metre outside the window 
of such premises should not exceed the ambient 
10% level by more than 5 dBA (and) between 
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the hours of 8 p.m. and 7 a.m. the ambient 
10 % level should not be exceeded'. 

I doubt that many people, other than Ham- 
mersmith Council, had spotted just what 
blockbuster powers this gives the GLC if they 
choose to use them. Put in simpler words, this 
section of the Code says that a concert is 
beyond the legal pale if it produces a 5 dBA 
rise in sound level just outside the window of 
any residential property outside the concert 
venue. It takes a IO dBA increase of sound 
level to produce a subjective doubling of loud- 
ness, so the 5 dBA maximum leakage from a 
concert is a very tight restriction; and the zero 
leak which is specified for after 8 pm is a very 
tall order indeed. But when Hammersmith 
took measures outside the QPR ground for the 
previous concert, they also took reference 
measurements not only on a day when the 
ground was empty but also on a day when 
there was a football match in progress. Sure 
enough, although the pop concert exceeded 
the ambient noise level of the quiet day by 
well over the permissible 5 dBA, so did the 
football match. Thus, when the GLC took 
note of Hammersmith's objection to the grant 
of a licence for a pop concert on the Chelsea 
ground, they effectively admitted that their 
Code of Practice also outlaws a football match 
held in the same ground. Small wonder that 
Hammersmith chickened out when it came 
to giving me a written copy of that crucial 
report. 

I talked, soon after this discovery, to Dave 
Martin, of Martin Audio, who at the last 
minute had been brought in to handle the 
sound at the Reading pop festival. His brief 
was to produce a reasonable sound inside the 
open air festival site while preventing spillover 
into the residential areas nearby. To provide a 
14 kW pa system he brought together five sep- 
arate Martin pa rigs owned by groups and 
organisations and ended up by keeping the 
festival audience reasonably happy and the 
residents round the site almost entirely happy 
(there were only three complaints). This he did 
by stacking the speakers high and angling them 
down into the crowd. I asked Dave Martin his 
views on concert levels in general. 

`The loudest I ever monitored was 130 dBA 
at head level at a Slade concert. I had to wear 
muffs, and it was loud even through them, but 
I took that reading at the ears of someone who 
was standing on a box to get a better view - 
and was thus full in line with the stacks. That is 
clearly ridiculous. But equally ridiculous are 
the kind of level limits being adopted by Leeds 
and GLC. It's analogous to the early days of 
motoring, where the law said a man had to 
walk ahead of a car with a red flag.' 

Following on from the Slade comment I 
raised what, over the last year, I have come to 
think of as the most important areas where 
legislation is needed -that of correctly stack- 
ing speakers. At the Round House concert 
mentioned earlier, for instance, I noticed several 
of the audience sitting with their heads vir- 
tually inside the bass bins and receiving what 
must have been well in excess of the sound 
levels quoted by specialists as instantaneously 
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damaging on the human ear. 
`The problem with any regulations covering 

stacking is that different systems have differ- 
ent dispersions,' Martin remarked. `At Reading 
we stacked the left and right banks of speakers 
26ft high, but take a club like the Marquee and 
there just isn't room for it. The first few rows 
are going to get hit with something like 2.5 kW 
of energy, and there is no doubt in my mind 
that that must be damaging. Around 110 dBA 
is as loud as I ever want to listen.' 

By coincidence, around the time that I inter- 
viewed Martin, I received a letter from a pop 
fan who had scared himself stiff with a trip to 
the Marquee Club. After a set by a loud band 
he felt a strong pain and aching in his ears and 
head. An ear specialist diagnosed `severe tem- 
porary threshold shift', and although the shift 
disappeared I doubt that the writer of that 
letter will ever subject himself to levels of that 
order again. So before banning any more open 
air concerts because they may put the ambient 
noise level up a few dB, like a football match, 
the GLC might spare a thought for the very 
real risks that some people must be running if 
they are regular attenders to the front few rows 
of some London clubs. 

Dave Martin also reiterated the by now 
familiar (to all but Leeds) observation that the 
kind of levels employed by Leeds must inevi- 
tably outlaw some classical concerts, where 
peaks of well over 96 dBA are an integral part 
of the music. Presumably the Leeds Health 
Department do not bother to check these 
concerts. Indeed, this perhaps sums up where 
the problem lies. Although we all agree that 
there are now dangerous sounds in abundance, 
many of the attempts at restricting them are 
being made by people who do not like the 
music which will be subject to the restriction 
enforced. As a result they show a complete lack 
of understanding of the problems involved. To 
quote Dave Martin again: 'At one concert we 
took some readings and found that when the 
Bay City Rollers came on stage the noise that 
the audience made when it screamed, before 
even the band had started to play, was up in 
the region of 120 dBA. So what is going to 
happen? Is the group going to be legal if it 
plays quietly, but the audience illegal because 
it screams too loud ?' 

With this in mind, I visited Dr John Knight, 
Senior Consultant Physicist at the Royal 
National Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital, in 
Gray's Inn Road, London. Dr Knight has 
done considerable work on the area of hearing 
loss, especially as a result of impulsive noise, 
and is for instance ,anxious to see pop music 
put in perspective with respect to the far greater 
risks from gunfire. He showed me audiograms 
for service personnel who have suffered hearing 
losses of up to 80 dB above I kHz through 
exposure to gunfire sounds without protection. 
In one case a 17 year old serviceman, who had 
fired only 250 rounds from a rifle. liad a per- 
manent hearing loss of 60 dB at 4 kHz and 
above in both ears. 

Particularly interesting in the present con- 
text is what Knight says about the techniques 
of measurement used. The audiometric equip- 
ment used routinely in Hospital measures hear- 
ing in 5 dB steps. Thus no measurement taken 
can ever be more accurate than by 5 dB. 
Despite the fact that the Hospital has some of 
the most modern equipment available. Knight 

points out that the repeatability of audiometry 
is notoriously poor and a subject under test 
will produce different results for the same tests 
as he becomes more familiar with the test 
technique. The variations can be ±10 dB! 

`The subjects simply perform better, even 
during a single test,' says Knight, `and for this 
reason we often find that on average the ear 
tested first shows up worse than the ear tested 
second.' Inevitably this invites extreme scepti- 
cism over the way that Leeds have taken 
decisions based on extrapolations from 
measured losses in the order of a couple of dB. 

Leeds' legislation followed an audiometric survey of 
young people carried out by R. W. Fearn in Yorkshire 
three years ago. The survey compared average hearing 
loss of regular attenders to pop concerts with those who 
did not attend. Extrapolation from the results can 
produce alarming predictions for the future -but is 
extrapolation from such small loss figures justified 
when other audiometric surveys do not even attempt 
to work in steps of less than 5 dB? 

Average hearing loss of 102 attenders compared 
to 53 non attenders 

Frequency (kHz) 1 2 3 4 6 
Hearing loss (dB) 1.4 3.3 3.1 2.0 2.1 

To quote Knight further: `The average per- 
son won't even notice a 10 dB loss, let alone a 
3 or 5 dB loss. All this talk of a deaf generation 
coming out of the current pop craze is an exag- 
geration. What's a few dB between friends? 
Let's acknowledge that some young people 
will be going to pop concerts and hearing too 
much loud music for a few years. So what? 
After that they will get married and settle 
down and be none the worse for it.' 

I wanted to put these points to Leeds, but 
still no one was talking. I wrote, and received 
a very disturbing reply. 'I can perhaps inform 
you,' wrote the Chief Environmental Health 
Officer, `that the enforced silence from this 
Department over the past twelve months or so 
in connection with our activities to control 
entertainment noise has been on the direct 
instruction of the then Chairman of the 
Environmental Health and Control Com- 
mittee.' 1 phoned and asked for more details 
of this odd situation. It seems that Ron 
Millett, the chairman who pushed through 
the 96 dBA limit and who, now, by the Leeds 
Council's admission, subsequently forbade 
them to talk to anyone about the limits, 
lost his place on the Council during the 
May local elections. He has now been 
replaced by a Mrs Christine Thomas. It also 
seems that there has now been set up a working 
party on sound levels, and this, although 
`somewhat slow in considering the problem' 
will presumably eventually produce a report. 
Surely the report must recommend immediate 
relaxation of the 96 dBA limit. Even so Leeds 
cannot now escape a place in history as the 
public body that took a far -reaching decision 
on the strength of scientific data that is at best 
questionable and then, on the instructions of 
a part -tine councillor, refused to discuss the 
resultant situation which was not only affecting 
everyone in the area who likes to listen to 
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New B &W DM6 

now it can be told 
It took a three -year development programme and a major 
breakthrough to produce Britain's first linear phase 
dynamic speaker system. 

B &W DM6 is the result -a system reproducing sound 
with transient accuracy usually achieved by only the best 
electrostatic designs. 

DM6 incorporates three entirely new drive units 
developed at the B&W factory. 

The bass unit achieves a level of performance that would 
normally be associated with a cabinet of much larger 
capacity than DM6's 51 litres. 

The midrange unit employs totally new technology and 
materials. The cone assembly consists of a matrix of 
aromatic polyamide fibres formed and impregnated with 
critical quantities of PVA (patents applied for) and shows 
significant improvements in transient and conventional 
measurements. 

A new high frequency transducer also shows improve- 
ments equivalent to those achieved in the midrange unit 
and linearly extends frequency response to 40 kHz. 

All three units are integrated into a linear system by 
mounting in a stepped arrangement, after skilful shaping 
of the front baffle to allow for the different arrival times 
of the various components. And when a series of linear 
impedance first order filter configurations are introduced, 
new levels of linear phase and amplitude characteristics 
are achieved. 

The cabinets were constructed to similar exacting 
standards and the complete system was visually matched 
by one of this country's leading industrial designers. All 
DM6 loudspeaker systems carry a five -year guarantee. 

If you want to see and hear the new DM6, contact your 
B &W authorised dealer. Or drop a line to us and we'll 
send you detailed literature. 

DM6 
How B &W pioneered the measurement of phase impulse response 
These measurements and oscillograms are, as far as we know, the first to be published 
anywhere in the world. They relate to two vital aspects of loudspeaker performance 
that have not been previously assessed phase response and impulse response. 

This breakthrough is a result of a major investment by B &W in entirely new 
measuring techniques and instruments in an area where accurate quantifications were 
previously thought to be prohibitively complex. 

It is well known that 'square' or impulse waves are made up of a fundamental sine 
wave plus a harmonic series. Equally well known is the fact that the amplitude of these 
harmonies must not only be correct but must also arrive in the correct phase or time 
if the desired wave shape is to be reproduced. It is this correction for phase or time in 
the design of the units, the crossover network and the physical placement of the units 
which enables the DM6 to dramatically improve the square or impulse waveform 
performance as set out below. 

The 'third octave' room measurement is yet another meaningful method in assessing 

how well the balance of the DM6 conforms to the idealized curve shown. 
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40' B &W Loudspeakers 
B &W Loudspeakers Ltd (Room 8), Meadow Road, 
Worthing, West Sussex BN13 IQA. Tel. (0903) 205611 

B&W DM is the registered trade mark of B&W Loudspeakers Ltd 
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pop music but also doubtless damaging the 
livelihood of a good many people involved in 
its promotion. The good intentions which 
sparked the original action pale into insigni- 
ficance in the light of what has followed. One 
can only hope that the GLC, which is far more 
open minded and willing to discuss points 
with the press, will curb any internal over - 
enthusiasm before it stumbles into a Leeds -like 
situation without even realising it. 

Forgetting now about the political intrigues 
at Leeds and the anomalies generated by the 
GLC Code we are left with the indisputable 
facts that loud industrial noise is dangerous 
and ridiculously loud music must also be a 
risk. But there also remains that one crucial 
question still unanswered -is it reasonable to 
equate industrial noise with musical noise for 
the purpose of establishing whether anyone 
regularly exposed to fairly loud music, for 
instance as part of their work, is running a 
long -term risk? 

In the previous piece 1 hinted at the possi- 
bility of a difference between the damaging 
effects of `nasty' industrial noise on the one 
hand and `nice' musical noise on the other, 
Alex Burd, of Sandy Brown Associates, still 
has an open mind on the point but finds it 
di!P!cult to see how there can be a difference 
in effect. John Knight gave the matter thought 
but also feels there can be no difference in 
effect. In a radio programme Ron Fearn 
categorically dismissed the possibility of there 
being any difference in damaging effects of 
nice and nasty noise on the ear. J. S. Ratcliff, 
Lecturer in Sound at Ravensbourne College 
of Art (a mine of information and references 
on the whole subject of noise- induced hearing 
loss), remarks on the similarity of curves 
between the 'spectral band of measurements 
of sound levels for rock music and fortissimo 
symphonic music' measured by Lebo and 
Oliphant (Calif. Med. No 107) and similar 
types of measurement applied to diesel engine 
noise. 

Set against this weight of obviously inform- 
ed opinion, generally suggesting that there 
should be no difference in effect between nice 
and nasty noise, is the apparently unanswerable 
fact that jazz (especially big band jazz), 
musicians have been making very loud sounds 
now for at least fifty years. And I have never 
yet heard a report of any jazz or big band 
musician suffering from hearing loss. Charlie 
Watkins, of Watkins Electric Music Ltd, has 
measured levels of up to 125 dBA front the 
orchestras of Duke Ellington and Ted Heath 
in full flight. Likewise, my dose meter tests 
showed that a largely unamplified piano trio 
could notch up a hundred per cent safe dose 
in just over two hours' playing time (probably 
due mainly to the drum kit and cymbals 
sound). So it is on the cards that any musician 
playing or near the drums of a big band must 
continually be notching up grossly over the 
safe daily dose. 

Of course, even though there are no reports of 
deafened musicians, this is not to say that there 
have been none. In other medical fields (such 
as risk due to exposure to asbestos dust or 
PVC components) the correlation between 
cause and effect has emerged only when the 
possibility has been publicised and those 

involved have had their attention drawn to the 
possibility of a correlation. This is, of course, 
what should worry studio engineers. They, 
even more than professional musicians, are 
subjecting themselves to large doses of loud 
sound. Whereas young people attending pop 
concerts are doing so for, at the most, only a 
few days a week (and probably only a few days 
a month) a studio engineer is dosing himself 
daily. The Leeds and GLC limits can be written 
off as grossly over- protective for all but the 
very small, and perhaps even non- existent, 
minority who can afford to hear loud sound 
for pleasure daily. But could those limits be 
applicable to studio engineers (and for that 
matter discotheque engineers and jockeys) who 
are being paid, rather than paying, to listen to 
loud sounds'? 

In an effort to establish just what kind of 
risk studio and discotheque engineers are run- 
ning, I carried out more tests with the B & K and 
Castle meters. At a London discotheque 
attached to a pub I sat at the side of the dance 
floor and out of direct line of the loudspeakers 
which were beamed to fire down onto the 
dancers. At the end of one hour the reading was 
86 per cent of a full daily dose, and thus the full 
allowed Leg of 90 dBA for an eight -hour 
period would have been reached in only a little 
over an hour by the side of the dance floor and 
probably in under the hour in direct line of fire 
of the speakers. The disco was open for four - 
and -a -half hours with virtually non -stop 
music, so the disc jockey must have been 
receiving about four times his safe daily dose 
during the course of just one evening. Even at 
the bar, the percentage was notching up at 
about the rate of about one per minute, so the 
bar staff were receiving a full daily dose in 
about one hour forty minutes, and two or 
three times the safe daily dose during the 
course of the whole evening. 

I have found London studios not unnaturally 
cagey about letting me in with a meter, but I 
found the BBC's attitude particularly surpris- 
ing. I talked to several engineers and they 
agreed that the BBC was probably the best 
place of all to do an extensive check on control 
room levels. Because the BBC puts out not 
only commercially recorded music but also 
internally prerecorded live sessions with classi- 
cal, rock, jazz and light pop musicians, a series 
of readings taken in various control rooms 
during various sessions would have given a very 
comprehensive picture of studio sound levels in 
general. It would also have shown how some 
BBC engineers prefer to listen at loud levels 
while others are prone to don a tin helmet or 
run and hide if anyone turns up the wick. 
According to BBC protocol I was referred up- 
wards to the Assistant Head of Engineering 
Information. Instead of the hoped -for official 
OK for a visit with my dose meter, I was told 
that the BBC already had their own Engineering 
Department on the job of measuring, so there 
was no point in my doing anything similar. I 
pointed out that there was every point in my 
doing something similar, because my measure- 
ments would be of what I wanted to measure, 
and they would in any case be independent. 
But the Assistant Head was not to be budged, 
and finally came out with his ace. `Studios are 
small places, you know,' he told me, 'and there 
just isn't room for an extra person in there 
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with a meter.' I learned subsequently that the 
real reason for the ban was that the BBC is 
worried over possible union action, the Cor- 
poration envisaging one day either a down - 
tools or a claim for damages from an internal 
troublemaker taking sound levels as a peg on 
which to hang a grievance. 

It is also interesting to note that when, a 
few days later, I was invited by a BBC news 
programme to go on air in a discussion on 
sound levels, I was asked to take a dose meter 
into the studio. (Presumably the BBC had by 
then found a studio that was large enough to 
cope with us.) As my dose meter had by then 
gone back to B & K and I suggested to the prog- 
ramme production staff that they borrow one 
from Engineering for the programme. But 
after a morning's fruitless phone calls, the 
programmers gave up trying to borrow the 
meter from down the corridor, and found it 
easier to send a runner out to Hounslow to 
borrow one direct from B & K. 

Talking generally with engineers about levels 
in England, it seems likely that the low hun- 
dreds in dBA is the average maximum monitoring 
level. But there are certainly plenty of instances 
when 110 dBA and even 120 dBA is likely to 
be notched up. Even the lower levels could 
easily account for the notionally safe daily dose 
being notched up in an hour or so's hard work. 
And obviously most studio engineers work 
hard for much longer than this period during 
any given day. So equally obviously an engineer 
can, without undue difficulty, exceed the safe 
daily dose several times over during the course 
of a day's work. 

But of course, we are immediately back 
again to the question of whether exceeding the 
British `safe' dose really is unsafe. 

With this in mind I talked to Tom Hidley, 
of Westlake Audio, while he was in England 
recently, and asked for his views on USA 
levels and their safety or otherwise. Immediately 
an interesting point arose. Hidley was quoting 
levels on the linear, rather than the A scale, 
and maintains that it is misleading to use the 
A scale for pop music, He points to the fact 
that in many modern rock recordings there is 
a considerable amount of bass energy that will 
be discounted by the low frequency roll -off of 
the A scale. Hidley instanced the results 
obtainable from spectral analysis of most 
Stevie Wonder recordings: there is almost as 
much energy in the 30 to 50 Hz range as there 
is in the 200 or 300 Hz area, and only a linear 
scale reading can accurately represent this. 

Hidley divides the problem into three sep- 
arate areas. In the concert hall, where rock 
bands must play sometimes to around 25 000 
people, there will inevitably be dangerous 
readings up front. Then, contrary to what 
some observers believe, there may also be a 
risk on the studio floor itself. Some rock bands 
insist on bringing their full pa rigs into the 
studio for recording, and work, as Hidley puts 
it, 'on an emotional reaction', to levels of 
around 110 dB linear. Of course it makes 
sense. A rock band that plays loud music on 
stage will not feel or sound right playing quiet 
on the studio floor. Finally, there is the area 
of the control room. Even if the balance 
engineer wants to protect his ears, the producer 
will as likely as not issue the ultimatum `turn 
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it up or I go'. 
Hidley is convinced that some engineers 

really are now going deaf. I suggested that 
perhaps they should protect themselves with 
annual audiometric checks. `More likely 
every three months or even less', countered 
Hidley. 

When Westlake install potentially danger- 
ous equipment, they slap a warning notice to 
that effect on it. `I want to feel my stomach 
pump before I hear everything break up in 
the system,' said one potential client to West- 
lake. What he wanted was well over 110 dB 
linear, from 30 Hz to 16 kHz, plus or minus 
3 dB all the way. `I can die,' says Hidley, `if I 
am close to a sound like that, especially in a 
small room with standing waves.' 

In any discussion in this area, interesting 
new points keep arising. In the context of his 
comments on preferred linear weighting, 
Hidley points at the very high energy content 
in the bass drum of a kit. On the other hand, 
at a recent TDK tape press conference, George 
Tsutsumi suggested that his company's spectral 
analysis of modern rock music shows there to 
be more high frequency energy in the prog- 
ramme material than others have generally 
acknowledged. And work by speaker manu- 
facturers on voice coil overheating suggests 
that there are two pronounced energy peaks 
in the lower mid -range. Perhaps the real 
answer is that every rock recording has a 
different energy content; so whereas in one 
case an A scale reading is more realistic than 
a linear measurement, the opposite can equal- 
ly well apply for another recording. Also, no 
one yet seems to have given much thought to 
the possibility that the transients in some rock 
music may be comparable to impulsive noise. 
Certainly, a snare drum track played alone at 
high level can resemble the sound of gunfire - 
I know from bitter experience, for I once had 
a headache for hours after listening to the 
mix -down of a snare track with Kepex. 

There is of course always outstanding the 
ethical question of whether it is reasonable to 
try and prevent an engineer from listening to 
unsafe levels on speakers if he chooses to do 
so. After all, in the August issue of STUDIO 
SOUND, the last article on hearing damage faces 
a survey of headphones, some of which could 
easily produce an spl at the ear of over 120 
dBA. One of the checks I wanted to run at the 
BBC was to check the level of sound at dj 
Rosko's ears when he was listening on head- 
phones during his programme. 

The editorial that preceded the previous 
article emphasised the need for education in 
this area. Rather than legislate, it is far better 
to educate the engineer over the problems and 
leave it to him to decide. After all, there are 
other disadvantages of monitoring at high 
level. It may give a microscopic appreciation 
of the sound, but it can also play havoc with 
internal frequency balance in the final product, 
when played on domestic equipment. What 
sound like a reasonable bass level monitored 
at over 100 dBA may, without compensation, 
sounds bass thin in someone's living room on 
even a reasonable record player played at a 
listening level of around 80 dBA. In 1972 the 
Association of Professional Recording Studios 
produced a pamphlet on `High sound levels 
and the impairment of hearing' and marked 
on the front cover `It is important that every- 

one in your studio should read this'. Under- 
neath was a table, where everyone who had 
seen and read the publication was asked to 
write his initials and the date. I wonder how 
many studios actually have ensured that 
everyone at possible risk has read the APRS 
booklet? 

Reading a booklet, and worrying about 
likely personal risk is one thing, but knowing 
what to do about it is another. So far there is 
really only one thing that an engineer can do, 
and that is have his hearing checked now (not 
next month or the month after, but now), to 
provide a permanent, positive record of its 
current state. This will provide a base line for 
future reference. A comparison between this 
base line and the results of any checks taken 
in future months or years will show up quite 
unambiguously any deterioration. A hearing 
specialist will then be able to advise on what is 
to be expected through natural ageing and 
what is left over and therefore probably the 
result of monitoring at excessively high levels. 
Perhaps studios could organise an audiometric 
test for all their staff involved in high level 
monitoring at least once a year. It would cost 
little, provide peace of mind for all concerned, 
and perhaps save the studio a nasty claim for 
damages in years to come. 

But as Hidley rightly observes, simply know- 
ing that they really are losing their hearing 
will not deter some studio engineers, just as 
the threat of bone necrosis does not deter 
North Sea divers. Also, how does one cope 
with the situatiot. when an engineer, although 
worried about his hearing, is faced with a pro- 
ducer who refuses to monitor at a lower level? 
The answer, put forward by Tom Hidley, is 
really only commonsense. `What we need,' he 
says, `Is a frequency linear earplug with variable 
attenuation. You wear it when you want to 
and it does nothing to alter the frequency 
response. It has built -in pads, rather like the 
pads you use in desks, to put a 5, 10, 20 or 
30 dB cut into the sound transmitted. That way, 
everyone can have their own freedom to do 
what they want with their own hearing without 
involving anyone else; just as anyone can 
smoke if they want to. If we can put a man on 
the moon we can, sure as hell, develop such a 
device.' 

He's right, of course. We could. The question 
now is, will we? 

AGONY COLUMN 
Min the good old days, the major London 
record company used to take on any house 
producer who looked like he might make it 
with one fab hit. Some came from boutiques, 
one from a restaurant. Being a complete 
natural was in. So one of this school was pre- 
paring to go into the studio to cut his artist's 
first single, and being smart he enquired of an 
old timer what was the best thing to say to 
impress the engineer and show him who was 
boss. `What you need to do is to ask him for a 
bit of r2 echo, that'll really do it.' 

So the session starts reasonably non -hap- 
hazardly, but isn't really anything special. So 
the producer hits him with a special request. 
`Certainly, it's a pleasure. Don't get many 
people asking for that.' Which at least shows 
how a good grapevine can give everyone all 
they want. 
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The sensational 
TASCAM 

2 8 -Track 
Studio Recorder 

Now available for the first 
time in the UK and Europe. 
In stock for immediate delivery. 

PROFESSIONAL PRICE ON 
APPLICATION EXPORT TO 
EUROPE OUR SPECIALITY 

REW Professional Audio 
146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2 
For further details phone: 
David Tarrant on 01 -240 3064/5 

Have a New Address 
and a new windscreen - 

new smooth grey plastic mesh and a new 

screening material still as durable. 

Rycote windshields were selected for the recent 
Everest expedition. 

RYCOTE 
Edgehill Farm, Edge, Stroud, Glos. GL6 6PA 

Telephone: Painswick 813615 

gE 
THE BEST CABINET SINCE 
DISRAELI'S 

APPROVED BY A LARGE 
MAJORITY 

EXCELLENT ON EITHER 
RIGHT OR LEFT 

PROFESSIONALS ELECT IT 
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE 

WE ARE PROUD TO 
PRESENT YOUR NEW 
MEMBER 

THE JB20 

With Line Source Characteristics 

i 
INPUT: 20W RMS 100V Line 
VOICE COIL: 50 Ohm 
RESPONSE: 100Hz -20Khz +6dB 

For details of this and other Columns, wall mounting 
speakers, mic stands, etc. 
JOHNSON BRODY MARKETING CO, 
394 Northolt Road, 
South Harrow, 
Middx. Tel: 01 -422 1863/4825 

with additional distributing premises 
41B CONSORT ROAD, 
PECKHAM, 
LONDON SE15 Tel: 01 -639 2436 
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WORK 

second factor which was the 
character and personality of Roy 
Sonnex. He felt, very sincerely, 
that he would be doing his best for 
Dean Street and the people who 
worked there if he exerted a little 
discipline over what he regarded 
as a clique of politically- motivated 
trouble- makers unrepresentative of 
the general run of staff. His inter- 
pretation of the word 'consultative' 
was different from the interpre- 
tation put on it by the staff's 
negotiators, who unfortunately 
were the same people whom he 
regarded as the unrepresentative 
clique of troublemakers. By April 
this year the workers were claim- 
ing gross breaches of the Septem- 
ber agreement, but a situation was 
reached where neither of the con- 
sultative committee's two factions 
could agree on what constituted 
such a breach. 

A few weeks before Sonnex 
resigned he explained the difficulty 
to me over lunch at the Hilton: 
'There are two ways you can look 
at this, depending on your point of 
view. I take consultation very seri- 
ously, and there are a number of 
problems that have been considered 
at great length. Everything has 
been done to agree with the agree- 
ment and so far as I am concerned 
it has been honoured. But', he 
added vehemently, 'I regard it as a 
sensible agreement, not an agree- 
ment designed to make the man- 
agement of the company a matter of 
consensus. If you do interpret it as 
a matter of consensus then, no, 
it hasn't been honoured.' He con- 
firmed without any prompting that 
there had been occasions when the 
consultative committee had been 
informed rather than consulted. 

One such occasion was the 
announcement of an increase in 

the studio rates. This, it is reported, 
had been opposed by other mem- 
bers of the De Lane Lea board, and 
so might have been considered an 
item upon which consultation 
might be needed. An increase 
made earlier this year had been 
discussed, but the second increase, 
which took effect from July 28, was 
a surprise. The feeling was that the 
price increase was a deliberate 
attempt to sabotage De Lane Lea 
preliminary to closing it down. 
Such a misapprehension should 
not, perhaps, have gone uncorrec- 
ted. 

The reason for Sonnex's appar- 
ent intransigence was his opinion 
that the agreement of the previous 
September had been reached under 
duress. At second hand he had 
received reports of the demonstra- 
tions outside the BET offices in 
Piccadilly and had also been told of 
the use of a loudhailer to shout 
obscenities at the window of John 
Nutman's office in Wardour Street. 
He felt growing distaste for a battle 
conducted in a flurry of memos. 
the wording of which grew saltier 
and more terse with each exchange, 
and it may be true that his stance 
was determined as much by the 
bruising of middle class sensi- 
bilities on receiving these less than 
politely worded missives as by the 
points at issue. Feeling as he did 
it doesn't seem all that strange that 
he should not have felt bound by 
the agreement. 

The breaking point was a state- 
ment from George Philips to the 
joint workers' committee to the 
effect that unless 12 redundancies, 
including five unfilled vacancies, 
took effect from the end of Sep- 
tember the company would close. 
Other conditions were attached, 
but even if all were complied with 
the company could only be certain 
of survival to the end of March 
next year. 

The staff immediately fired back 
that they could not agree to the 
redundancies unless they were 
voluntary and not, as he had 
intended, nominated by Mr Philips. 
The subsequent bargaining cul- 
minated in the replacement of Roy 
Sonnex with Andy Worker, whose 
manner and background met with 
a greater degree of staff approval. 
The tension visibly lifted. All the 
redundancies were made volun- 
tarily. Worker is a manager; he has 
no more intention of managing 
by consensus than did his pre- 
decessor, but his approach seems 
to have been a great deal more 
conciliatory. The staff prefer to 
forget what happened before 
Worker was appointed, and as a 
result may accept more than would 
have been thought possible a year 
ago. The looking round for other 
jobs has stopped, I understand, 
and there is a widespread deter- 
mination to make De Lane Lea 
viable, despite the odds. 

The atmosphere at the press 
reception on October I, attended 
by mary of the staff and manage- 
ment, was decidely cordial. Most 
of the staff seemed to feel that 
Andy Worker, a film man, could 
be trusted. Worker himself told 
me he had no intention of helping 
to close the company. Joint 
managing director George Philips 
said the company had a good 
future because they had behind 
them all the resources of BET, 
which he said he regarded as a 
humane organisation, and the 
companies of the Humphries 
group, which could offer every ser- 
vice the film maker could want. 
One of Worker's special tasks 
would be to put total packages 
together for clients involving these. 

The signs look at least as good, 
compared with the irretrievable 
situation of a month or so ago, as 
for the other studios in struggling 

Wardour Street. It is possible that 
more gear will be bought, including 
Dolby equipment. A three year 
contract for production and post 
production work may he signed 
with a government department and 
up to 12 commercials a day, they 
say, are being dubbed in Theatre 
Two. A Twentieth Century Fox 
feature, The Adventure of Sherlock 
Holmes's Smarter Brother with 
Gene Wilder, has been dubbed, 
cut, post- synched and effects -shot 
at De Lane Lea and another Fox 
film, is going through. 

The March 31 ultimatum has 
disappeared. Bookings have been 
accepted into April or May of 1976 
and guarantees have been given to 
customers that the company will 
carry out any work they undertake. 
This would seem to guarantee also 
the jobs of the staff. 

Andy Worker stresses that he 
has no intention of re- engaging 
staff on a free lance basis after 
large -scale redundancies, which had 
been one of the staff's major wor- 
ries. Ernie Cousins, chairman of the 
joint shop committee, said that one 
or two of the staff weren't con- 
vinced that this was a new start but 
he felt sure that after they had seen 
what would happen over the next 
few months 'they'll come round'. 

There are problems remaining, 
such as the poor return from Studio 
One. Four or so proposals for its 
future use are now under discus- 
sion. An outsider would hope, too, 
that the boardroom musical chairs 
had slowed down sufficiently to 
allow a little separation between 
the members of the group, so 
creating a clear chain of command. 
Ernie Cousins knew it wouldn't be 
easy over the next few months, 
but equally he knew Andy Worker, 
and thought that his record at 
Shepperton had been misrepresent- 
ed. 'All I can say is that I'm very 
optimistic.' John Dwyer 

LOUDSPEAKER LISTENING 
using low energy input signals. Such impulse 
responses have revealed defects of performance 
which could not be readily seen from frequency 
domain displays. By further combining fre- 
quency and time information, cumulative 
decay spectra can be produced showing tran- 
sient decay phenomena in three dimensions. 
This powerful display technique is adding 
rapidly to our knowledge of loudspeaker 
behaviour and in many cases can reveal in a 
dramatic way effects which were formerly only 
detectable audibly. 

Fig. 1 shows typical cumulative decay spectra 
for a high quality mid -range loudspeaker which 
is free from significant coloration effects. The 
decay of sound from the unit after excitation is 

comparatively smooth and devoid of charac- 
teristic formations. By contrast a similar type 
of speaker fitted with a different experimental 
diaphragm and coil assembly is depicted in 
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fig. 2. The decay characteristics are not nearly 
so smooth and there is a submerged high Q 
resonance at 7 kHz which becomes sharply 
revealed after a few hundred microseconds into 
the decay. It is interesting to note that the 
delayed resonance is scarcely observable in the 
steady state response at the rear of the display 
(time =0). 

The speaker depicted in fig. 1 sounds smooth 
and quite neutral in tone colour whereas the 
other corresponding to fig. 2 has a hard, bright 
quality which is more hi than fi. 

Cumulative decay spectra do not reveal 
everything we need to know about loudspeakers, 
but they certainly provide a wealth of new 
information which correlates well with sub- 
jectively perceived aspects of reproduced 
sound quality. These computer techniques can 
be adapted to simulate loudspeaker listening 
tests and are helping to establish audible 
thresholds for various kinds of distortion. 

Conclusions 
We are of course a long way from abandon- 

ing listening tests altogether. Loudspeaker 
reproduction remains a three dimensional 
experience in time and frequency and any 
process of evaluation must take all the factors 
into account. However, the best loudspeakers 
are now so much improved that unless listening 
tests are brought to a new standard of sophis- 
tication, misleading results will be obtained. 
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Eventide 
Clock Works 
your next sFep 

The Omnipressor 
is a professional quality dynamic modifier. 
It combines the characteristics of a corn - 
pressor, an expander, a noise gate and a 

limiter in one conveniert package. Its un- 
usually wide range of controls allows it tp be 
used in almost any applicEtion where program 
controlled gain change is useful. Additionally 
it can generate new effects, such as infinite 
compression and dynamic reversal, dynamic 
reversal makes high level input signals lower 
than corresponding low level inputs. Musically 
this reverses the attach decay envelope of 
plucked string and similar instruments, and 
gives the effect of talking backwards when 
applied to a voice signal. 

THE OMNIPRESSOR has a continuously 
variable expansion / Ccmpression Control 
which goes from an expansion range of ' 0 to 
1 (gate) to a compressioi range of - 10 to 1 

(abrupt reversal) and all possibilities in be- 
tween. Variable time constant controls adjust 
attack /decay times over En approximate 1000 
to 1 ratio. A bass cut switch is provided to 
limit low frequency response in the level 
detector. The front panel meter measures 
either absolute input level, absolute output 
level, or gain over 60 dB. 

From the people 
who bring you 
the Instant Flanger 

6, Digital Delay Line 
Feldon Audio Ltd 
126 Gt. Portland Street London W1 
Tel : 01-580 4314 

Professionally 
canned from 

ear to ear 
The DT 100 is only one of an extensive range of 
headphones manufactured by Beyer Dynamic, 
in use in studios throughout the world 
setting a new sound standard. 

Frequency Response: 30- 20,000 Hz 

Output Level at 100 HZ and 1 mW: 110 db over 
2. 10.4 µ bar 
Rated Input: appr. 600m V per cartridge 

' Peak Power Load: 1W or 20V per cartridge 
* Impedance: 2 x 4002(2 x 8, 2 x 100, 2 x 800, 

2 x 2,0004upon request) 

BEYER D 'N1AF%AIC 
BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LIMITED 
1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Susser.. 

Tel: Haywards Heath 51003 
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Oki I 

NEA LINDBERG MP3 - 
24 STATIC INVERTER 

Hugh Ford 

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION 
Input voltage 
Nominal rating: 24V dc. 
Service range: 20 to 30V dc. 
De power supply: Battery. When using other 
power supplies, connect a parallel capacitor, e.g. of 
5000 pF. The circuit breaker protexts against reverse 
polarity and serves also as a main switch. 
Output voltage 
Nominal rating : 220V ac (may be connected for 
240V ac). 
Guaranteed output: Min 217.5V ac -max 227.5V ac 
at nominal dc voltage and 200W. 
Stabilisation: As per curves provided. 
Response time : 50 ms after start the deviation from 
stationary rating is less than 3% at OW, and less 
than 1 at 200W. 
50 ms after load changes from 200W to OW the devi- 
ation from stationary rating is less than 10 %. 
Load : 0 to 200 VA, cos e ' 0.9 inductive. 
Frequency: 50 Hz ±1%. The deviation from 50 Hz Is 
almost exclusively dependent on the temperature. 
Waveform: Sinusoidal. 
Distortion: Approx 6% at nominal dc voltage. 
No -load consumption: Approx 2.4A at 24V dc. 
Efficiency: > 70% at nominal dc voltage, 200W. 
Radio noise: The radio noise will not exceed the 
n -limit in VDE 0875/9.65. The k -limit can be achieved 
except at a few isolated frequencies. 
Ambient temperature: -10 °C to +60 °C. 

Casing: Epoxy -enamelled, ventilated steel case. 
Outside dimensions: 190 x 195 x 375 mm. 
Weight: 18 kg. 
Price: £208. 

Manufacturers: Nea Lindberg, Industriparkn, 
39 -43 BK 2750, Ballerup, Denmark. (01) 972200. 
UK agents: Avel- Lindberg Ltd, South 
Ockendon, Essex 01 -700 3444 Telex: 897106 

THE TYPE MP3 -24 static inverter is one of a 
range of static inverters manufactured by Nea 
Lindberg for both marine and aeronautical 
applications where reliability is of prime 
importance. Furthermore, the MP3 range, 
which includes four different inverters giving a 
mains voltage 50 Hz output, is specifically 
designed for driving electronic equipment with 
a maximum power requirement of 200W. 

The choice of a 200W inverter for review 
was based on the premise that the vast majority 
of studio equipment does not exceed this 
power requirement. While it may appear 
incongruous to choose an inverter with a 24V 
do input requirement, a little thought shows 
that a normal 12V car battery of 40 Ah or so 
capacity has little to offer when it is being 
discharged at in excess of 20A, even when its 
internal resistance becomes a significant factor. 

Mechanical construction of the inverter is 
very substantial, the main chassis of the unit 
being a welded steel tray on to which all the 
major components are fixed by means of nuts, 
bolts and lockwashers, this making the replace- 
ment of components a simple matter. Two 
steel sections are secured to the underneath of 
the chassis tray and extend beyond the ends 
to provide four fixing holes for mounting the 
inverter in any position. The inverters cover 
is also of welded steel and is secured to the 
chassis tray by screws threaded into steel angles 
on the chassis tray. Within the inverter the 
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remainder of the components are mounted on 
either two black heatsinks, or on a high quality 
printed board which is bolted to the chassis, 
and wired in. However, replacement of the 
board only involves four screws and five wires 
which are soldered to pins on the printed board -a sensible and reliable arrangement. 

All the electronic components are of good 
quality and all transformers are impregnated; 
the standard of wiring is first class. Further- 
more, the instruction book supplied gives very 
good servicing information as well as including 
oscillograms of the more important waveforms 
within the inverter. 

The principle of operation 
The ac output originates from a magnetic 

voltage stabiliser transformer which is tuned to 
50 Hz and the output of which is passed through 
filters to minimise radio frequency interference. 
This is generated by the two switching thyristors 
which drive the stabiliser transformer. While 
the transformer is tuned to 50 Hz, the output 
frequency of the inverter is not controlled by 
the tuning, but originates from the thyristor 
drive system. 

The 50 Hz standard is a free running multi - 
vibrator, the rail voltage for which is stabilised 
by a zener diode which itself is fed from a 
constant current source. The output from this 
multivibrator is then buffered and is used to 
trigger a second multivibrator which drives the 

thyristor firing transformer. 
From this description it can be seen that 

while the basic inverter section is conventional, 
considerable care has been exercised to main- 
tain frequency stability. Also, in addition to 
the filtering on the inverter's output, radio 
frequency filtering is fitted to the dc input lines 
which include a fast -acting overcurrent circuit 
breaker which is of the type that also functions 
as an on /off switch. 

Stability 
While the inverter is supplied ready for use 

with a nominal output voltage of 220V ac, it 
is a simple matter of movirg one soldered 
connection to convert the unit for nominal 
240V ac operation, and because this is the 
most common requirement in Great Britain 
all testing was undertaken with the inverter 
set for a nominal 240V output. 

Fig. 1 shows the relation between output 
voltage and current with a constant 24V dc 
input voltage and shows an excellent voltage 
stability with a change in output of less than 
3 per cent from no load to the rated load of 
200W; it is also to be seen that the efficiency 
remains above the specified 70 per cent from 
half load to full load. 

The output frequercy remained at 49.90 Hz 
throughout the load changes and also remained 
constant with dc input voltage variations from 
20V to 30V with the inverter delivering a full 
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200W output. 
Fig. 2 furthermore snows that the output 

voltage is well stabilised against input voltage 
changes, remaining within +3 per cent of a 
nominal 240V over the input voltage range 
22V to 30V dc, which is somewhat better than 
the local electricity boards manage to achieve 
most of the time! 

Waveform distortion 
The predominant harmonics in the output 

of the inverter were the odd harmonics of 
50 Hz, any even harmonic output being greater 
than 50 dB below the fundamental, at an 
output loading of 100W. However, the second 
harmonic at 100 Hz appeared some 47 dB below 
the fundamental when the loading was 
increased to 200W. 

Individual harmonic levels are shown in fig. 
3 with the inverter loaded at 100W, and the 
associated waveform is shown in fig. 4. At a 
loading of 200W the higher harmonics showed 
a marked decrease, but there was little change 
in the level of the third harmonic at 150 Hz. 
The harmonic contents measured are substan- 
tially higher than those associated with the 
public electricity supply, and some caution 
must be observed in this direction -however, 
there are many types of inverter that have far 
higher harmonic contents, and also some 
independent electricity supplies that suffer from 
the same complaint. 

The transient performance 
Investigations into the switch -on and switch - 

off transients when switching the incoming dc 
supply did not reveal any other voltage 
transients in excess of 4 per cent of the nominal 
output voltage, and any such transients only 
occurred within 200 ins of switch -on independ- 
ent of the loading applied. 

It was also found that the sudden application 
of loading, to the extent of going from no load 
to full load, produced little disturbance in the 
waveform, and that which did occur was fully 
recovered within 20 ms. The only operation 
that did have any potentially unhappy conse- 
quence on the inverter was removing the full 
200W loading, which gave a voltage overshoot 
of up to 20 per cent with about 200 ms being 
required to regain full stability as shown in 
fig. 5. 

Short circuiting the output did not produce 
any unhappy effects, the protective circuit 
breaker in the inverter operating within 10 ms 
of the short circuit being applied to the output. 

Other aspects 
While the measurements made were directed 

at exploring the performance within the rated 
specification, on the suggestion of the agents 
the inverter was subjected to severe overload, 
lowered supply voltage, and to capacitive and 
inductive loading without any malfunction 
being apparent. 

One potential problem which must be 
mentioned is that the acoustic noise level, the 
form of harmonics of the mains frequency, 
was high. Measurement of the noise with the 
inverter mounted on thick sheet rubber on the 
bench, the noise level meter being located one 
metre from the inverter, produced a sound 
level indication of some 48 dB(A), which is a 
very high level by the standards of normal 
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NEA LINDBERG 
M P3 -24 

audio equipment. The presence of the inverter 
in a control room, or a similar environment, 
would therefore be quite unacceptable. 

Another aspect which also deserves mention 
is that there is a fairly large stray magnetic 
field generated by the inverter's transformers, 
and while I do not have the equipment neces- 
sary to measure this field, there is no doubt 
that it could cause trouble if the inverter was 
mounted near magnetic tape transports - 
simple trials proved this, and by 'near' I mean 
less than two metres. 

Summary 
The performance of this inverter is fully to 

the manufacturers' specification, and in fact 
far better than the specification would suggest. 
In particular, the frequency stability and 
voltage regulation are better than that which 
one might expect from the public electricity 

RI II 
Three new approaches to reverb control 
In BPI 399 846, AKGofAustriaexplains howa 
conventional springreverb system with feedback 
suffers from the disadvantages that the echo 
characteristics tend to be periodic. The new 
suggestion is that this unwanted periodicity can 
be avoided by building a balanced bridge of 
symmetrical construction with four component 
ohmic resistors, of which two have transducers 
in series. The transducers are mechanically 
interconnected in conventional manner by a 
helical spring. The voltage tapped off across 
the bridge will be nil while the bridge remains 
balanced by all its symmetrical components. 
But a differential voltage will be created as soon 
as the bridge goes out of balance, for instance 
due to randomly distributed irregularities in the 
spring. When audio signals are fed into the 
spring all the unwanted periodic signal com- 
ponents, which appear in phase and with the 
same amplitude in both transducers, are 
eliminated from the bridge output. 

In BPI 400 275, the BBC tackles the same 
problem in a different way. A feedback loop, 
for instance for a tape system, contains a series 
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supply. 
On the other hand, as is the case with most 

auxiliary power supplies, the harmonic content 
of the output is fairly high. While this is 
unlikely to produce malfunctioning with most 
types of mains- powered electronic equipment, 
it is a factor which must be borne in mind 

of time delay elements. Although effective in 
producing prolonged reverberation effects this 
also produces undesirable periodicity color- 
ation in the output. To mask this periodicity, 
the BBC engineers suggest adding a random 
delay circuit to the feedback loop, thereby to 
cause a continually and randomly varying delay 
in the system. One ideal way of providing 
random delay is to use a variable delay circuit, 
of which the time constant is controlled by a 
random noise generator. Although the time 
constants of the remaining delay elements in 
the feedback loop remain fixed, the constant of 
the variable delay circuit is as unpredictable as 
the output of the random noise generator, and 
this in turn causes a random change in the over- 
all characteristics of the loop. It appears that 
in practice the variable delay need only have 
two values for the successful obliteration of 
coloration. 

The BBC suggest that the system is applicable 
to both digital and analogue signals, and may 
be used both for stereophonic and quadraphonic 
processing. 

Yet another different approach to reverber- 

FIG 1 
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when purchasing any auxiliary power supply. 
Provided that the Lindberg inverter can be 

located where its acoustic noise is not trouble- 
some, and likewise where its stray magnetic 
field is out of harm's way, it offers very good 
performance from an unusually substantial 
unit which will withstand rough handling. 

ation control is patented in BPI 398 330, again 
by the BBC. In this case the suggestion is that 
the reverb time of the studio may be varied, for 
instance between one and two seconds, by 
simple mechanical means. The studio walls and 
ceiling are clad with sound absorbent panels of 
the perforated or cavity type. These panels are 
covered by further panels which have a pattern 
of simple through -perforations matching the 
pattern of perforations on the wall panels. The 
inner panels are fixed, the outer panels are 
slideable. Thus by moving an outer panel over 
a fixed inner panel it is possible to move con- 
tinuously between two extreme positions, in 
one of which the holes of both panels are 
aligned and in the other of which the holes of 
the lower panel are totally covered. In the half- 
way positions some holes are aligned and some 
are covered, and sonie holes are partly covered. 
In this way there can be a fairly smooth mech- 
anical change between the dead and live 
acoustics. An alternative approach suggested 
is to use venetian blind slats as the outer panel, 
the slat angle being varied to change the effec- 
tive open area of the inner panels. It is 
envisaged that the moveable parts can be 
motor -driven for automated master contiol. 

Adrian Hope 
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LEVEL CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

Good News for a change... 
AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING take pleasure in 

announcing a simultaneous contribution to both 

AUTOMATION and 
NOISE REDUCTION 

The F300 EXPANDER -GATE contributes to AUTOMATION 
because it has been especially designed for multi -track work with careful attention being given to ensure 

simplicity of operation. By use of auto -dynamic characteristics, the signal is swiftly yet smoothly controlled, 

shutting down the channel as it ceases to contribute useful signal to the mix, yet opening with a clean 

instantaneous response as necessary. 

The F300 EXPANDER -GATE contributes to NOISE -REDUCTION 
since as a single ended processor of superb quality, it not only attenuates tape noise under most conditions in 

pop- recording, but can also make a dramatic improvement by reducing studio microphone cross -pickup and 

equipment cross -talk, whilst increasing control over studio ambience. 

The F300 EXPANDER -GATE, a FIVE -STAR PRODUCT 
* AUTO -DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

* EXPANDER -GATE SLOPE OPTIONS 

Er- 
* VERSATILE FACILITIES 

* SUPERB PERFORMANCE 

* COMPACT (16 units to one rack system) 

Not only is it simple when you need it to be, but its versatile as well. In addition to its auto -characteristics it has 

a wide range of manual functions enabling the creation of those special effects. 

If you've tried other expanders and been disappointed, try again; not only is the performance a knock -out, but so 

is the low price! Before you buy noise -reduction or automated systems; find out what the F300 can do for you - 
you'll be pleasantly surprised! 

Studios in the UK are invited to phone LEN LEWIS now, on 01 -997 2724 who will be pleased to arrange a 

demonstration. Overseas enquiries should be sent to:- 

ST. MICHAELS, SHINFIELD ROAD, SHINFIELD GREEN, READING. Tel: (0734) 84487 

The Best of British ...AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING 
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Roger 5quiiei the specialists in deejay 
equipment for radio studios 

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE PRICES FOR BOTH 
BROADCASTING STUDIOS -AND RADIO RECORDING STUDIOS 

ALL PRICES ARE NETT PROFESSIONAL 

BROADCAST TURNTABLES JINGLE MACHINES 

111 n 
SQUIRE S3000 Mk. II 

R/Playback compat. £145 
SPOTMASTER 
Model 1000 £339 

Russco Sparta 

E175 £295 

INSTANT 
START ea 

Alice Broadcast Mixer 

`ÿ, * At last we can bring you 
a professional Broadcast 4- - a+ 
mixer that features an . i" i 
ergonomically laid out DJ i 0 ®\ 
control panel. , 
Also featuring limiter on ' \ 
voice, On Air and Talkback 
facilities, P.F.L., and Peak 
Programme Meters. 

4-4 411111I ' 111111111 

44 t JP 

s , O v 

This mixer can be 
operated MONO or 

STEREO and will take 
up to 8 inputs. All 
channels have remote 

switching. This mixer meets 
and exceeds IBA specifications. 

Available ex- stock. NETT 
PROFESSIONAL PRICE E465 ; -VAT 

FEATURING 

Remote starts 
Voice auto fade 
Full studio spec. 

Squire S4000 6ch M/S Mixer E218 

ALLEN & HEATH 

16/2 ... E580 

14/2 ... E527 

12/2 ... £474 

10/2 ... £421 

ALSO 
Stanton B /Cast Carts 
AKG Studio Mics, from 
Anglepoise Mic Stands 

L13.25 
E49.00 
L14.75 

Budget -priced mixers, from 
Uher Interview Recorders 
HH variable echo units ... 

UK CUSTOMERS VAT EXTRA AT 8 %, 

DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN UK plus EXPORT SERVICE 
Most items available ex- stock. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Showrooms open Tuesday- Saturday Closed Mondays 
OPENING TIMES 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m. LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAYS UNTIL 8.00 p.m. 

E59.00 
E284.00 

. . . L134.00 

Talk to our manager 

Terry Way. He knows 
about Radio Studios. 

Roger Squite!.' 
STUDIO EQUIPMENT DIVISION 
55 CHARLBERT STREET, LONDON NW8 6JN 

Telephone 01 -722 8111 
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Macinnes, France .. .. .. .. 16/8 
Malcolm Green quits H/H Electronics .. 20/4 
Marquee -see Work 
Master cart Nab cartridge from Fidelipac 44/7 
Mastering Lab -see Work 
Master Room reverberation unit -see Reviews 
MCI JH24 -see Reviews 
Mic for the job, the right (f) 28/1 
Microphones -see Surveys 
Midas Amplification, apology .. 25/12 
Midem '75 .. 18/4 
Mincom move .. .. .. .. 15/2 
3M lightweight plastic sheeting 20/3 
3M 79 -see Reviews 
Mixer hire erratum .. 28/10 
Mixer's point of view, CD4 (f) .. 44/6 
Mixer swop for 3Cn .. 12/2 
Mobile Most -see Work 
Modern Recording Environment (f) .. .. 46/12 
Monitor system from C. E. Hammond .. .. 20/5 
Montreux Casino -see Work 
Motoring Broadcast -see Work 
Multitrack and studio practice (f) .. 24/3 
Musexpo '75 .. .. .. .. .. 20/9 
Music Centre, Wembley -see Work 

N 
Naim Audio wrong address .. 16/6 
Nea Lindberg MP3 -24 -see Reviews 
Neal cassette deck 103 .. .. 14/2 
Neumann U87i -see Reviews 
Neve exports . . 

Neve's 5301 desk .. .. .. .. 36/1 

News- 36/1, 12/2, 18/3, 18/4, 20/5, 16/6, 22/7, 

20/9 

48/8 New Tweed products 
New twist, old idea (f) 

O 
38/1 Old idea, new twist(f) 

16/8, 16/9, 28/10, 22/11, 24/12 
.. 22/11 

. 86/10 

.. 86/10 
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Old -tyme recording, gimme that (f) 
Ornal loudspeaker 
Omniphon metamorphoses .. 
Orange programmable amplifier 
ORTF strike 
Other side of the glass (f) 

P 
PA74 -Leeds 
Partridge 'box-style' mixers 
Partridge vu meter 

48/3 Schoeps CMT36 and CMT56 
15/2 Sennheiser MKH815T . . 

17/8 Soundcraft 12/4 .. . . 

24/11 Sound Technology 1700A 
36/1 Telefunken M12 .. 

42/12 TurnerA300 .. .. 
Universal Audio 'Cooper Time Cube' .. 
Yamaha fet amplifier .. 

.. 14/2 

.. 22/7 
36/1 

Patents .. 42/1,16/2, 22/3, 32/4, 24/5, 20/6, 26/7, 
18/8, 39/9, 28/10, 22/11 

Peak programme meter, Knick AD26V -see 74/12 
Reviews 

People -see Work 
Performing Rights Society donation .. .. 40/6 
Philips rebuilt Phonogram Studios, Baarn .. 26/12 
Piccadilly Radio -ILR, the continuing story of 54/1 
Playing in the fm band -see Book Reviews 
Plymouth Sound ILR .. .. .. .. 17/8 
PO compete with Ceefax and Oracle, Viewdata 25/12 
Politics and persuasions, hearing damage 

Power amplifiers -see Surveys 
Preview,AES Los Angeles 51st Convention (f) 
Preview, APRS Exhibition 1975, A (f) 
Programmable mixing (f) 
Pye TVT ob vans to African countries .. 
Pye TVT sell ob van to Egypt .. 
Pyral SA satellite tape manufacturing plant .. 

62/12 

22/5 
28/7 

82/10 
18/3 
17/8 
16/8 

Q 
Quad /Eight meter bank PKM 400 .. 20/5 
Quad 405 current dumping amplifier .. 28/12 
Quintophonic sound, Moseley style .. .. 16/6 
QS four channel 'encoding, recording tech- 

niques for (f) .. .. .. .. .. 54/6 
Quadraphonic disc system, SQ: the pro- 

ducer's view (f) .. .. .. .. 30/6 

R 
Racal Zonal salesman promotion 19/4 
Radio, alternative (f) 46/9 
Radio Forth commences broadcasting . 20/4 
Radio in Eastern Europe (f) .. .. .. 42/11 
Radio Hallam operate local stations for Shef- 

field and Rotherham .. .. .. .. 37/1 
Radio, Piccadilly -the continuing story of ILR 

(f) .. 54/1 
RAI, resignation of Signor Ettore Bernabei .. 39/1 
Raindrik ppm .. .. .. .. .. 20/9 
Recorder RTS2, Ferrograph and Auxiliary test 

unit type ATU1 .. .. .. .. 69/9 
Recording tape (f) 20/2 
Recording techniques for QS four channel 

encoding (f) .. .. .. .. .. 54/6 
Research laboratory standard transducer, 

Acoustic Research -see Reviews 
Revamped Stones mobile -see Work 
Reverberation and delay units -see Surveys 

REVIEWS 
Acoustic Research laboratory standard trans- 

ducer .. 

AKG C414 .. 
AKG CK9 .. .. 
AKG TDU7202 .. 
Allen & Heath 16/8 . . . . 

Amber 4550 audio spectrum display 
Amcron M600 .. 
Ampex MM//00 . . 

Bias 13E1000 .. 
B &W DM4 /D5 loudspeakers .. 
Ferrograph RTS2 and ATU1 .. . . 

Knick peak programme meter AD26V .. 
Lexicon Delta -T .. 

Master Room reverberation unit 
MCI JH24 .. . . 

Nea Lindberg MP3 -24 
Neumann U87i .. 
Revox A700 .. . . 

.. 32/8 
49/1 
60/1 

62/11 
.. 90/10 
.. 52/8 
.. 52/4 
.. 58/3 

32/5 
.. 56/2 
.. 69/9 
.. 42/10 
.. 70/11 
.. 52/3 
.. 66/11 
.. 66/3 
.. 72/12 
.. 48/1 
.. 48/10 

52/1 Industrial tape recorders . . 

68/1 Loudspeakers .. .. 

86/10 Microphones .. 
66/9 Power amplifiers .. 
36/5 Reverberation and delay units .. 
58/4 Synthesisers .. .. .. .. . 50/5 

62/11 Tape duplicating and disc cutting equipment 46/7 
48/4 

30/3 
30/12 

32/1 
34/4 

30/11 

Revox A700 -see Reviews 
Richmond Sound portable stereo mixer .. 
Right mic for the job, the (f) 
RIP, Command Studios (f) 
Robins /Fairchild coffee -proof rotary slider .. 
Robins /Fairchild mixing console 1632 .. 
Robins Industries Corporation6.25mm splicer 
ROR sweep analyser .. 
Round House -see Work 
RSD Systems, hire and retail shop . . 

RSE synthesiser modules .. .. 
Rycote change address .. .. . . 

S 
SAE 27008 equaliser .. 
Sandy Brown Associates continue . . 

Sandy Brown obituary .. .. 
Sansui SR 717 turntable .. .. . . 

Sansui variomatrix QSD 4 decoder . . 

Scanbe card stacking file .. 
Scandair SD -75 air cleaner .. 
Schoenberg's Gurrelieder(f) .. 
Schoeps CMT36 and CMT56 -see Reviews 
Scopex 4D -10 oscilloscope .. 
Scully 280 .. .. .. .. .. 
Seawell ear defenders .. 
Sennheiser MKH 815T-see Reviews 
Shafer Electronics 903 automated broadcast 

system .. 
Sheffield Labs, direct cut ciscs .. 
Sides of the moon, Four (f) 
Sifam, range of collet fixing knobs 
Sintronic DFM 250 SS .. .. 
Sir Michael Swann, concern for BBC .. 
Small mixing consoles from Cadac .. 
Soundcraft Electronics move .. .. 
Soundcraft 12/4 -see Reviews 
Sound 75 

Sound Technology 1700A -see Reviews 
Sparta broadcast unit 331010/1 . . 

Sparta 3000 broadcast mixer .. 
Sparta 703B new am power classification 
Specification says ...(f) .. . . 

Spectra Sonic's mini mic equaliser 502 
Spectrum audio display, Amber 4550 -see 

Reviews 
Spotmaster2000jingle machine .. 
Spotmaster 3000 cartridge machine .. 
Spotmaster 4000 cartridge machine . 

SQ quadraphonic disc system: the producer's 
view(f) .. 

Stagesound Ltd join Theatre Projects 
Story of ILR -Radio Manchester, the continu- 

ing (f) 
Straight wire with gain ? The(f) .. 
Strawberry -see Work 
StuderA67 .. 
Studio 99 Video transportable mixer . . 

Studio practice and multitrack (f) 
Studios, Elstreefilm (f) .. 
Studio Sound being sarcastic .. 
Studio Sound express air mail rates .. 
Studio Sound sent air mail .. 
Studios, RIP, Command (f) .. .. 
Surrey Electronics, frequency shifter .. 
Surrey Electronics distribution amplifier . . 

Surrey Electronics, stereodisc amplifier 

20/4 
28/1 
42/4 
17/8 
39/1 

22/11 
16/8 

18/4 
18/6 

40/12 

26/12 
22/11 

18/6 
38/1 
39/1 
39/1 

25/12 
38/6 

30/10 
16/8 
14/2 

28/10 
40/12 

50/6 
37/1 
38/1 
37/1 
19/4 
16/8 

16/6 

22/11 
25/12 
24/11 
22/9 
20/3 

18/3 
16/6 
44/7 

30/6 
37/1 

54/1 
22/4 

28/10 
19/4 
24/3 
12/8 
19/3 

40/12 
22/11 
42/4 
18/3 
18/6 
39/1 

SURVEYS 
Audio mixers .. .. 

Audio mixer (addendum) 
Audio test equipment .. 
Headphones .. 

62/10 
36/11 

28/9 
42/8 

Survey of Capital and LBC listeners 16/8 
Swansea Sound and Radio City ILR , . 39/1 
Synthesisers -see Surveys 
Synthesiser, on stage and in the studio, the (f) 
System and its use, the UD4 (f) . 42/6 

58/5 

T 
Tandberg's TIR 115 carrier tape recorder 
Tape duplicating (f) .. 
Tape, recording (f) .. . . 

Teac direct drive turntable TN 400 
Telefunken M12 -see Reviews 
Telefunken move 
Test discs (f) . . 

Test tapes (f) . . 

Theatre mixer from Cambridge Electronic 
workshop 

Tower Flue Components Ltd, power converter 
Turner A300 -see Reviews 

U 

Universal Audio 'Cooper Time Cube' -see 
Reviews 

Urei digital metronome .. 
US standard for amplifiers 

V 
VAT ruling on equipment .. 
Viewdata, PO competes with 

Oracle 
Vitavox sell speaker to India 
Vitavox staff changes .. 

39/1 
52/7 
20/2 
14/2 

24/7 
38/2 
46/2 

20/5 
18/3 

.. 24/7 
39/1 

.. 24/11 
Ceefax and 

.. 25/12 
. 39/1 

.. 44/7 

W 
Watergate revisited . .. 
West Germany agency for Stellavox 
Westminster -see Work 
Wire with gain ? the straight (f) . . 

Wollensak cassette deck 
Work 46/5, 60/6, 40/7, 58/8, 42/9, 38/10, 52/11, 

.. 18/3 

.. 16/8 

22/4 
12/2 

54/12 

WORK 
Advision (Frank Ogden) .. 
Apple moving (John Dwyer) .. .. 
Apple Studios (John Dwyer) .. . . 

Around the receptions (Freeloader) . . 

A star is born 
Bob Auger 2 (Frank Ogden) .. . . 

Aussie Festival (Michael Thorne) .. 
Chit -chat round the studios (Frank Ogden) 
Countdown Studio (Frank Ogden) .. 
De Lane Lea, politics again .. .. 
Dublin Sound Studios (Frank Ogden) 
Eamonn Andrews Studios (Frank Ogden) 
His Master's Wheels (Michael Thorne) 
Island (Frank Ogden) .. 
R. G. Jones (Frank Ogden) .. 
Marquee (Frank Ogden) .. .. . . 

Mastering Lab (Michael Thorne) .. 
Mobile Most (Frank Ogden) .. . . 

Montreux Casino (Frank Ogden) .. 
Motoring Broadcast (Frank Ogden) .. 
Music Centre, Wembley (Frank Ogden) 
People (Frank Ogden) .. 
Revamped Stones mobile (Frank Ogden) 
Round House .. 
Strawberry (Frank Ogden) 
Trend Studios (Frank Ogden) .. . . 

Westminster (John Dwyer) .. 
Zoom .. .. 

Z 
Zoom -see Work 

60/6 
40/10 

42/7 
59/8 

55/12 
40/7 

38/10 
60 /6 
45/9 

58/12 
58/11 
49/11 

38/10 
47/5 
40/7 
46/5 
58/8 
60/6 

50/11 
48/5 

51/11 
48/5 

40/10 
56/12 

46/5 
48/11 

42/9 
54/12 
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Classified Advertisements 
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 12p per word, minimum £1.80. Box Nos. 25p 
extra. Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JANUARY 1976 
issue must reach these offices by 16th NOVEMBER 1975 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, 
Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. 
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten. 
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound Link House, Dingwall 
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box 
No. indicates its locality. 

STUDIO FACILITIES 

Roger Squiie Studios 
specialist recording studios for sound commercials and 
radio programmes: contact Tony Newman orJayne. 

55 Charlbert St, London, NW8 6,01. Tel. 01 -722 8111. 

*Fanfare Records. Tape - disc pressings, 
demo's, masters, any quantity. Studio /mobile 
Neumann disc cutter. S.A.E. brochure. 1 

Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 
0483 61684. 

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER 

DEMO DISCS 
MASTERS FOR 

RECORD COMPANIES 

VINYLITE 
PRESSINGS 

Single discs, 1 -20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days 
from'your capes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records 
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT. 
Delivery 3 -4 weeks, Sleeves /Labels. Finest quality 
NEUMANNISTEREO /Mono Lathes. We cut for many 
Studios:U.K. /OVERSEAS. S.A.E. list. 

DEROY RECORDS 
P.O. Box 3, Hawk Street, Carnferth, Lancs. 

Tel. 2273 

T.W. ELECTRONIC CONTRACTORS 

WIRING and ASSEMBLY SPECIALISTS 
For 

Module Assy, P.A. Assy, P.C.B. Assy, 
Looms, Multicore Plug Assy, etc. 

Quality sub -contractors to the Sound Industry. 
For Service: 

Tel. 01 -500 1708 

REVOX - FERROGRAPH - UHER 

Serviced, supplied, modified to professional 

Standards. 
IAN DOWNS, 01 -200 1229 

el/ i- i -i -i -i -iii i 

22 TREE ROAD, CUSTOM HOUSE, E.16. 

Professional high speed stereo -mono cassette 
duplication. Keen prices on short or long 

CUSTOM CASSETTE 

runs. Write for rate card. Reliable service. \ 
_._._._. 
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RAC MIXERS 
Custom - built mixers for groups, P.A., 
hospital broadcasting, recording, discos, etc, 
RAC plug - in audio modules for building 
your own mixers. 
Sony, Akaj, TEAC, Tandberg, Marantz, Lux, 
Nikko, Dual, Quad and Armstrong dealers. 
Shure, Calrec, AKG mikes and stands, etc. 
APRS Manufacturing members. 

RUGBY /AUTOMATION CONSULTANTS 
19 Freemantle Road, Bilton, Rugby 

Warwickshire CV22 7HZ 
Tel. 0788 -810877 (Rugby) 

Call, write or phone us 

H 
H 

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE La 

and mono masters and lacquer [a 
discs from your tapes. O I Telephone Bracknell 54935. 

London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, 
Berks, England. 

*J & B Recordings. Tape to disc. 12 in. L.P. 
£4.00.7in, 45 rpm £1.80. E.P. £2.00. Pressings - 
stereo /mono. Tape Copying, 14 Willows 
Avenue, Morden, Surrey. 01 -648 9952. 

See 

CE -COURT ELECTRONICS 
for Fast, Professional Service 

P.C.B. Assy. Mech. Assy. Cableform Manfg. 
Full details of these and other services from: - 
Cambridge Trading Estate, Hanwell, 
London W7 3PA. Tel. 01 -567 9672/3 

*For Sound Communication use our open reel 
and mono /stereo cassette copying service. A 
prospectus describing our other services is 
available on request. Sound Communication 
(Publishers) Ltd., Field House, Wellington 
Road, Dewsbury, West Yorkshire WF13 1HF. 
Tel. 0924 469436. 

STABILIZER 

With two years experience of frequency shifters the new 
Stabilizer includes all the features which have shown 
themselves to be desirable in a unit for howl reduction. 
It provides shifts between I and 10 Hertz either upwards 
or downwards and has a front panel gain control, signal 
overload LED and SHIFT /BYPASS switch as well as a 
mains switch and neon. This unit has a considerably lower 
noise level than any previous shifter and hum pickup 
within the small case is avoided by the mains transformer, 
and input transformer in the balanced version, being in 
mumetal cans. The input amplifier is protected from high 
voltage spikes on the signal line, whether from valve 
equipment or occurring through static or earth leakage 
voltages while a system is being plugged up. The output 
line driving amplifier is preceded by a 24 Hz high pass 
filter which not only provides further rejection of the 
shifting frequency but is general good practice before 
feeding into a power amplifier. 
Available as a boxed unit with either balanced or unbal- 
anced signal lines and as a rack mounting version offering 
studio quality slider 'SHIFT' control, duplicated jack and 
XLR connectors and a smart anodised finish with an 
engraved front panel. 
+5Hz FIXED SHIFT CIRCUIT BOARDS for WW 

July 1973 article 
Small enough to be built inside the cabinets of many 
amplifiers. 
Complete kit and board E24 Including psu and 
Board built and aligned E31 mains transformer 

DESIGNER APPROVED 
Write or ring for leaflet giving full specifications for this 
or any other item: STEREO DISC AMPLIFIER, IO OUTLET 
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER, MICROPHONE PREAMPLI- 
FIER, PPM DRIVE CIRCUITS and Ernest Turner PPM 
MOVEMENTS 642, 643!and TWIN all meeting IBA require- 
ments. 

SPECTRUM SHIFTER: 
Variable shifts 0.1- 1000Hz for weird special effects on 
speech or music. 

SURREY ELECTRONICS 
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 
78G (STD 04866) 5997 
CASH WITH ORDER less 5 ° :, UK post free. Add VAT 

at 8 " 

WOLLENSAK 2770AV 
CASSETTE FAST -COPIER 

SCS Appointed Main Dealers 

Demonstrations Personal Service Maintenance 
Cassette Fast -Copying -Short or Long Runs 

Full Information on Request 

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICE (SSI) 
PO Box 2, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 8EG 

Tel: 02813 84409 

FOR SALE -TRADE 

*Service, manufacture and modification of 
audio equipment. Ian Downs. 01 -200 1229. 

EMI BTR2 RECORDER 

38 and 76 cms. per second. Transfer table 
mobel in new condition, with PPM and 
Monitor amp. Highest offer secures. 

Phone: Newcastle- Under -Lyne, Staffs. 
6I -0679. 
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FOR SALE -TRADE 
(Continued) 

* Nagra III and IV and SN models available. 
Immediate delivery. Write or phone J. J. 
Francis (Wood Green) Ltd., Manwood House, 
Matching Green, Harlow, Essex. Tel. Matching 
476. 

SALE 
CONTENTS OF 16 TRACK STUDIO 
Including: Tape recorders, Mixing con- 
soles, Microphones, Reverberation de- 
vices, Dolbys, Compressor /Limiters, 
Delay units, Grand piano, Microphone 
stands, etc. 

Viewing by appointment with Malcom 
Jackson, The Studios, Rickmansworth, 

Herts, England 
Tel. Rickmansworth 72351 

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS 
FOR SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT 
We are suppliers to many well -known companies, 
studios and broadcasting authorities and were estab- 
lished in 1941. Early deliveries. Competitive prices. 
Large or small quantities. Let us quote. 

E. A. SOWTER LTD. 
Transformer Manufacturers and Designers 

7 Dedham Place, Fore Street, Ipswich IP4 IJP 
Telephone 0473 52794 

*Audiofact No. 1 ! ! You can build 8 Cathedral 
Complimiters into your mixer for less than 
the cost of the one medium price competitor - 
and they perform. We also manufacture a 
range of high quality audio modules. S.a.e. 
details. Cathedral Sound, Fourways, Morris 
Lane, Halsall, Lancs L39 8SX. Tel. Halsall 
(0704) 840328. 

STREETNOISE 
SYNTHESISER STUDIOS 
We are the experts in Synthesiser sound. 
When you hire one of our synthesisers, 
whether it is the compact ARP 2600 or a 
giant Moog (discussed in the May issue of 
Studio Sound) you get a reliable, regularly 
serviced machine, and an operator fully 
experienced in Control Voltage Technology, 
to provide that different sound for your next 

session. 
CALL US NOW ON 01 373 3928 FOR 

MORE DETAILS AND RATES 

FOR SALE -PRIVATE 

*200+ Rolls } inch tape on NAB spools, any 
offers. Used once. Mr. W. Bohanna, Rosewalk, 
Bentley Road, Slough, Berks. 

FOR SALE -PRIVATE 
(Continued) 

*Tannoy 12 inch, red, Vortexion 12 way valved 
microphone mixer, two Vortexion 50 watt 
valved amps. £110 the lot. 01 -427 2563 after 
8 p.m. 
*Microphones: 2 off Beyer M69 M.C. 200 S2, 
£12.00 each, two off Gaumont Kalee Type 1492 
Ribbon 3052, £7.50 each. One off Grampian 
DP4 30f3 £8.00, all excellent condition, also 
two off Gardners matching transformers, type 
MU7529 50/20052 -60052 C.T. (new) £4.00 each. 
Tel. Worcester 424845. 
*Dolby A360's, Uher 4400L, Chilton Mk3 
10/2 mixer. Tel. 01 -722 3720 after 6 p.m. 
weekdays. 

WANTED 
*Small professional studio, just opening, needs 
any equipment, mikes, stands, Revoxes, 
headphones, etc. Epsom 24870. 
* 10/2 or bigger semi -pro mixer, good home and 
wotsmore cash awaits. 01 -794 2694. -Steve. 
*All Nagra equipment urgently required for 
cash. J. J. Francis (W.G.) Ltd., Manwood 
House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 
ORS. Tel. Matching 476. 

GLENN MILLER 
Private collector requires recordings taken from BBC 
broadcasts during 1944 -45 of THE AMERICAN BAND 
OF THE A.E.F. who were stationed in the UK during 
this period. I am particularly interested in complete 
broadcasts by the full Orchestra and various sub- 
units under the titles of: "Swing Shift ", "Swing 
Sextet ", "Uptown Hall ", "Johnny Desmond Sings ", 
"Strings With Wings ", "The American Band of the 
AEF ", plus any 16" Transcriptions, "Air Checks" and 
"V" Discs, etc., in any condition. Tape copies accept- 
able but will pay very good price for original discs or 
will exchange from my collection. 
Also requires AAF band from "Uncle Sam ", "I Sustain 
the Wings" show and AFRS and OWI Transcriptions 
plus his civilian band broadcasts and GMMS Transcrip- 
tions. All letters answered. 

A. J. HIBBERD 
59 Waverley Road, The Kent, Rugby, Warks. 

or phone 6473 daytime, 71066 evening 

SITUATIONS -WANTED 
*Ex technology student seeks recording studio 
employment as trainee balance engineer or tape 
operator. Please write or phone: Steve Butter- 
worth, 94 Home Farm Lane, Bury St. Edmunds. 
Tel. 64356. 

SITUATIONS -WANTED 
(Continued) 

*Young, experienced sound engineer requires 
new situation. Please phone 01 -874 7064. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

AIR STUDIOS 
require 

TECHNICAL ENGINEER 
with experience of tape 

machine maintenance. 

Ring Mrs Bell on 01 -637 2758 

WANTED 
Top recording engineer with at least 5 years experience 
to work with well -known American, Canadian and 
British acts. Should like country living (Studio situated 
one hour from Montreal, Canada). Must have perfec- 
tionist attitude. Send resume,ltapes, etc. to: 

YAEL BRANDEIS, 
Le Studio, Morin Heights, Quebec, Canada 
JOR I HO. (514) 226 -2419 

*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * 
*SOUND DEVELOPMENTS * * 

* * * * * * * * * require a balance engineer with experience in * * radio and programming. Some multi -,.rack * experience would be useful. A good future for * * the right applicant. Starting salary £2,750-3,000 * dependent upon experience. Please write, giving * * full details of past experience, to 
* * ROGER SINCLAIR * 
* Sound Developments Limited * 

Spencer Court, 7 Chalcot Road, * * London NWII8LH * 
*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 

STUDIOS 

KEEP IN TOUCH 
WITH STUDIO SOUND 

3Sp 
Place a regular order with your 
Newsagent or take advantage of a 

POST FREE Annual Subscription 
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Audio Education Co 

The Language Specialists 

A complete service is offered compris- 

ing master script copying, arranging 

commentators (for any language), re- 

cording, editing, sub -mastering and 

bulk cassette or open reel duplication. 

Enquiries to 01 -723 6635 

for 

FULL INFORMATION 

ON ADVERTISING IN 

STUDIO 
SOUND 
TELEPHONE 
01- 686 -2599 

and ask to speak to 

TONY NEWMAN 
or 
PHYLLIS BIRCH 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
A 

Acoustico 
Acoustico Ent. Ltd. 
Acoustical Manufacturing 
Acoustic Transducers Ltd. 
Alice (Stancoil) Ltd. 
Allen & Heath .. 
Allotrope Ltd. .. 
Apollo Electronics 
Audio Centre 
Audio & Design Recording 
Audio Developments .. 
Audio Education .. 

B 

B.A.S.F. 
Bauch, F. W. O., Ltd. 
Beyer Dynamics .. 
B & W Electronics 

Cadac (London) Ltd. 
Ce -Court Electronics 

D 

Duplitape . 

E 

Edric Films Ltd. .. 

F 

Feldon Audio Ltd. . . 

Ferrograph Co. Ltd. . . 

Future Film Developments 

10 
10 
15 
39 
16 
12 
53 
22 
18 

5 
14 
80 

41 
45 
71 
65 

2 
20 

59 

.. 20 

.. 71 

.. 20 

.. 28 

H 
Hampstead Hi Fi 
H.H. Electronics 

Ind. Tape Applications 

J 

J.B.L. 
Johnson Brodie Mkfg 

K 
Keith' Monks Audio 
Klark Teknik Inc. .. 

L 
Lee Engineering . 

Lockwood .. 

M 
Macinnes Labs Ltd. . . 

Magnetic Tapes Ltd. . . 

Midas Amplification Ltd.. . 

Mustang Communication .. 

N 
Neve, Rupert. & Co. Ltd. 

P 
Pye Studios .. 
Pyral Magnetics 

29 
57 

4,5 

33 
69 

7 
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THE ACADEMY 

THE NEW LOUDSPEAKER FROM L U C II W O O D 

(.,0 sCAlÉM1 

76cm x 5I cm x 35cm 

38mm Dual Concentric Tann.oy HPD Drive Unit 
85w Integrated Programme Material 

RETAIL PRICE (approx) E155 plus VAT 

LOCKWOOD 

Lowlands Road Harrow Middlesex HAI 3AW England Telephone 422 -3704, 422 -0768 
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